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A bstract 

Forgeries, in contran to authentic works of art, have often been assigned a 

marginal stanis and therefore have generally been neglected as valuable tools of 

study. This thesis offers a new perspective of forgenes, one that explores their 

beneficial role in three distinct fields of study: connoisseunhip, the scientific analysis 

of art works, and the an market. An understanding of the traditional practices of 

connoisseunhip provides a basis Rom which to suggest how forgeries may be utilized 

by the connaisseur. A survey of the various scientific techniques of analysis allows 

one to consider how the methods of the forger parallel the process by which authentic 

art works are created. Lastly, the production and sale of forgeries are intimately 

related to the conditions that influence the state of the art market. Therefore, 

forgeries may be appreciated for the valuable insights they offer to the study of art 

history. 

Keywords: Forgeries Comoisseurship, Morelli, Berenson, Friedlander, 

Scientific Anaiysis of Art, Van Meegeren Art Market, Riopelle. 



E pigraph 

II is the misfortune of fakes that they are almost always defined by what they are not, 
instead of being valued for what they are. 

-Mark Jones, 
The British Museum 
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Chapter One 

An Introduction to Forgeries 

In 1972, the Cleveland Museum of Art purchased a panel painting, S1; 

Catherine, by Manhias Grünewald ( d  1528) for f 1,000,000. ' For several yean, the 

masterpiece of this Geman Renaissance painter was proudly displayed on the 

museum walls for thousands of patrons to enjoy. However, afier undergoing 

scientific examination, the work \vas deemed to be a forgexy and subsequently 

removed.' The St. Catherine panel has since been discovered to be the work of 

Christian Goller, an artist and skilled restorer who lives in lower Bavaria, near 

 unic ch.' Originally commissioned for a particular client who purchased it for 

~2,000,' it was later sold to a German dealer for S24,000 and eventually offered to 

the Cleveland Museum for $~,OOO,OOO.~ At some point dwing these transactions, the 

piece obviously changed its natus fiom an innocent imitation to an alleged authentic 

work by the master Grhewaid In a recent inteMew in the Nova documentary, "The 

Fine Art of Faking It," Goller stated that, "Whoever calls me a forger is lying. 1 ody  

paint in the style of Old Masers. 1 add patina and crackle for decoration. You can't 

cd1 that a forgery.. . 1 think copies make art accessible. Everybody c m  a o r d  to hang 

a Grünewald in his house!' In the documentary, Goller demonstrated how he had 

' Thomas Hoving, False Impressions- The Hunt for Bi3 Tirne Arc Fakes (Nnu York: Simon and 
Schuster. 1996) 247. 

Hoving, 247. Specificaiiy. processed ch& was fomd h the base coat of the painting rather than 
n a d  chalk which would be characteristic of the supposed t h e  of production Additionally. no silver 
was found in the pigments, whicti normaiiy would have been present. Silver was a component used in 
pigments until the 1850's. "The Fie Art ofFaking It," Nova m. Richard Drw, writ and Dir. 
-ce Dilami, PBS, 1991. 
' Hovins 246. Goiier based the St. Catherine panel on a drawing in a book that was a study for a work 
that supposedly was lost in a ship wreck The paintins was his interpretation of what the painting may 
have Iooked like. Nova, 199 1. 
4 John Conkiin, .4rt Crime (Westpon: Praeger, 1994) 70. 
5 "The Fine An of Faking It," Nova narr- Richard Dreyîüss, writ and dir. Denisce Düanni. PB S, 
1991. 

Conùh~, 70. 



produced the St. Catherine, disclosing his various techniques of trickery, and offenng 

insights into the world of forgery7 

Naturally, the discovery of the Cleveland art forgery was alarming. Similarly, 

other forgeries have surfaced in reputable public and pnvate art collections, causing 

uproars. The individuais responsible for the phony acquisitions are often overcome 

with embarrassment. Who could be proud of spending tremendous surns of money 

on fiaudulent art? Such erron in judgment create a loss of confidence in the skills of 

co~oisseurship which form a bais for the accepted conventions of art historical 

progress. Forgeries that maintain their identity as authentic works of an are highly 

problematic as they misinform this progress as well as misrepresent the achievements 

of anists.' As a source of misinformation, forgeries rightly possess a negative 

connotation. However, this thesis will challenge the more traditional approach to 

studying forgeries, which usually focuses on their detection while rejecting these 

works as valuable toois of study. The shocking reality is that the authenticity of 

approximately fi@ percent of the art in public and private collections is 

problernatic.9 Rather than trying to cover up their existence by destroying them or 

locking them away in a museurn vaulk never to be seen again, forgeries should be 

viewed as pieces of artistïc evidence, in contras to their more cornmon categorization 

as criminal evidence. 

In this thesis I intend to illustrate the art historical value of studying forgeries. 

Chapter one of this work will provide a founâation nom which to explore and 

analyze forgeries. To this end, this section will offer an historical basis from which 

7 ~ ~ ? - b  1991. 
* Daims m o n ,  " h i s i c  Crimes,'' The For~er's An: Fore- and die Phnosophv of .kt ed. Demis 
Dutton (University of California Press: Berkeley, 1983) 181. Dutton fùrther suggests that "reference 
to origins is a necessary constituent of the concb  ofa work of art." nus, it is ci& to see how 
forgeries pose difIicuities for the an historian as weli as the generd pubk with respect to the question 
oforigin 182- 

Jon Huer, The Gnat An Hoa:  Essays in the Comedv and insanhv of Coiiectible Art (Bowüns 
Gfear Bowling Green State University Press, 1990) 7. 



the concept of forgenes has developed. In addition, a clear definition of forgeries 

will be introduced so as to provide a framework fiom which to approach the 

complexities of these works. Chapter one will further consider the notion of value 

and its relation to art, and how this concept of value has generally influenced the 

production of forged works. Finally, the nature of art collecting will be addressed as 

a necessary component to understanding how forged works enter the realm of 

authentic art. 

An exploration of the contributions of forgeries in three distinct fields of 

study, techniques of connoisseunhip, the application of scientific technologies to 

works of art, and the art market will be addressed in this thesis. Chapter two will 

explore the notion that forgeries provide experts with material which aids in the 

development of their skills as connaisseurs. The reality of forgeries forces the 

connaisseur to develop rigid systems of classification, which ultirnately gound a 

more accurate account of an artistts style and oeuvre. Utilized in a comparative 

manner, the forgeries become a tool by which to understand authentic works. The an 

world relies on co~oisseurs to help clarie the trajectory of art historical progess 

which is othenvise dinoned by the infiltration of forgeries into the reaim of authentic 

art. 

Chapter three will explore the various advanced technologies that have been 

developed in order to authenticate works of art. These scientific tesu, such as x- 

radiography, have enabled art experts to elucidate the techniques and materials 

utilized by artists nom various t h e  periods, which otherwise may have never been 

discovered 'O Furthemore, the application of such techuologies enhance one's 

understanding of the working methods and thought processes of h s t s  as well as 

'O Hubert Von S.om&urg, Rmbrandt/Not Rembrandt in the Merrowlnan Museum of h: Aspects 
of Comoisseurshb v. 1 Paixttinss: Problenis and issues (New York Harry N. Abr- hc., 1995) 
138. 



forgers. Ultimately the scientific study of forgeries advances one's knowledge of the 

production of authentic works. 

Chapter four will suggest that forgeries offer insights into the art market. 

Forgeries maintain and enhance the value of art and the statu of artists as they 

rnanifest themselves in accordance with the demands of art consumers. Inquiries will 

be conducted into the nature and incidence of forgeries over time. Such a process 

may reveal much about the artistic and sociological impulses fiom which they derive. 

Chapter five provide concluding thoughts in regard to this analysis of 

forgeries within the above categorizations. 

Throughout the various sections of this paper, specific examples and case 

studies will be used to illustrate the benefits of forgeries as descnbed above. The 

goal of this work is to offer a new perspective on forgeries that perhaps may lessen 

the stigma associated with these phenornena. 

A Foundation for For~eries 

The problem of art forgeries not only affects conternporary socies; but has 

also infiuenced the course of art history for centuries. It is, therefore. important to 

have an understanding of forgeries as rooted in partïcular hinorical contexts, which 

over time can exist under new circums*inces and take on alternative meanings. 

Forgery, in generaî, incorporates elements of imitation and copying. Yec there has 

been a long tradition of these practices as the principal method of artistic training.'' 

This is evident in the tendency of Roman to copy Greek works." The 

practices of imitation and copying were later displayed in the workshops of the Old 

Masten where a uniformity of style was the goal. Ln the case of Peter Paul Rubens' 

(1577-1640) studio, while his students were copying his style, Rubens himself was 

" Susan TaIïman, "Falong IL" Art in Amerka 78.11 (1990): 79. 
I2 Koving, 30. 



busy studying and copying the works 

1576) and Raphael (1483-l5?0), so 

of the Italian masters, such as Titian (c. 1490- 

that he could l e m  from their techniques of 

pictorial representation. i 5  Rubens1 workshop was considered a commercial enterprise 

in which the master collaborated with his apprentices who were regarded as 

extensions of his hand.'" Masters were permitted to sel1 studio productions as their 

own. Rubens oFten added no more than the finishing touches to a painting although 

he adjusted the prices of his pieces based on the extent of bis involvement in their 

production. Problems of mis-attribution fiequently have arisen with works of this 

nature as it is ofien impossible to distinguish the hand of the maser fiom that of his 

students. Furthemore, masters often produced several exact copies of the same work 

in their workshops which further confuses the s*iw of each piece: which one did the 

master do, which one did his students do? While these works are obviously not 

forgeries, removed fiom their original contexts, they have the potential to become so 

through vario us means of manipulation. 

Imitation and copying can be seen as "the sincerest form of flattery."" 

Furthemore, it may be perceived as a way of popularizing a sty1e.16 More 

importantly, however, it is a sign of artistic expertise on the part of the imitator. 

Many famous artists are known to have copied various artistic styles. iMichelangelo 

(1473-1564) carved a sleeping cupid in nich a manner that it appeared to be an 

authentic Roman "antique." l7 As such works were desirable at this time, 

Michelangelo sent the piece to Rome to be sold The statue was given to a dealer 

13Chnnopher White, Peter Paul Rubens: Man and Artist (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987) 
16. 
'%L Ruhernann, ed. Genriine and False- Copies. Imitations. Fornerie (London: LW Parrish & Co.. 
Ltd, 1948) 12. 
l5 IM Van Bemmelen, "Foreword," Ameas of Art For~av: Crùninolow Symposium (The Hague: 
~Marths XjhoK 1962) VI. 
' 6  Ruhen i~nm 12. " Aubrey Men- An â .Mon- An Irreverenr Histow (New York: McGraw-Hdl Book Company, 
1980) 141. 



who buned it in a vineyard so that it would have a convincing appearance of age.'" 

Finaily, it was sold as an authentic antique for 200 gold ducatst9 For Michelangelo. 

the process of his creation was an exercise which proved his talents equaled those of 

the Romans, and ultimately, the Greeks. However, one sees the danger of an 

innocent imitation changing conte- through intentional deceit, thus creating a new 

and distoned history for itself. Maurice de Vlaminck (1 876-1958), for the sake of 

amusement, painted a picture in the style of Paul Cezanne ( 1839-1906) which was 

later given a forged signature and put on the market as an authentic work." A 

funher twist arose due to fiaudulent behavior on the part of Cezanne who later 

claimed the piece to be one of his own." Claude Monet's ( 1 840- 1926) early works 

imiîated the style of Edouard Manet (18374883). As well, one cannot overlook the 

simitarities between the cubin works of Pablo Picasso ( 1 88 1 - 1974) and Georges 

Braque ( 1 882- 1963); they are often indistinguishable unless a signature is 

identified? While these exarnples show that imitation is a cornmon practice arnong 

well-known artists, it also demonstrates how such works can later be classified as 

forgeries. Furthemore, it is clear how forgeries have become natural extensions of 

the legitimate process of imitation and copying. The definition and various types of 

forgeries will be discussed forthwith in order that the reader will have an 

understanding of their broad scope. 

l8 Mmen, 141. 
I9 Menen, 142. 
20 Lawrence Jeppson, Fascinatins Taies of Great Art Foraeries (New York: Weybri* & Tailey, 
1970) 299. -. '' Jeppson. 299. Ce& behavîors by other artists such as Picasso and De Chmco have ais0 been 
clas&ed as hudulent They have been known to reject senuine works that they no longer liked .As 
we& they ofien knowin@y signecl  the^ names to forged works. George Savage, Tncoverh~ the 
F'rger's Mettiods," Studio U n d o n a l  174.893 (1967): t 78. 
- fice Beckett, Fakes: F o r m  and the An WorId (London: Richard Cohen Books, 1995) 123. 



Forpen'es: A Definition 

It is necessary to develop a clear definition of the term "forgery." To this end, 

it will be helpful to clan9 the differences between forgeries, fakes and reproductions, 

their opposite being authentic or genuine works, or those being of undisputed origin. 

A forgeq implies fabrication from the s ta r t?For  example, the process of taking a 

piece of paper, scribbling an image on it, signing Andy Warhol's (19284987) name to 

it, and offering it as such constitutes the exercise of malring a forge-. However, a 

fake refen to a genuine object that has been altered in order to enhance its value, 

such as a large, awkward painting from the late Renaissance or Baroque period 

whose canvas has been cut down into various fragments in order to create more 

interesting and marketable pieces for a significa. profit.'" Reproductions are copies 

or imitations produced with honorable intentions, such as the famous art works ofien 

seen being copied by students in mu~eums .~  The essential feature of an art forgery, 

and the one that will be applicable throughout this work, is its intention to deceive. 

Forgeries are deceptive because they are presented as the work of a different artist or 

that of another artistic period. Legally, art forgery is considered to be a forrn of 

fraud? In understanding that the necessary component of an art forgery is deceit, 

23 Becken, 37. '' Ono Kurz, Fakes: A Handbook For Colleftors and Studmtp (London: Faber and Faber Limite& 
1948) 43. Other types of works that fiequentiy undergo such manipulations are large farnily poruaits 
that can eady be cut up hto single portraits which are more desirable. 
-> George Savage, Forgeries. Fakes and Re~mductions: A Handbook For The Art Dealer and 
Collecter (New York: Frederick A Praeger, 1963) 1. In various scholarly texts, the tenns fake and 
forgery are used interchangably- However, the attthor wiii remain consistent in her use of these words 
and the appropriate connotations associateci with th& use, as dehed m the main text. 
26 Detective Xeil Stokes, Personai interview, 18 Jdy 1997. For many reasons, crimes of this narure are 
ci.ifEd to prosenite and thus art forgeries continue to be p r d e n t ,  F i  it is dïfficult to prove intent. 
Indnriduais who create forgeries can ahvays clah that th& pieces are innocent copies that someone 
else passeci off as authentic works. Or, they may state that Î t  is not their Wt if the indMduals who 
purcbased their pieces did not research them properly- It wiii aiways be the ciients' word against the 
forger's. However, Otto Ktlh argues that, "The art& who spends fris He creating works of art in the 
styfe of a bygone epoch and rem& immacuiateiy unaware of the kt that wicked deaiers may sell his 
creations as antiques, is a rnyth-" (Conklin, 65) Furchermore, it is unlikely that any wimesses can 
directly link the forgeries to the forgers, t h  is unies sorneone has seen them actually produce the 
fiaudulent works and forge signatures on them, which wodd sureiy quatiS. as havkg an 'intem to 
deceive.' Art crimes, such as forgery, are often not conside& by the police as hi& pnority crimes. and 



one must also recognize that there are many types of forgenes which are 

characterized by this feahire. This chapter will now address the various categories of 

forgeries which w.ll be discussed throughout this work. 

The first and moa obvious type of forgery is an exact copy of an already 

existing art work. The dificulty with a forgery of this nature is that if the location of 

the original work is known, it is easy to dismiss the copy as such. However, some 

works, by shear nature of their fame, will inevitably be forged Such is the case with 

Leonardo da Vinci's ( 1452- 15 19) Mona Lisa." When the painting was stolen in 1 9 1 1 

from the Louvre, numerous copies were made." It has been suggested that the Mona 

Lisa which hang in the gallery is not the original, but rather, one of the copies. - 
although documentation by the Louvre proves other~ise.'~ As part of a complex 

scheme, it is thought that the forgeries were oRered to various individuals in the 

United States who were told that the picture in the L o w e  was a reproduction, while 

the one before them was the real Mona ~isa?' While some people may have been 

fooled by such a plot, in generd, forgeries of this kind fmd a limited market. 

thus plea barsains are opted over len-&y, expasive trials. Additionaliy, dealers and clients often do 
not wish to partake in such proceedings. Such involvemem will afF'ect the repuution of the dealer who 
knowingiy, or unknowingly. sold hudulmt works of art. It will bring shame upon the dient who 
fooiishly sought a bargain and mded up wRh a forgery. It is adonmate that the many factors 
discussed above. produce a low conviction rate of art forgers, which uitimateiy makes it diflicuit to curb 
the amount offorgeries whkh cirnilate m the art market. Stokes, Personal ImeMew, 18 Juiy, 1997. 
2'Many copies of the Mona Lisa exist in coiiections amimd the world: the Tours Musem has two 
copies; the Prado has a copy tbat is thought to be by a pupii ofleonardo; as weii, the Wdter's Arc 
Galiery has a version fiom the 16th-centt.q and the W a m  D. Vernon Collection in Xew York b a 
copy that has been valueci at two and a half d o n  dollars, as the painting is believed to have been part 
of Marie Amohmte's p h t e  coRectïon. weiî, there are two copies in coiieaions in Engiand. John 
F i - c e  Mills and John M Mans6dd, The Gentine Artide (London: British Broadcasting 
Corporatioq 1979) 140. Severai of thae copies are &ssated on pg. 139. 
28 Hoving, 85. 
29 HoWig, 85. 
30 David L. Goadrich, Art Fakes in h e k a  (New York: The Kkhg Press, 197;) 56. 



Another type of forgery involves the addition or alteration of a signature. 

Many scenarios may exist which are ideal for such changes. A painting by an 

h o w n  artia that has stylistic features similar to a more prominent artia c m  easily 

be disguised as such. Through the addition of a signature, if the work is unsigned, or 

the changing of an existing signature, the painting can convincingly represent a work 

of a farnous artist." A landscape by Lucien Pissarro, the son of the famous 

Impressionist Camille Pissarro ( 1830-1 9031, was seen displayed in a gallery window 

rnquerading as a work of his father? Lucien's signature was removed from the 

piece and Camille's was added, in hopes of a profitable sale." One art dealer had 

numerous paintings stored in the back of his gallery space, and whenever a request 

came in for a painting by a certain artîst, he chose the piece that most closely 

resembled the style of the artist, and proceeded to sign the piece with the appropriate 

name.'" Because such manipulations comrnonly occur, it is wise not to place too 

much emphasis on the signature as the bais for a painting's attribution. Forgers can 

run into problems when they add signatures of artists who nonnally did not sign their 

works,:" which was m e  of mon Dutch painters, or when a signature is carelessly 

misspelled as evidenced in a forged work by Camille Pissarro, who, outraged by its 

presence, wrote: "1 am conducting a campaign here against forgers who are peddling 

fAe paintings and gouaches ... signed wi-th my name, forged of course, and 

r n i ~ s ~ e l t " ~ ~  In one unusud case, the manipulation of signatures aiiowed one peson 

to realize an appreciable profit. Afier cornmi-ssioning a copy of a work by Jan Steen 

3 L Kurz, 43. " Roben Wraight, The An Game Apain (London: Lesiie Frewïn, 1974) 1 12. 
jî Wraight, 1 12. 
'%mighk 1 13. Clients were amazed that the dder  always seemed to know exactiy where and fiom 
whom to obtaio the requested works. +U the deder needed was a few days dryin$ time for the 
signature which he addeâ to the works. 
3' ûne coilector piaced so much emphask on signatures that be ody coiiecred wocks that were siped. 
His collection contains several drawïng by artists that are known never to have signed thek works, 
which dtimateIy susgests their spurious nature. Wraighc 1 1 1. 
36 Kun, 65. 



(c.1626-1679), the individual had the copyia paint his own name over the forged 

signature. The painting, which was headed for the US., was at that time subject to a 

twenty percent import t a d 7  An anonymous letter wamed the custorns officials that a 

certain Dutch painting \vas coming through the borden with an unknown painter's 

name superirnposed on it. The painting was stopped and exarnined just as plamed, 

and the top signature was removed to reveal that of Jan Steen. The painting was 

authenticated, and although the owner had to pay the import tax- he sold the painting 

for S50,000 within daYs." 

While falsification of a work of art can be achieved through the alterations of 

signatures, one can dso misrepresent a work of a lesser artist, perhaps a pupil, as the 

work of a master, to an inexperienced and ill-infonned collecter without having to 

make any forma1 anistic changes to the piece. h e a d ,  the authentication of a work 

may be forged through the use of falsified rubber stamps and seals of galleries, 

museums and art experts, as well as fabncated sales inv~ices.'~ David Stein, a 

Frenchman and prolific forger of modem drawings in the 1960's and 1970'~~ whose 

wife helped him sel1 his forgeries out of his New York *dlerv, met his downfali 

when he erred in falsifjmg the documentation for one of tus f~r~eries.'~ Stein 

informed a client that authentication papea for the newly purchased work were with 

a dealer in ~ar is ."  He would therefore have to write and request the documents be 

sent to him in New York Stein forged the papers himself with the use of a falsified 

nibber stamp f?om a well-known Paris art expert and delivered them to his client only 

two days &er the supposed request, not allowing adequate rime for mail to travel 

57 leppson, 294. 
38 Jeppson, 295. 
39 Conklin, 76. Fddied letters f?om collectors or dealers which express interest in cenain arcworks can 
heIp gfve M e r  credit to the m e n t  pieces, 
M ,Une-Marie Stein, as told to George Carpozi, Jr- Three Picassos Before Breakfàst: Mernoirs of an 
Art Fotger's Wife  me^ York: Hawthom Books, 1973) 146. '' St- 117. 



between the two coumies.'" (This was before the days of the fax machine and 

Federal Express.) Suspicion arose regarding the authenticity of the documents, and, 

after fleeing fiom the police, Stein was finaily taken under custody and charged 

a~cord in~ l~ . ' ' ~  

In addition to a change of signature, other alterations to a work of art rnay 

constitute a forgery. An unfinished work cm be cornpleted under the guise of the 

original artist. Eric Hebbom, a well-known forger of old master drawings, whose 

work was purchased by such important institutions as the National Gallery in 

Washington, D.C., and the British Museum, finished a fragment of a studio painting 

by Francesco Bassano (c. 1535-92) called The Animals Enterine the Ark.* A 

painting that undergoes changes that are unrelated to restoration work, may dso be 

considered a forgery. An example of this would be the painting Mn. Pavne by Sir 

Joshua Reynolds (1723-92)? At some point, the painting experienced a major 

compositional change, mainly the removing of Mn. Payne from the painting, leaving 

only her two daughten in the composition She was replaced by additional 

vegetation and cloud~."~ The interpretation of the piece is greatly afFected by such 

manipulation of Reynolds original conception of the work; the title character of the 

painting is no longer present. 

One of the more common types of forgenes is known as a pastiche. 

Essentially, a pastiche is a composite of various feahnes that are characteristic of a 

42 Stein, 146-7, Stein easiiy obtained the stamp of the expert Andre Pacirk He wem to a priming shop 
that produceci such stamps and posed as Pacitti, CU that he was on a business trip to NewYork 
and had accidentiy misplaceci his stmp- Stein showed the printer an imprint of the starnp on the back of 
a hotograp h of an autbentic Chagall, and a dupticate stamp was prornptiy made. 
"Steiq 44 165. 

Eric Hebborq The Art Forger's Handbook (London: Cassel, t 997) 124-3 1- Hebborn based his 
completîon of the painting on a srnulady titled work by Bassano which bangs in the Prado. The 
completed work was never sold as an autheatic piece, however. 
45 Iohn Frtzmamïce Milis and Iohn M MansfiIed, n i e  Genuine Article (London: British Broadcastins 
Corporation, 1979) 134. This is üiustrated on page 135: Sir Joshua Rqno&'pOmtmg of Mrs, Payne 
and her IWO alwghters. Mer rhe removal of mer-painting, The sme piwait with Mrs. P q e  p n ~ e d  
m. " Fmmatnice and .Uansneld, 134. 



certain artia. As Alice Beckett explains, a pusticlie creates "the illusion of the new 

painting being related to other work and helping to place it apparently authentically 

within a certain period of that artistts oewre."'" This type of forgep ofien 

successfully infiltrates the art market because it is easily recognizable and thus 

accepted as the work of the intended arrist. A pasriche may also be a composite that 

incorporates features From more than one artist, such as is demonstrated in an 

unlaiown work that was presented as a rare 15th-century double portrait which used 

as its sources a work by Sandro Botticelli (1445-1 510), Portrait of a Woman and one 

attributed to Piero del Pollaiuolo (1443-1496), Profile of a ~oman."' David Stein 

produced hundreds of pastiches of modern masten such as Marc Chagail (1889- 

1985) and Picasso. In order to determine what types of forgeries to produce, Stein 

would tour the local galleries to evaluate the demand for certain work~.'~ Working in 

the rnanner of these desired am'=, Stein created variations on particular themes that 

the artists had commody used For example, in his Chagall drawings, Stein 

incorporated the famous clowns and Iovers which were tell-tale signs of Chagall's 

works.j0 Forgenes that are consistent with certain styles or themes of specific artists, 

will more likely be accepted as genuine, due to these similarities. The artists that 

Stein forged often did not catalogue or s i s  al1 of their works." This factor makes it 

difficult to keep tmck of the artistso many compositional variations of particular 

subjects and provides oppommiaes for forgers, such as Stein, to intmduce new pieces 

into the market without raising suspicion. However, contemporary artists carefùlly 

47 Beckett, 38. 
Hebbom, 123. These are inustrated m: The Art Foreds Handbook, plate 40: A pastiche of unknown 

origin copyingfiom unrelinedpicrures, attempzing to be a rare double pomait of the Ij~h-cenmy. 
The soutces have been idmh3ed as= plate 41: Sandro Botticelli, Pomait of a Wornan, oii on paneL 
Paiazzo Pitti, Fiorence and Plate 42: Amiiuted to Piero del PoUaiuolo, Profile of a Woman, tempera 
and oii on panel Museo Poldi-Pezzoli, Miian. 
49 conklin, 73. 
50.9n example of one of Stein's Chagall forseries is üiu~tfated in: Anee-Marie Stek Thre Picasos 
Before Breakfis as told to George Carpozi Ir. (New York: Hawtborn Books. hc., I9i3). plate 10: 
Fde Chagall sold to A. Lublin, 

Beckett, 38. 



document their works with the help of the Archives of American Art at the 

Smithsonian to deter forgers.j2 It seems logical for a forger to create a piece that 

closely relates to the stylistic feanires of the intended anist. A Vincent van Gogh 

( 1 853- 1 890) forgery that resembles a Rembrandt ( 1606- 1669) would not achieve any 

starus as an authentic work. Hence, the success of the pastiche. 

One may create a coniincing forgery that does not obviously correspond to 

the accepted conventions of that artist's style or content. The last category of 

fraudulent art consists of what will be termed an original forgery.'" original 

forgery is a forgery that is not based on any hiaorical models, like the p~sriche, but 

rather is a fabrication which is completely unique in nature and is, therefore, original. 

Han van Meegeren is one such forger who succeeded in creating a series of forgeries 

that fa11 into this category. Van Meegeren, a 70th-cenh~y Dutch artist, had his first 

experience with forging when he secretiy decided to paint a duplicate of his p ld -  

medal painting that had sold for a high price, and sel1 the copy as the original for an 

additional profit. For Van Meegeren, "art was as good as the buyer believed it to 

be."" Later in his career, Van Meegeren forged several paintings by Johannes 

Vermeer of Delft (16324675) the great master hown for his quaint Dutch 

interiors." Rather than producing pieces that were similar to other known works by 

5 t Jeppson, 3 13. 
53 One may aisa consider the notion of original copies. Susie Ray is Britain's Ieading copyin who 
speciabs m Impressionin works. She stamps the back of her copies witb 'Susie Ray Original,' x, as 
not to deceive anyoae. Her works may be considered as legitimate forseries. She is ofien asked to 
copy works by owners who are faced with hi@ insurance premiums so that they can place their 
paintings in a vauit for safe keeping. ûthers h o w  that they could never a6ord the on'ginai work and 
thus tuni to Ray to help sa* their anistic wishes. Even so, Ray's copies do not corne cheap at 5,000 
pounds or more. Some dients hope to g i n  naais through the cornmi-ssïorhs~ ofworks that purport to 
be originals. Ray beiieves that copying means reaching a wider audience, whether they be her own 
copies, or reproductions in art books or on posters. Susie Ray's works, aithough cleariy marked as 
copies, may over t h e  become problematic. What d happa when one of ber works gets relined with 
a ne* canvas, or perhaps changes owners? No one cm for sure, but the possiii,lhf& thaz ber 
works may no longer be r e c o ~ l e  as copies. Beckeq 1 t 8-I29. 

Richard Newnham. The Guinness Book of Fakes. F m d s  and Forgeries (Mîddleseu: Guimesr 
@blishing, 1991) 137. 
35 Con& 73. 



Vermeer, Van Meegeren chose to create an entire new genre of Vermeer's art. Much 

thought had gone into Van Meegeren's choice of artist and subject. There exists a gap 

of about ten yean between Vermeer's earliest works and those of his mature style. 

where nothing is known about his whereabouts or his paintings. Various art 

histonans had speculated that Vermeer had spent some of these years in Italy where 

he was influenced by the works of Caravaggo (1571-16 IO)? Vey few religious 

works existed in the Protestant region of northem Europe at this tirne, and only one 

work of this nature had been attnbuted to ~ermeer? This piece, Christ in the House 

of Martha and Marv, is unlike any other work by Vermeer and reflects Caravaggio's 

style.58 This painting is generally accepted as an authentic early work of Vermeer. 

This piece stimulated further theories by art historians, mainly Dr. Abraham Bredius, 

that Vermeer may have belonged to a secret society for which he had created a group 

of religious paintings to which the Chnn with Martha and Marv belonged. Van 

Meegeren created the missing religious works in Vermeer's oeuvre that the historians 

were anxious to discover. Van Meegeren chose various religious subjects. The first 

and mon famous of these, Christ at Emmaus is a highly emotional and drarnatic 

scene and it was also one of Caravaggio's most farnous representations-59 Thus, the 

Christ at Emmaus would surely be linked to Vermeer's "missing" Italianate penod60 

Incorporating a style that somewhat evoked the features of the Christ with Martha 

and Man: Van Meegeren fooled the art world with his originaiity and creaîive skills 

j6 Hovirig, 170. " Lord Kilbracken, Van M-eren: Master Fomer (New York Charles Smbner's Song 1967): 18. 
58~bis work is ïiiusuated in: Sniart I. Fieming, Authenticitv in Art: The Sciennfic Deteaion of Forge? 
(London: ïhe Institute of Physics, 1975). colour plate 9: Christ in the House of  M a .  and 
araihfed to Vermeer andkiived to be his eudiesr ex14nt work, circa 1654, National Gallery of 
Scotland, Edinburgk 
59~aravaggio's Disci~les at Ernmaus is üiu~trated inr P. B. Coremans, Van Mdeperen's Faked Vermeers 
and De Hooghs: A ScientSc Examination (London: Casdl  and Co., Ltd., 1949). piate 39. 

Hovhg  1 70- 1 73. fhir work is iIluoaared h: Coremarir plate 1 : Disa-~ks at &maus, renneer 
qde.  



of forgery. Van Meegeren's forgeries are original insofar as they do not generally 

reflect Vermeer's known works fiom a thematic and aesthetic point of view.61 

Another kind of original forgery is one where not only the art works are false 

but the existence of the artist is complerely fictional. In one case, a group of works 

by an unknown m i n  were shown in an exhibit in 1939, organized by Brian Howard. 

under the guise of "Bruno Hat," supposedly a Geman abstract painter. At the 

opening of the show, Brian had his brother-in-law parade in a wheelchair as Hat, 

while greeting visiton in a heavy German accent. In the introduction of the 

exhibition's catalogue, a fnend of Brian's, posing as an art critic, hailed Hat as "the 

first signal of the coming world movement towards the creation of Pure Form," 

thereby legitimizing Hat's works, such as his Stiii ~ i î e  With Pears, on another leveL6' 

Though Hat was eventually exposed as Bnan Howard, this group of forgeries was 

tnily original in nature. 

In addition to creating the works of a phony art& forgers may also produce 

the artifacts of a non-existent civilization, forming an entire new culture of people. 

For example, in 1928, bogus excavations in Switzerland yielded evidence of L 'cige de 

la Corne. or the Hom Age. The inventon of the Horn Age pomilated that before the 

Bronze Age and the Stone Age, civilized people must have used tools made of homs 

and bone, hence, the Hom ~ ~ e . ~ ~  Having emblished a system of categorization of 

forgeries, one c m  now begin to consider how notions of value have infiuenced their 

production. 

61AEed Lessins presents an interesting debate regarding the d e p e  of origidity present in the Van 
Meegeren forgeries in his articles "What is Wrong with a Forgeryn Journal of Aestherics and Art 
gimcism 23.4 (1965). 

Becketq 39- 
63 KUR, 302-3. 



Velue: A Conce~tual Understanding 

The notion of value has a variety of determinants. These determinants, that 

include monetary, aesthetic and historical/culhiral value, are interrelated, and to the 

extent that they influence an individual or collective perception of a work, are 

rneaningful subjects of academic inquiry. Moreover? it is only after one 

acknowledges the sources of value that one can understand the rnethodologies, 

motivations and inspirations of the forger. To these ends, in the following sub- 

sections, 1 will examine the determinants of value as a necessary component to this 

thesis. 

The Emereence of the Artist's Identitv and Its Connection to Value 

The forging of art is a phenomenon that is directly linked to the identity of an 

artist and the subsequent value of the artist's workH The recognition of an artist's 

identity, or the cult of the artist, is a concept that re-emerged in the modem ~ o r l d . ~ '  

Previous to the Renaissance's awareness of arid ernphasis on the arria as an 

individual, the art of the Mddles Ages, which was mainly comprised of religious 

objects, was primari- seen as functional, nich as the statues of the virgin and child 

which devoted Christians often prayed to for spiritual Such works of art 

were significant not for their maker, but rather were admired for their religious 

content Amsts in the Middle Ages were considered to be craftsmen whose 

individuai talents were not highly regarded However, in the Renaissance, a spirit of 

individualisrn helped artists to improve their social position as well as to acquire 

greater economic wealth. Furthemore, some of these artists claimed as their own a 

certain "geniu" of divine origin. It was in the Renaissance and Baroque periods that 

Huer, 45. 
65 Co- 18. 
66 ïhomas Wurtaibergx, 'Crirnmologicai and Crimmal-Law Roblems of the Forgins of Paintingv' 
Aspects of Art F o n w  : CrÏminolow Svmoosium (The Hague: -!&minus Xij'iiofE: 1962) 16. 



the m'a's signatue developed into a sign of unique artistic achievements, and 

subsequently, the determinant of the monetary value of artistic ~ o r k s . ~ ~  The 

signature has, therefore, become a major component in the process of forging.6* 

The Value of Art: A Cultural Construction 

Assessing the value of art is a complex task that rnay be considered fiom a 

variety of perspectives. It must first be recognized that value is a cultural 

construction. Serious art collectors do not wantonly purchase heir works. Collectors 

consider current trends in the art market that are demonstrated in such places as 

auction houses. The popularity and desirability of certain artists c m  be traced 

through an increase or decrease in their current auction value. The auction world will 

be considered in detail in a later chapter of this work where certain trends will be 

analyzed in order to render insights regarding forging patterns. Value is also 

influenced by art critics. Favorable reviews of e.xhibitions and retrospectives by 

prominent critics can pave the way to success for up-andîoming while they 

can also rejuvenate interest in anists who have fallen out of the spotlight over the 

years. Conversely, negative publicity cm be denimental to the success of an artist. 

Art consumen rely heavily on art critics to offer guidance throughout the course of 

their purchases. One rnay equate the infiuential role of art critics with that of movie 

or book reviewers. Lastly, it may be held that acquisitions by museums and private 

collections have an effect on the value of a d 9  Artthat attains museum statu or has 

67 Wurtenberger, 16-17. 
68~hi le  the id- of an amst is c l d y  an important factor in detexmirhg the value of a work of art, 
this is not always the case. Consider non-western art such as Tniai, Pre-Columbian and Native 
hmerican art for example. Such works of art are highiy valueci despite thek otten anonyrnous nature. 
Thus, absence of idenrïty does not always result in an absence ofvaiue- This anonymity often makes 
works of this nature an easy -et for for-; one cannot easily be accwed of for& another artist's 
work. in panicuiar, Pre-Cotumbian forgeries are hard to detect- Some scient& tests do not work on 
the type of clay found in certain regions fiom which the objects are supposeci to derive. In addition, no 
complete d o g e  of Pre-Coiumbian art aasts; the aàstence of such a catalogue would provide a 
means of cornparison for newly discovered works. Conkün 76. 

Conklin 7-8. 



warranted the attention of a prestigious private collecter will realize an increase in 

value and will spark heightened interest in the market7' While these influences are 

al1 extnnsic to the work of art itself, it will be evident that art's intrinsic qualities play 

a substantial role in determining a work's value. 

The Value of Art: Monetarv Worth 

In understanding that the value of art is culturally consmicted, it is important 

to recognize exactly what kind of value is determined institutionally. These 

fluctuations in value seem to be of an economic nature. Monetary worth is not, 

however, the only determinant of value. Works of art also possess aesthetic as well 

historicaliculnual value, both of which cm have an effect on their monetary worth. 

These elements will be elaborated upon in the following section. The economic 

value of works of art, by western standards, are prharily based on the attribution of 

the work. Once artists have established thernselves and gained recognition on the 

bais of their art works, their reptation done carries weight in the art cornmunity. It 

then becomes the name of the artist that makes an art work famous, and not the other 

way ar~und.'~ Thus, it is expected that when a work is exposed as a forsery, its 

monetq value bill drop significantl. Consider for example Van Meegeren's 

forgexy Chria at Emmaus. As an authentic Vermeer, the piece sold in 1937 for 

S250,000, a large sum of money at that time. Now, as a forgery, the Christ at 

Emmaus is thought to be worth no more than five dollars." 

In addition to attribution, other factors affect the monetq value of art. The 

reputations of artists conmbute greatly to the value of their works. Well-established 

h s t s  whose works have continuously been sought after will generate higher pnces 

than the works of unknown artists, Late in his caseer, Picasso was aware that the 
- - -  

70 Huer, 43. " ber,  5 1. 
?2 Huer. 46. However. this work's h e  as a forgery assigns a new value to the piece. 



nature of the works he produced was secondary to his narne and reputation when he 

signed a napkin for a young artist at a restaurant and said, "Don't let it go too 

cheap"" On the other hand, while the identity of an artist justifies worth, wonh is 

often seen to confirm identity. Such is the case in regard to a forged Picasso that was 

sent to Picasso himself for authentication." Unsure of its origin, Picasso inquired 

about its price. Upon hearing that the piece was purchased for S1OO.OOO. Picasso 

said, "Well, if he paid that much, it must be real."" 

Another factor which affects econornic value is the nature of the art work 

itself. This may include the scarcin of the type of work by that particular artin, or 

perhaps the unusual nature of the chosen subject matter. For example, in a recent 

sale of Impressionist and Modem Art at Sotheby's in London a drawing by Van Gogh 

called La Moisson en Provence, sold for 8,80 1,500 pounds or S 14,770,690 us: a world 

auction record for a work on paper by the artin." The drawing is of a landscape 

outside Arles and was executed by Van Gogh in 1888. Works of this nature appear 

infrequently on the market and, therefore, create a heightened sense of interest on the 

part of potential buyen. Partîcularly in this case, the drawing, executed in pencil, 

reed pen and brown i& as weil as watercolour and gouache, is rare in cornparison to 

the scope of Van Gogh's more weil-known worlis." This piece, which illumates Van 

Gogh's talents as a draughtsman, exemplifies how the scarcie of a phcuiar type of 

work can generate an exceptional price. 

While the medium used is important, as evidenced in the Van Gogh drawing 

so too are the overall materials used Relics made of gold or silver that are adorned 

73 Coddirs 18. 
" Clifford 1Mns~, Fakel The Storv of Umvr de Hory the Greatest Art Forger of Our Time (Xew 
York: McGraw-HZi Book Company* 1969) 227. 
''h.ing 227. It is guite disconcerring to tbink that an anin sudi a Picasso would not be able to 
distinguish bis own work fiom that of a forser 
"~otheby's Catalope Impressionin and Modem An Post Sak Report and Sale Reailts. London 21 
g d  25 June 1997. 
' ' Sotheby's Preview Jdy 1997. 



with precious jewels are appraised not only in tems of their spirituaVsocial 

significance, but aiso the value of their materials. Other factors such as the size of a 

piece, its age and its condition cm significantly alter the value of a piece. For 

example, Sotheby's auction of "Important Canadian Art" in Toronto, in May of 1997, 

sold a Paul Peel (1860-1892) painting, Before the Bath for S130,OOO c h .  Many 

copies of this work were executed by Peel, one of which was sold in 1995 for 

$450,000 cdn. Peel often copied his own work because it sold so well. The 

discrepancy in price for these identical works stems fiom the poor condition and 

mialler size of the one sold in May 1997 as compared to the other more costly 

version. Thus, it is clear how such facton, even on these similar works, can produce 

significant variations in price. Peel's Before the Bath, which was sold in May in 

Toronto, was purchased in Febnüuy of 1997 at an estate sale in Paris for the sum of 

95,000 francs, or S22,000 cdn? This difference in price in relation to the amount the 

painting was sold for at auction, illustrates another determinant of value. Since Peel 

is Canadian, the demand for his works is greater in Canada than in ~rance.7' as 

evidenced in the low value placed on the very same work by the Paris art comrnunity. 

Certain works are best sold in specific markets where substantial interest is displayed, 

in accordance with the laws of supply and demand.80 Thus, Canadian works of an 

warrant their own auction in Toronto, as the demand for these works is, for the most 

part, centralized in Canadas' It would not be prudent to include Canadian works of 

art in sales across the world in such places as New York or London becaw few 

" Deirdre Kelly, "Looking for the Real Paul Ped," The Globe and Mail 20 May 1 997: D 1. 
" While this is g e n d y  mie for mon Canadian artists, this is wt al-'S the case. One exception is 
Jean-Paul Riopelle, a French-Canadian artist ïhere is a tremendously strong market for his works in 
France and the rest of Europe- '' Milton Estemw, "Buyen, Seiiers and Forgaîes The Suange Kew An W k q "  Haqer's Ma~azine 
June 1967: 84. 

~ n h  regard to the market for Peek in Canada, Eh$ Hildesley, the Sothebfs auctioneer at the 
Toromo sale of "Imponant Canadian Art" commented: " W b  you get Iucky you can pick up PeeIs in 
Europe for iittIe money and brins them to Canada and sel1 them for a geat deai more. This is the centre 
of the Canadian market .. His fime now rests on his Canadian character." Keiiy, D 1. 



buyen would be willing to pay the large sums of money that are nomally offered by 

Canadian  consumer^.^^ 
A sound provenance also aids in establishing the authenticity of a work of art, 

which as previously noted, is one factor that determines its value. It is the policy of 

Sotheby's, as well as other prominent auction houses, to screen their consignments 

such that if a work's history of ownenhip cm not be upheld, the work will not go to 

sale." Lastly, the total amount of works produced by an artist will play a roie in 

defining their economic value: the fewer the works, the more valuable they will be 

considered No more than thirty-five works have been attnbuted to Vermeer, which 

y virtue of their rarity have been considered priceless. Ofien, collectors fear that the 

discovery of new works by artists that they own rnay result in their decrease in value, 

as the market becomes diluted. M e r  settling his estate, Mark Rothko's (1903-1973) 

family worried that "Rothko's market might s a e r  as a result of litigation and the 

resuimt public knowledge that 798 of his pictues were avai~able."~ If the works are 

not scarce, such as in the case of prints, lithographs and etchings, which are produced 

in series of editions, the art works are not as costly because of their more widespread 

availability. For example, there is a noticeable difference in value between two 

works of Chagall, executed in different medium, but appraised in the same year. 

While a hand coiored etching La Lutte Avec Ange, nurnbered 87/lOO, was estimated 

at S 1,500 to $2,000 us. in a 1996 Sotheby's auction8' one of Chagall's wate~colors~ 

Chevre et COQ Rouge, was estimated to be worth 45,000 to 55,000 pounds.86 The 

Sl Canadian corporations and other private collectors in Canada are encouraged to buy Canadian art 
due to certain applicable statutory tax provisions present in the incorne Tax Act. RS-C. 1985, c. 1 as 
arnended. 
83 Goodrich, 57. Before the Sotheby's auction of"Importmt Canadian An" in Toronto, rumors had 
been circuia@ that Peel's Before the Bath was We. However, a Sothebys consultant assured the 
public thar, "We feel quite confident that Before the Bath is not a &ka ifït were a Me, Sotheby's 
wouid not be selring it, Tb's  not our position to seil We ppamtings." Kelly, D I - 

Huer, 49-50. 
"~otheby's Catalogue, 19th and 20th-nw Pn'nîs, (New York: November 7 and 8. 1996) lot 165. 
86 Sotheby's Catalogue, hpnssionist and Modern Art Part 4 (Londorï 25 Iune 1996) lot 230. 



aforernentioned factors which cause economic fluctuations in the value of art, which 

in theory are applicable only to authentic works of art, also influence the monetary 

value of forgeries, as these works, when considered genuine, are dispersed among 

authentic works, and treated as such. Therefore, these factors are taken into account 

by the forger who shrewdly chooses what to forge, as will be explored in more detail 

in chapter four. An understanding of this framework in relation to value is necessary 

in order to properly comprehend the tactics of a successful forger. These strategies 

will be addressed in chapter three of this thesis. 

The Value of Art: Aesthetic Worth 

From an economic standpoint, forgeries are not worthy in the eyes of mon 

collectors. However, fiom an aesthetic perspective, a different opinion may surface. 

The aesthetic value of a forgery or an authentic work is formed as a result of the 

overall effect of andlor emotional response to the work This response results from 

the work's formal propenies andior subject matter. Forgenes that achieve the same 

statu as authentic works of art, often do so because of their artistic merits. Two 

works of art that are vimially identical in every way, shape and form, such that no 

distinctions can readily be made between hem, must stimulate the sarne aesthetic 

response and hence the same degree of aesthetic p~easure.R7 Even though one is 

authentic and the other a forgery, each piece initiaily offen the same aesthetic 

experience to the viewer, and, therefore, possesses a certain value in this regard 

John Berger cites as a widespread view in the art world that "It is authentic 

and therefore it is beautifid."" One can infer fiom this statement that if a work is not 

authentic, it cannot be beautiful. Such a view, in my opinion, is misinformeci, as it is 

only after the forgeq has been exposed as nich that the Mewer has a changed opinion 

" Mark Sagoff. "'The Aesthetic Status of Forseries," The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 35.2 
g976): 177. 

John Berger. Wavs of Seeinq (Londoxr British Broadcasthg Corporation, 1977) 2 1. 



of the piece. This alternative view of the forgery is one that occurs by vimie of the 

viewers' assurnption that the painting is supposed to illicit a different response now 

that its status has changed. While the viewers may not be able to recognize the 

differences between the forges, and the authentic work, they believe that they c m  

learn to perceive these apparent visual d i~ inc t ions .~~ However. Alfred Lessing. in his 

article, "What is Wrong With a Forgery" argues that the knowledge of a work of art as 

a forgery should not affect the viewer's aesthetic experience of the piece. Lessing 

r e c o p e s  that, 

The fact that the work of art is a forgery is an item of information 
about it on a level with such information as how old the artist was 
when he created it, the political situation in the time and place it 
was created, the price it orignally fetched, the kind of materials 
used in i~ the stylistic influences discemible in it.. . and so on. 
Al1 such information beiongs to areas of imerest peripheral at 
best to the work of art as aesthetic object, areas such 
as biography, history of art, sociology and psychology.w 

Accordhg to Nelson Goodman, "There can be no aesthenc difference without a 

perceptual differen~e."~' Thus, dependhg on how one interprets information in 

regard to the forgery, its aesthetic value will vary. These interpretations may be 

influenced by sociaVcultural factors. 

John Hoaglund offen another understanding of the aesthetic value of a 

forgery that is an exact copy of an original work: "we look through the copy, so to 

speak, at the original; ou ,  judgments, though made at the copy, are made of the 

0rigina.i in the knowledge that the copy faithfully renders it. .. Its funchon as a copy is 

89 hthony Raik, 'The Umguma and Reptodua'biiity of a Work of An: A Critique of Goodman's 
Theory," The Phiiosa~hicai Quanerly 22.86 (1 972): 3, 

Zlüied Lessing, "What is Wmg with a Fc~ery," lourd of Aesthetics and .Art Criticism 23 -4 
1965): 463-4. '' Tho- R Footer and Luise H Morton, "Goochan, Fo- and the Aesthetic," The Journal of 

Aesthetics and Art Crmtim 49.2 (1991): 156, 



to minor the uniqueness of aesthetic value of the original."g2 Thus, the forge- may 

be appreciated and valued for its aesthetic qualities, not because of its own 

uniqueness, but rather for its ability to emulate the sarne aesthetic response as the 

original work of an. 

it is clear that while the aesthetic qualities of a work of art are not prirnaiy to 

its monetary wonh, some collectors seem to value art for its aesthetic pleasure rather 

than its financial reward. This is apparent in the reaction of one collecter who even 

after being informed that his two Renoir watercolors were forgeries by the infarnous 

Elmyr de Hory, chose to keep the works on display stating, 

I've had ten years of pleasure fiom my Renoin- or Renoin-by-Elmyr, 
cal1 them what you will- and 1'11 have twenty more yean if 17rn lucky. 
Then 1711 give them to my two sons and tell hem, 'These are things of 
beauty. Enjoy them for what they are, not for the signature which 
they bear or what someone else tells you they are or arenYg5 

If a work's aesthetic value were essential, there would be no need to properly attribute 

works of ah9' Yet, as previously stated, according to western ideologies, it is the 

identity of the anin that is the determining factor of the monetary value of art. This 

is m e r  illustrated in the fact that authentic works that display inferior aesthetic 

qualities are generally appraised at higher values than forgeries that are regardeci, to 

the extent that such judgment is possible, as artistically superior to thern? In 

addition to the aesthetic and monetary values of art, works may possess an historical 

or cultural value which cm m e r  inauence theïr worth, as descnbed beiow. 

'' John Hoagfund. "Originaiity and -4esthetic Value," British humai of Aesthetics 16 (1976): 49-50. 
93 rwing, 231. 

Huer. 51. 
95 Lessing, 463. 



Tbe Value of Art: HistoricdCultural Importance 

When one purchases art, one also acquires a piece of history.% Art refiects 

the history of individual achievements and their circumstances of creatioh as 

expressed by Paul Bator who states, " . . . the art of a society is both a manifestation and 

,, 97 a mirror of its culture ... In a sense, by owning art, one owns part of the artis~s 

themselves. But what about a forgery; does it own the same history? A forgery that 

superficiaily is indistinguishable fiom its original source is lacking in one important 

quaiity which Walter Benjamin takes up in a now farnous essay, "The Work of Art in 

the Age of Mechanical Reproduction." Although this essay has been challenged, in 

the context of this thesis, it is useful to consider Benjamin's concept of the "aura," as 

related to art works. While it is difficult to define the exact definition of "au&' it 

has commonly been associated with authentic or original works of art. Benjamin 

suggests that such works have an "aura" which projemi onto the Mewer a sense of the 

works historical importance as a product of its rna l~er .~~ As copies, or in this case- 

forgeries, lack the originaïs presence in tirne and space, this "aura" would not in 

theory apply to forged w o r k ~ . ~ ~  This is because forgeries daim to be works of art that 

never truly existed as signs of their makers and producs of their environments. 

While it is true that forgeries are not authentic products of the artists and c u l ~ e s  

from which they supposedly denve, they are manifestations of their contemporaty 

contexts, and thus an "aura" of a different level may be assigned to them. 

n ie  "aura" that projects fiom forgeries is one of infamy for having fooled the 

art experts. This "aura" was certainly apparent to one owner of an Elmyr de Hory 

% Conklin goes on to suggea that "An coiiecton see their possessions as extensions of their selves. as 
a way to rnmt and present themselves to the world.. . Possessions become a way for people to 
diaerentiate themselves fiom others and assure themselves of their tmiqueness." Thus, it is clear that 
many art coiiectors have strong personal connections to th& art works. Conklin, 22. 
" Conklin. 16. 
" Walter Benjamin "The Work of An in the Age o f M M c a I  Repmduction," iiiunrinations, ed. H 
Arendt (London: Fontana, 1973) 236. 
99 conklui. 5 1. 



forgery of an Amedeo Modigliani (1884-1920) who said he would never give the 

work up for anything, and wanted the art dealer who sold hirn the piece to sign the 

back of the painting stating that it was an "onginal and genuine Modigliani fake by 

Elmyr de Hory." 'O0 The owner of the forgery knew that his work would now take on 

a new status and be valued not for its monetary wonh or even its aesthetic merit, but 

rather as the product of a talented forger who has attained his own status now that he 

has been exposed. Every work of art has a story to it, and this is even more mie in 

the case of forgeries which fascinate and intrigue the public. The mysterious 

circumstances surroundhg forgeries creates an "aura" in the same way that authentic 

works project an air of artistic genius ont0 the viewer. 

Many forgers, after their arrests, became so famous that they had legitirnate 

shows of their works. For exarnple, David Stein was extremely successful, promoting 

himself as a "master forger."'0' Producing works in the style of artists such as 

Braque, Paul Klee (1870-194û), Joan Miro (1893-1983) and H ~ M  Matisse (1869- 

1954), but signing them with his name, offered Stein a legitimate career as an 

artist. !O' As well, Van Meegeren, whose Vermeer forgeries rnarked him as one of the 

meatest forgea of al1 tirne, held a retrospective of his legitimate works in 1974. 
C 

Organi-zed by Van Meegeren's &@ter, eighteen works originally intended for the 

show were not dispiayed because they were thought possibly to be f~r~er ies . '~ '  

Ironically, the forger, who used to imitate others, is now being copied himself. 

'" Irving 232. An Example of one of de Hory's Modigiiani fakes is illunrated in colour plate 2: 
hmedeo Modigliani, Portrait de Jeme Hebuterne. Painted &y EImyT in 1964 and sold the following 
vear ro AIgur Hurtle Meadows. 
'O1 S t a  90. An mvitation to one of Stein's Xew York ahibitions is illustrateci in plate 33 
102 Stein, 180. Aithough never ciassifieci as a forger iike Stein, Mchaei Bidlo, a Xew York artist in the 
late 1980's. sïdarly painteci skewed copies of such artists as Picasso and Mondnan Bildo views his 
appropriations as "exteadmg the boundanes of what is accepteci as art." He M e r  acknowledges that 
b producing such works. he seeks to devalue the oriCeinal works of art Conklin 5 1-3. 
laij TorgÏng Ah-" Art Xews 73 ( 1974): 1-7. 



The Nature of Collecting 

If one understands what motivates collecting, one can comprehend why 

forging has proved to be a profitable enterprise. Simply stated, if people did not 

collect art, there would be no incentive to forge. While people collect art for a 

variety of reasons, inciuding for investment purposes, one motivation, which is 

particularly relevant to this thesis, is collecting for the purpose of attaining stah~s.'~~ 

Innirutions achieve recognition for owning important works, and thus attract patrons 

fiom around the world Individual collecton are perceived as belonging to an elite 

social class and are accorded prestige by an admiring, and often envious, public. 

Original ly , collecting began in the Renaissance wit h the K u m  and Wunderkammers, 

or Cabinets of Curiosities. In order to be considered a gentleman, one had to collect 

objects that could enrich and enhance his howledge of the world Ln addition, the 

owning of these various wonden provided the owner with a certain status which 

othen could only hope to emulate through the forming of their own collection of 

curiositie~.'~~ Such is the modem phenomenon of art collecting. Those who own art 

are accorded prestige and statu in their communities and across the world 

Collecton whose primary interest is gaining status are often willing to pay large sums 

of money for big-name am'sts, regardless of the quaiity ofthe art work Altematively, 

there are those collectors who, as part of the nouveau riche, are constantiy tqing to 

prove their worth by demonstrating that they are cultured through the acquisition of 

art. Jon Huer, in his book The Great Art Hoax, notes that "Nothing is as handy as an 

collection for establishing one's instant credit as a cultured elite." Further recognition 

is given to these individuals who often donate or loan their works to local 

co[lections. '" 

lM Huer, 40 
'O5 These coilections evemUany gew to inchde works of art arnong the more s c i d c  objens of 
study. 
'Os Hua. 57 



Frequently, the nouveau riche are so anxious to attain this status, that they 

acquire instant collections of art for bargain prices that cannot possibly be authentic 

works. Algtir Meadows is one such collecter whose quick search for culture resulted 

in his geat financial loss. Meadows, a Texas oil millionaire, while amassing his 

fortune, believed that one must, "Negotiate the very best possible pnce when you 

buy; second, negotiate the easiest tenns for paymenc and afier that negotiate the 

lowest interest rate." Applying these business tactics to the purchasing of his art 

proved to be devastating for Meadows. His entire collection of art tumed out to be 

forgeries produced by the infamous Elmyr de ~ 0 r y . l ~ '  While at first gaining the 

recognition he had sought after in his pursuit of culture, Meadows was now made to 

look like a fool. Forgers depend on such collectors as Meadows who are less 

interested in researching their potential buys and more concemed with filling in their 

collections with big-name artists for bargain prices. Such collectors faIl easily into 

the trap of forgers. 

This chapter has sought to offer as background, the concepts which formulate 

a general undestanding of art and value as a necessary component in explorhg the 

various benefits that may be obtained through the sîudy of forgeries. In being able to 

generally concephialize forgeries and their commonly designated status as inferior in 

relation to authentic art works, one is prepared to consider an alternative view of 

forgeries: one which raises their value as important, if not necessary, twls of study. 



Cha~ter Two 

The Tools of Connoisseurshi~ 

When the connoisseur Bernard Berenson was asked how he knew that he was 

in the presence of an art forgery, he answered that he had a nnging in his eus, he felt 

sick to his stomach and experienced a moment of depression. While this may have 

been Berenson's reality, these conditions hardly offer a solid bais for an "expert" 

opinion. There should be no concern, however? that the comoisseur relies merely on 

such temporal and physical reactions when studying works of art. The connoisseur, 

"an expert judge in art, as well as other matters of taste,"? has over time developed 

various methodologies which form the basis of his expert opinions. Through the 

rnethods of observation and cornparison, the connoisseur seeks to confirm 

authenticity, as well as offer anonymous art works a proper place in the history of art. 

The methodologies of the comoisseur develop in light of the state of howledge and 

technology at the time during which he works.5 As well, the extent to which the 

connoisseur utilizes his resources reflects the nature of his rnethodological ideologies. 

This chapter will explore the various tools of connoisseurship with a particular focus 

on the practices of Giovanni Morelli ( 1 8 16- 1 89 1 ), Bernard Berenson ( 1865- 1 959) 

and Max J. Friedlander ( 1 867- 1958). The methodologies of these prominent 

co~oisseun will provide a framework fiom which to recognize the use of forgeries 

as a basis for detemining authorship andlor authenticity. The relevance of forgeries 

as a tool for the connoisseur may only become apparent after an intimate 

understanding of the expert's reliance on the more traditional tools of his trade, and 

their application. Specificaily, documentation, tradition and the work of art itself, as 

well as the connoisseds use of photographs and his dependence on mernosr, will be 

i~ovïng, 19-20. 
'~avid Alan Brown. Bmnson and the C o ~ o i s s a t ~ h i ~  of Italian Painting (Washington D.C. : 
National Gdery of An, 1979) 3 1. 
3~rown. 16. 



discussed in relation to each connoisseur, where applicable. Additionally, an 

understanding of the working rnethodç of the comoisseur allows me to posit the 

notion of the forger as the comoisseur: a categorkation which offers a new 

perspective on the role of the forger. 

As a secondary effect of ths  study, the extent to which Morelli, Berenson and 

Friedlander emphasize certain resources and criteria over othen in their individual 

assessments of works of art, permits one to formulate contrasting opinions as to 

which methods of connoisseurship are more trustworthy in determining a work's 

authorship andor authenticity. Thus, throughout this chapter, I wish to highiight the 

tendencies of the chosen connoisseun in relation to one another so as to develop a 

comparative analysis of their working methods. An understanding of the methods of 

connoisseunhip is a necessary component to any analysis of forgeries. Thus, this 

midy in connoisseurship is another effort to shed a positive light on forgeries by 

illustrating the potential benefits of applying these works in a number of contexts. 

The Role of the Connaisseur 

The comoisseur, whose goal is to establish authorship andlor authenticity, 

mwt devise a system of snidy in which to foster his opinions. When such systems are 

utilized by the comoisseur, he succeeds in establishîng a work's author as well as its 

period and place of production. Various dues exia in the art work. The comoisseur 

may consider a signature, the style, paraphernalia nich as hmîture or the costume, as 

well as the subject of the work4 These elements offer essential, yet generaiized 

information regarding the ongin of a piece. As Berenson expiains, comoisseurship is 

"the compankon of works of art with a view of determining their reciprocal 

'David Wmow, Eve Spv A deit-vourseifGui-de to ûuaiity in Art (Toronto: Art Gallery ofOnmïo3 
1985) 5. 



relations."j This task poses various difficulties for the connoisseur. OAen, the 

complexities of a particular work may prevent him fbm positing a definitive 

jud*pent. It is necessq to explore the nature of these problems, as well as the 

overall importance that this process of labeling, ooverseen by the connoisseur, has 

been assigned. 

One is aware of the complexities associated with the process of attribution. 

The terminolog specified in al1 Sotheby's catalogues offen proof of this condition. 

Giovanni Bellini ( 1430-15 l6), attnbuted to Giovanni Bellini, studio of .., circle of.., 

style of .., manner of. .. and after Giovanni Bellini are al1 terms which the experts have 

outlined for the potential buyer so that no confusion arises as to the statu of a piece." 

Such categorizations reflea the nature of the production of an works at certain 

periods in time. Many 15th and 16th-century masters, such as Rubens, in order to 

meet the demands of the rising market hired assistants not only to mir paints and 

clean bnishes for them, but to actually contnbute to the production of the art works 

themselves. Thus, in these workshop environments. the master himself might only 

esecute a small portion of the actuai product7 It is this phenomenon which poses 

difficulties for the connoisseur who must disin-yish between the hand of the master 

and that of his assistants. 

In addition to the complications associated with workshop productions, the 

prevdence of forgeries has proven that the co~o i s seu .  is not infallible. Many errors 

in judgrnent have been documented, such as the infamous authentication of the Han 

van Meegeren forgeries? This incident, as well as any won-@ attribution, brings 

into question the mstworthiness and motivation of the comoisseur. There has 

j~ernard Berensos The SN& and CriUcism of Italian An vol. 2 (London: Georse Bell and Sons. 
1902) 122 
6Sotheby's Catalogue. Old Maner Drawinss and Fine Frames, London. 16 and I7.4ppriL 1997. Please 
see Explanation of Cataloguing Terms. 
7 ~ ~ o w .  18. 

Crime, 72-73. 



always been a close association between connoisseurship and the art market nius. tt 

is possible that the co~oisseufs judgments may be financialiy motivatedg Berenson 

is one such fi-gure who is known, on occasion, to have dishonealy authenticated an 

works for the dealer Joseph Duveen.Io It is evident that one's perception of art works 

is controlled by the process of labeling; often the attribution process is a means to an 

en4 a way of securing an in~estment.~~ Consequently, unataibuted works are 

commonly believed to be inferior to those pieces produced by famous artins. 

The comoisseur is aware of his role in definirtg the history of art. However, it 

must be recognized that no attribution is ever final, as recently witnessed in the 

ongoing debate as to whether The Polish Rider is, or is not by Rembrandt.': As new 

scientific technologies develop, the connoisseur's capabilities for studying and 

authenticating art works ex~and, which may resdt in changes to previous 

attributions. Notwithstanding the above concems, the co~oisseur has deveioped 

rigid rnethodologïes which, when consistently and successfully applie4 validate his 

attn'butions and deterrninations. 

Documentation and Tradition 

As discussed above, the connoisseur's job is one of great complexity. As a 

resdt, he must consuit al1 of the relevant materiais to assist in his endeavors. 

Documentation and tradition are two such resources that provide the co~oisseur 

with vital information pertaining to the status of an art work. nie extent of 

documentation on a specific work of art may range ftom sales receipts to inventories 

%den B.J. Mgùuiis, "nie Role of Ferceptuai Leamiiig in Comoisseurship: Morelli Berenson and 
Beyond An Histo~ 13.1 (1 990): 1 O4. 
l%own 25 and 26. ' Lwistow, 17. 
t2~arol  VoseL "The Masterpiece is by the Master" Globe and Mail 8 Yovemeber 1997: E6. The 
Rembrandt Research Project which con& o f  various Dutch Scholars who. for 28 vears have been 
exminhg aii the ~mibr&dts in collections around the world, has confimieci. for n& that The Pofish 
Rider is indeed by the master- 



to agreements between employen and artists.lj As well, details regarding the 

provenance of a work may be derived from the use of such documents. The 

provenance, or history of owneahip of an art work, is a strong determinant of 

authenticiîy. Ofien through such documentation or records, the work of art can be 

traced al1 the way back to the artist's studio, which provides the most convincing 

eiidence as to the status of the piece. A la& of provenance raises suspicion in 

regards to the origin of the work. For example, Otto Wacker, who forged thirty-three 

Van Go& clairned that the original owner of the pieces was from Russial' 

However. after a thorough investigation. it was discovered that no painting by Van 

Gogh had ever been sold to a Russian." This testimony, introduced in Wackefs trial 

in April of 1932, offered proof that d l  ùurty-three works were for~eries.1~ 

Tradition, which encompasses early scholanhip on an h s t ,  as well as 

recorded references with respect to existing art works by the artist, is also an asset to 

the comoisseur. l 7  Such references may be fond  in exhibition or auction catalogues 

as well as penonal correspondences of the artist For example, it is commonly 

known that Van Gogh re=darly made specific references to his art works in his letten 

to his brother Theo. Thus, these correspondences are often consulted by the 

connaisseur when doubts are raised conceming the statu of one of Van Gogh's 

pieces. 

Morelli, Berenson and Friedlander al1 recognize the value of documentation 

and tradition, yet they strongly caution against the use of such matenals as the 

pnmary means of assessing art works. Morelli feared that mistalies in the 

U ~ Y  J- Friedlandw. On Art and Connoisseunhip trans. Tancred Borenius (Oxford: Bruno Cassirer. 
1942) 163. 
IJwalter Feilchenfeldt "Van Gogh Fakes: The Wackw Màk with an illustratesi catalogue of the 
forgeries" SimioIus 19.4 (1989): 294. 
15~eilchenfeld~ 292. 
t6FeiIchenfeldt. 294. 
17~ereiwn, 1 17. Vasari's Lives is typically considerd the essentiai traditional source for the 
comoisseur- 



interpretation of such resources could potentially lead to mi~ami'butions.~~ 

Therefore, opinions denved from the above sources must be substantiated by other 

means. Berenson and Friedlander warn that these materials, though seemingly 

authentic, cari easily be forged. in addition, problerns surface where an authentic 

document describes a commissioned work that, in fact, was never executed. If a 

forger creates a work to which the document corresponds, the forged work becomes 

vaiidated by the misted document. As well. a descriptive document may seemingly 

relate to a number of art works executed by various artists by vime of their shared 

subject matter.iVf the documents for these pieces have been lost, the difficulty 

anses in detemining to which produced work the document applies. The cornplex 

nature of interpreting such evidence is bea summarized by Berenson who States that 

"the document always needs to be confimied by connoisseurship."~~ 

Berenson and Friedlander are ais0 skeptical of tradition. 'The tmstworthiness 

of the author musr always be c~nsidered.~ As well greater weight is attributed to 

scholarly writings produced at the approximate time in which the &st lived and 

worked A tradition that is contemporary to the artist's iife is more likely to be based 

on factual accounts than one that is produced many years afier the rnemory of contact 

with the d s t  has diminished. The regional derivation of the source is also 

significant in that such writings that originate in the artist's place of production 

inherently offer a more precise account of his oewre than a tradition distanced fiom 

18~ohn Murdoch, "Amibution and the Claim to ObjectNity,," International Journal of Cultural Propep 
2.2 (1 993): 328-9. SpecScally, Morelli cites an mcident in which an archi* fïnding documenmy 
evidence. wrongiy atmiutes a fresco by Penigho to Fra Diamante. 
lg~erensoa I l  1-1 13. 
2 % i  George Constable, Art Histonr and Connoisseurshi~ (Cmbndge: At the University Press, 
1938) 35. 
%xenson, 1 16. 
"~eraison, 117. Berenson explains that Vasari, when wriang about his rivals did not hesitate to say 
the worst of them, while when considering his fiends, his words were onIy praiseworthy. Thus, 
Berenson advises that Vasari's staternents "are never to be received -out bearing m min4 on the one 
han& bis parochiaüsm of spirit, and, on tfie other, the venality of his pen." 1 18. 



the artist.3 The relevance of documentation and tradition should not be 

underestimated Documentation and tradition are useful tools which aid in the smdy 

of works of art. As described above, both resources must be subject to scrutiny and 

considered with caution Thus, the expert opinions formed on the basis of the 

connoisseur's documentaq fmdhgs, must first be supponed with more conclusive 

evidence. The following section will explore the work of art as the most compelling 

tool for the connoisseur. 

The Work of Art Itself 

"AI1 that remains of an event in generai history is the account of it in 

document or tradition; but in art, the work or art itself is the event, and the only 

adequate source of information about the event ..."14 This statement by Berenson 

illustrates the notion of the work of art as the most important tool of connoisseurship. 

Berenson was not alone in this opinion. Morelli and Friedlander similarly emphasize 

the significance of the art work alone in providing the most convincing evidence as to 

the statu of a work. Within the art work lies many dues as IO its origins. An 

analysîs of the relevant features of an art work, such as the detail. the overall 

impression and the quality, which are vaiuable indices to the connoisseur, offers a 

framework with which to understand the various tools of connoisseurship as utilized 

b y Morelli, Berenson and Friedlander. 

' 3 ~ ~ e r w ~  1 16. Bmnson offen the example of a tradition of Delacroix orighaunp in Fiorence in 
1894 as compared to a tradition denvins fiom Paris, closer to the time in whieb Delacroix worked. 
24Baenx>n, 120. In regard to this statemem, Bernwn commems in a foomote that "This arises fiom 
the fact that words are incapable o f  arousing in the reader's mind the precise visual imape in the 
writeis." Thus, Ï t  is evident how descriptive contracts for morks  can confusin& correspond to a 
number of different works of art. 



The Detail 

The ltalian Giovanni Morelti, considered to be the founder of the "scientific" 

method of connoisseurship. has been the source of much scholarship. Morelli's 

theories of co~oissemhip  as applied to works of the Italian Renaissance fim came 

to light between 1874 and 1876 in a series of articles published in German under the 

pseudonym Ivan Lermolieff, an u h o w n  Russian sch~iar.=~ Morelli's practices, 

though intriphg and without precedent, were deemed controvenial and inadequate 

by some of his contemporaries.~6 Nonetheless, Morelli's scientific method continues 

to fascinate and be a source of interest and debate among current an historians. as 

marked by a recent conference in Beragxno, Italy, dedicated exclusively to this 

innovative connoisseur.~7 The following exploration of Morelli's scientific method 

seeks to offer an understanding of his practices and his reliance on the work of art 

itsel f, 

Trained as a physician, with a particular interest in comparative anatomy, 

Morelli witnessed the emergence of modern scientific practice and its ascendancy 

over the humanities while working in the latter half of the 19th-century? Morelli's 

approach to connoisseunhip was rooted in the careful observation of the detail, 

which for him provided a "defuiitive system of midy".29 According to Morelli, it is 

the identiq of form, as observed in the details of a painting, that indicates the identit). 

3~ario Ginzburg, "Morelli, Freud and Shelock Holmes: Clues and Scieminc Method" Historv 
Worksho~ 9 (1980): 7. Ivan Lennolieffis a Rmshhed anagram of Morelli. hs weL the translater of 
the articks. Iohannes Schwarze, is another play on Morelli's name. 
26Caro1 Gison-Wood, Studies in the Theorv of Co~oisseurshir, h m  Vasari ro Morefli (New York: 
Gariand Publishing, 1988) 2 1 7. GToson- Wood explains that much opposition came fiom those scholars 
whose construction of art history was baseci on principles of taste or beauty. 
271ayne Andenos 'The Morefi Conference in Bergame." B u r h o n  -Maaine 129 (1987): 596. 
=s codêreuce took place the f%st week of June, 1987. An exhibit at the A c a d e  Carrara was 
orpized in conjunction with the conference. Two volumes of studies on Moreiii were published as 
weii. 
281ack I. Spector, "The Method of MoreIli and its Relation to Freudian Psychoandysis" Dioeenes 66 
(1969) 74, 
2g~cbard Wob- On An and the Mirid: es sa^ and Lectures (London: Men Lane, 1973) 186 



of a~thonhip.3~ These fundamental foms, or grundfomen as texmed by Morelli, 

must be carefully considered so as to determirie the extent to which they verify the 

author of a work Morelli distinguishes between foms that are dnven by forces of 

school or tradition with those that are tme markers of an artist's identity. The 

conventional execution of forms cannot be relied upon to distinguish an artist's work 

from that of his pupil or copyist. Instead, the comoisseur must focus his attention on 

various foms in the painting that are typically viewed as "trifles," where conventional 

pressures, such as the influence of the patron, are relaxed. For Morelli, such trifles 

include the depiction of the hand and ear, to which the artia relaxes his anention and 

thus devotes little effort. S pecifically, Morelli looked at suc h details as the shape of 

the ear lobes, the finger nails and the bal1 of the thumbs.jl When executing such 

insignificant details, the artin works in a habituai manner and does not concentrate 

on penecting or particulariring forms.'? It is by virtue of such tendencies, that the 

artist's persona1 instinct appean in its purest form, as al1 h s t s  have their own 

peculiarities.j3 The existence of such characteristic features often escapes the artin 

without his or her knowledge. Thus, Morelli's technique has been likened to 

detective work, where dues, umoticed by others, are discovered and examined in 

order to solve a p d e ,  in this case, authorship and/or authenticity.jJ 

Morelli's emphasis on the detail derives fkom his uisistence that "the only true 

record for the connoisseur is the work of art itself."jj Thus, aiI aspects of a painting, 

as manifested in its physical properties, should provide the most convincing evidence 

regardhg the work's attribution. This reliance on the work of art alone, served as 

- -  - -- 

3 ~ G i i ~ n - ~ o o 4  m. 
31~ollheim, 181. 
32~dgar Wm& Art and Anarchu (London- Faba and Faber, 1963) 40. 
33~pe*or, 64. 
3 4 ~ i n z b " r g  8. 
3 5 ~ i ~ ~  Morelli, ItaIian Painters: Critical Sîudies o f  theV Works. (volume il The Borshese and 
Doria-Pafi Gaileries in Rome: (volume II) The Galleries o f  Munich and Dresden, tram. Constance 
Ffoulkes with an introduction by Sir AH. Layard (London, 1892-3) vol. I, 26-7. 



Morelli's primary tool of co~oisseunhip. Through his focus on the detail? Morelli 

"subnituted concreteness and precision of (scientific) observation for vague feelings 

and inexact impressions of the entire composition.'l~h Morelli M e r  maintained that 

"the forms in general, and more especially those of the hand and ear, aid us in 

distinguishing the work of a master from those of his imitaton, and control the 

judgment which subjective impressions might lead us to prono~nce."~~ Such 

judgments based on subjective impressions, as favored bu, For example, Friedlander, 

continue to be a source of guidance for the modem connoisseur. Yet, juâgments 

based on emotion. in Morelli's mind were not founded upon a precise, controlled and 

scientific use of evidence, and therefore could not be trustworthy. Accuracy of 

attribution was attainable, howvever, through MoreIli's systematic use of schematic 

drawings of hands and ears, as executed by various masers." By way of cornparison, 

Morelli utilized these "schedulesl' to deduce the authorship of unhown worh. The 

characteristic forms of the ears and han& were denved fiom Morelli's carefûl 

observation of undisputed works by the various masters under consideration The use 

of reliabie, well tested attributions satisfied Morelli's scientific requirement of basing 

his assessments on properly controlled evidence.jg 

Sunilady interested in Itdian p a i n ~ g ,  the Amencan connoisseur Bernard 

Berenson derived his methodologies from his careful reading of Morelli's Italian 

Painters: Cnticd Studies of Their Works. Berensoq Iike MoreIli* was 

unconventional in his ideologies, believinp that the study of art history was a form of 

pedanq, unrelated to the enjoyment of art Thus, Berenson approached the study of 

an art worlc with the goal of elucidating its "tangible form rather than its hinorical 

36~pector. 74. 
37~orelli, vol- LI, 2n 
38Thew are iiiustrated in: Car10 Ginzburs "More& Freud and Sherlock Hohes" Hinon. Worksho~ 9 
(1980), p g  7: EeTs and Hcm& by Botticelli, fiom Morelli's Italian Paimm, pg9: Tjpical Ears. fiom 
Italian Painten, p g  12: ?vpical Hunt&. fkom I t a h  Painters. 
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functi~n."~O Most well hown for his partnership with the flamboyant dealer Joseph 

Duveen, Berenson has left a legacy of connoisseurship which views attribution as a 

way of understanding the work of art, rather than as a process of IabelingY Berenson 

did not believe that a work of art needed a label in order to be worthy of midy.42 It 

was through close observation and cornparison of the detail, as fim proposed by 

Morelli, that Berenson developed his methodology for attributing art works. 

Ln his essay "Rudiments of Connoisseurship," written in 1902, Berenson 

anempts to provide a theoretical justification for Morelli's empirical approach to 

connoissemhip.~~ Intending to increase the intellectual status of connoisseurship, 

Berenson systematized Morelli's observation of forms into a stnicnired set of critena 

that "governs the reliability of different forma1 features as indicaton of auth~rship."~ 

In essence, Berenson discovered a set of attributional d e s  that were based on his 

notions of the "artistic persondity," a concept originated by Berenson. The 

personaiity of the artin, as understood by Berenson and explained by David Alan 

Brown, "consists not merely of the traits by which the artin is supposed to give 

himself away, but of essential qualities as reveaied by his entire production." One 

can relate penonality with c~eativity-~j 

Berenson describes the process by which he determines this "artistic 

personaiity" as "the isolation of the characteristics of the known and their 

confiontahon with the unknown." He M e r  States that "to isolate the characteristics 

of an art&, we take ail his works of undoubted authenticity, and we proceed to 

discover those traits that inwiably recur in them, but not in the works of other 

JOBrown, t 1. 
41~rowq 29. It was this process of Iabeling that Berenson understood to be the detenmnias fâctor of 
value in regard to a work of art. As Berenson noted, ofken a work of art, until it was atm'buted to a 
specific &st, M e d  to gain the recognition it deserveci- 
J2Brown, I 1. 
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*Gison-Wood, 240. 
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rnaster~."~~ The connaisseur, in addition to the reoccurrence of forms such as the 

han& and ean, may also look for trends in the content and color scheme of the work. 

Having established how to determine the various features of a work which are 

characteristic of a particular artist, Berenson offers a hierarchical categorization of 

the details which prove to be the most reliable tests for authonhip. As stated by 

Berenson, the most applicable features are "the ears, the hands, the fol& and the 

landscape." Less applicable elements are "the hair, the eyes, the nose and the mouth." 

The leas applicable aspects of a work are "the cranium, the chin, the structure and 

movement in the human figure, the architecture, the colour and the chiarosc~ro."~ 

Berenson discusses at great length the relevance of each of the above features as 

indicators of authorship, and highiights various characteristics in relation to certain 

artists, such as that deep-set eyes point to a work by Da Vinci, while eyes depicted 

wide apart signal a work by Giorgione (c. 1476i8-15 1 O)? Though it is beyond the 

scope of this paper to highlight the significance or lack thereof of each of the details 

upon which Berenson focuses his audy, he does conveniently provide five controlling 

principles that dernonstrate the extent to which a particular detail is characteristic of a 

certain artistJg According to Berenson, these details are "not vehicles of expression," 

"they do not attract attention," "they are not controlled by fahion," "they ailow the 

formation of habit in their execution" and "they escape imitation and copying, either 

because of the minuteness of the peculiarity, or of the obscuri@ of the artist."" For 

example, the fom of the craniurn is usually closely studied fiom a model, which 

*~erensoa 123-224. 
47~erenson 144, 
%erenson, 128. 
J9 For a deraileci account of why Berenson beIieves these feanires to be the moa reliable tests of 
ahorship in relation to the other details see his "Rudiments of Comoisseurship" in The Study and 
Criticism of ïtalian Art VOL 2 (London: George Bell and Sons, 1902) 124144. 
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renders this featue aimoa never characterîstic.jl As well, according to Berenson, 

"the chin, the jaw and the cheek are dl too typical and easily copiedVj? 

In addition to his systematic approach to the detail and his emphasis on the 

"artihc penonality," another advancement over Morelli's practices is Berenson's 

consideration of the possible inconsistencies as well as changes in an artist's style 

over tirne? Because alternative forms appear as a result of a shifi in an artist's 

habits, the connoisseur must be able to recognize such fiucniations in penonality. 

Frequently, such changes are apparent in works of an artist that span from his early or 

"immature" style to his late or "manire" style. Monet serves as an excellent exarnple 

of an artin whose style dramatically changed over time. For exarnple, a work from 

Monet's early penod, such as CamillelWoman in Green Dress of 1866, in few ways 

corresponds to the characteristic -le of Moneis later works, such as seen in his Ladv 

with Parasol of 1886. Thus, the earlier work may not easily be recognizable as that of 

Monet's if one's understanding of his style is based on a familiarity with his later 

works. The connoisseur must be aware of thcse potential fluctuations of an artist's 

style when o b s e ~ n g  and cornparhg the various details in an artïst's work 

Othenvise, he may fail to properly attnbute cenain pieces which would subsequen* 

rnisinform our understanding of a particular arîist's oewre. 

It is clear that Morelli and Berenson's unclkation of the detail as a tool of 

connoissemhip is one that offen a strong basis for amibution andlor authentici. 

However, as this method requires the connoisseur to isolate the characteristic features 

from the overall composition of the work, certain problems arke. The comoisseur 

must recognize that the same forms or details in various contexts may look veq- 

different? Richard Wollheim, in his article, fiGiovanni Morelli and the Ori- of 



Scientific Connoisseurship," offers two examples which illustrate the difficulties in 

perceiving the actual foms of the details. in one image, two parallel lines are 

superimposed on a background which obscures their acnüil configuranon.jj A second 

image dernonstrates how the same row of dots, in two different sunoundings, appear 

remarkably different, even though they are exactly the same? Thus, if the 

comoisseur disassociates the various features, the f o m  will be experienced in a way 

that would diEer fiom how they are perceived in their pictorial context, resulting in 

conflicting interpretations of the detaiIs.j7 

Two issues &se fiom this problem. First, it must fimly be established 

whether the details which serve as a basis for judgment, are congruent forms or 

similar f ~ r m s . ~ ~  For example, did Morelli's scheduies of hands and ears serve as a 

general guide for his observation of details, or were the forms expected to match his 

diagams exactly? Depending on the various levels of correspondence, the foms 

may mistakenly be overlooked as a marker of authorship. While Morelli and 

Berenson did not specifically comment on the degree of consistency in regard to their 

observed forms, the co~oisseur who wishes to use the detail as hrs tool must be 

prepared to formulate a set d e s  to pide his comparison of forms. 

Second, the comoisseur who utilizes this methodology daims to be able to 

iden* the whole (the work) fiom the part (the detail). 1s nich a phenornenon really 

possible? In his Aa Histont and Connoisseurshio of 1938, the art hinorian W.G. 

Constable States that, 

A work of art is not merely an assemblage of parts; its essence lies 
in the ordered relation of those parts. The firn impact of a work of 
art on the spectator, before he has become occupied with detail, is 

- - 

j5l'his is iilustrated in: Richard Woiiheim, On Art and the Mnd: Euavr and Lechires (London: .Uen 
Lime, 1973), pg, 189, fig 2: Efect of he Fiefd Upon Conmned Figure. 
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of the greaten value for eaabling this relation or system of relations 
to be grasped.jq 

Thus, it would appear that the rnere consideration of the detail is not suficient on its 

own. As Constable explains, "intensive study of detail in a work of art is liable to 

spoil the capacity to realise it as a whole, and to rnar the power of aesthetic 

enjoyment."" Thus, the cornplexities of a work must be studied in their entirety. 

This view, which seeks to consider the overall impression of a work of art, is held by 

Friedlander and constitutes another tool of connoisseurship encompassed within the 

work of art itself. 

The Overall Impression 

Max I. Friedlander, the Geman expert in early Netherlandish and Gennan art, 

and the Head of the Berlin Picnue Gallery fiom 1908 until 1933, was a mong critic 

of Morelli and his method of conn~isseurshîp.~~ Fnedlander was of the opinion that 

"every true observation concerning any individual work of art may connibute to the 

better understanding of visual art as a whole, indeed of art activities in generaLt'6' 

According to Friedlander, true observation, which was to focus on the work of art as a 

whole, was based on intuition. Friedlander States that "inner certainty can ody be 

gained from the impression of the whole; never fiom an analysis of visual fo1ms."6j 

As well, Friedlander argued that "an original is in harmony with itself "@ An 

explmation of thîs "harmony" is offered by Constable who =tes that the connaisseur 

must "see as a mity al1 the separate elements he has distinguished, and to redise 

them, not as a number of isolated faas fortuitously brought together, but as 

6"'Friedlander, Jacob." The Dictionam of Art. 1996 eb 
62Friedlander, 1 6. 



compietely interdependentV6j This view contrasts with Morelli and Berenson's 

notion of the observation of details. Friedlander's practices were not uncornmon. 

The German art historian Ono Mundler, who served aç the traveling agent for the 

National Gallery in London from 1855 to 1858, similarly relied upon his intuition and 

the accidental impression produced by the whole when assessing art w0rks.M As 

well, in his 1927 essay "An Outline of a Theory of Method," Richard Ofmer states 

that attribution is an intuitive act, "being no more than the recognition of a recurring 

experience, with free variations.1167 

While at first it may appear that Friedlander wishes to disregard the detail 

completely in his methodology, th is  is not the case. Mer his initial intuitive response 

to the piece, which for km was the rnost significant part of his methodology, 

Friedlander carefully grounded his opinion on the close cornparison of details in the 

work, without, however, restricting himself to Morelli's han& and ear~.6~ For 

Friedander, the role of the detail was one of secondary importance, but nonetheless 

helped to substantiate his attributions. Friedlander believed that, like himself, 

Morelli derived hîs opinions nom the general impression of the work, and only later 

resorted to the observation of details such as the haads in order to confinn his 

intuitions.69 Even Berenson, who relied heavily on the detail, desm%es his method as 

being, 

Largely a question of accumulated experïence upon 
which your spirit sets unconsciously ... When 1 see a picture ... 
I recognize it at once as king or not being by the master 
it is ascriid to; the rest is mere1y a question of how to 
fish out the evidence that will make the conviction as 

6s~onstab~e, 3 1. 
66~riedlander, 166. 
67~chard Otnier. Studia in Fiorentine Painting: The 14thcenm (New York: Jwius Press. 1927) 
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plain to othen as it is to me.70 

It is evident that the various tools of connoisseurship, be they the detail or the overall 

impression of the work, may be utilized at various stages in the attribution process. A 

combination of these tools, as well as those yet to be discussed, offers the most 

complete analysis of a work of art. 

gualiîv 

A connaisseur's fint impression of a work of art is often based on notions of 

quality, and thus this becomes another tool by which the connoisseur c o n m s  his 

attributions. Berenson seems to have oeen the mon interested in this aspect of 

comoisseurship. Morelli scarcely considered quality at al1 uniess such judgments 

were in regard to the execution of the characteristic forms upon which he focused his 

attention. According to Wollheirn, Morelli makes "no acknowledgment of qualitative 

judgments that make reference to such things as the inter-relationships between the 

significant parts of the all-over properties of the ~ o r k . " ~ l  

Berenson, on the other han& States that the uithate test of the value of the 

foms that comprise an artimc personality is that of q~ality.~? For Berenson, "the 

sense of quaIity is indubitably the mon essential equipment of a would-be 

conn~isseur."~~ Berenson's understanding of quality was one which recogized that 

"an artistic personality includes not only ail the artist did in his best moments, but al1 

that his mind conceived in terms of his art, in what ever shape it has been recordeci, 

no matter how hadequate, nor how unsatisfactory-'" Thus, Berenson was able to 

account for inconsistencies in an amst's work by taking note of variations in qualie. 



An undentandhg of these inconsistencies prevented Berenson fiom Wlfairly de- 

attributing works that perhaps reflected a technically weak penod in an artids 

oewre. In his book entitled On Oualitv in Art, Jakob Rosenberg offen a list of 

criteria for assessing qualiîy in rnaster drawings from the 15th through the 19th 

century.75 Rosenberg states that it is possible to apply his critena to other forms of 

art such as painting, with some minor adj~stments.~6 Perhaps it is usefbi to address 

some of his criteria so as to get a sense of how the comoisseur assesses levels of 

quality in works of art. Some of the features on which Rosenberg bases his 

judgments are, the extent to which the work conveys a sense of balance and 

spontaneity, a clear distinction of planes and varyhg levels of expressiveness and 

consi~tency.~' While these characteristics only offer a glimpse of Rosenbers's 

criteria, they help to clarify the process by which quality is judged by the connaisseur, 

as M e r  explained by Rosenberg who states, "If we have gathered ~ ~ c i e n t  

experience in the evaluation of the single great masters as compared to their 

surroundings, a certain general notion of the nature of great art will gradwlly develop 

a standard of judgment which may work even without direct ~ornparison"~8 

Friedlander's approach to quality is remarkabiy different from Berenson's, 

whose methods probably correspond closely to those described by Rosenberg. For 

Friedlander, quality was inherent in aesthetic pleasrne, as he states, 

The question of level of quaIity is answered according to the feeling 
of being convinced, according to the depth of impressios the measure 
of the sensation of aesthetic pleanire. Depending upon our ability 
and receptive capacity we reach our conclusion spontaneously and 

75~akob Rosenberg, On Oudity in An: Criteria of Exceilence Past and Raent (Washingon, D.C.: 
The T~stees of The National Wq of Art, 1967) 229. 
76~osenberg, 229. 
n~osenberg, 204. 
78~osenbeq, 230-23 1. For an in-depth accou. of Rosenberg's lin of cntea  pitase ~e On Oualïty in 
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interpret the quality ac~ordingly.~9 

Fnedlander's perception of quality corresponds to his generai views on attribution 

which are sirnilarly based on emotions or impressions. 

In sum, the various tools of connoisseurship which have been explored thus 

far have al1 related to the work of art itself While it is agreed that the work of art 

provides the most compelling evidence for the connoisseur, other resources can be 

utiiized as well. 1 have already mentioned the use of tradition and documentation. In 

the following sections, I will discuss two additional tools that benefit the co~oisseur  

as he tries to establish the authorship &or authenticity of art works. 

Photoera~hs 

Photographs have become a standard part of art historical study. Students are 

inaoduced to art works by way of textbook images and slides. Without the aid of 

such photographic reproductions, one's understanding of the art works would be 

timited as there would be no visual references to correspond to k t t e n  or spoken 

descriptions. Photographs are a tool for the connoisseur as well. While the use of 

photography has become commonplace for the co~oisseur, various difficulties 

necessitate caution when consulting these resources. 

Accordhg to Berenson, Moreili was the fim connoisseur to systematicaily 

use photographs in order to assist in his recoliection of previously seen works of art? 

Morelli often wrote notes on the back of his photographs as a quick reference 

indicating the signincant characteristics of the worksl For example, on the back of a 

Da Vinci photograph, Morelli lists various tendencies in Da Vinci's works, nich as 

'%fax .i. Friedlander, Genuine and Counrerfeit: Exmiences of a Comoisseur trans. Cart Von 
Honnett and Lenore Pelham (New York Abest i d  Charles Boni, 1930) 92. 
goBrown, 44. 
sl~iul io Bora ed Mo Giovmai Morelli Colieào~ista 1 Disepni (Milan: Siivana Edi todc  1994) 8. 



that he never makes eyebrows, his strokes go from lefi to right, and that he alrnoa 

always used a greenish tinted paper. Morelli believed that one who cares about art 

"lives with his ph~tographs."~~ Berenson, like Morelli, embraced the use of 

photography, considering it the essential if "uncertain instrument" of modem 

connoisseurship. Berenson used photography to confimi as well as make 

amibutions.R; Furthemore, Berenson felt that his capacity for midy was prolonged 

with the use of photographs which he came to prefer. The application of photographs 

enabies the connoisseur to compare works that otherwise are too numerous and too 

distant to study directly. As Berenson said "Photographs! Photographs! In ou .  work 

one can never have enough." Though Berenson relied heavily on the use of 

photographs in his practice, he firmly acknowledged that the reproduction was not a 

substinrte for the actual work? 

Friedlander, recognking the potential for the misuse of photo_maphs, strongly 

cautioned aga& their role in the atmbution process. According to Friedlander. 

photographs reduce the arnount of interest that normdly is devoted to the ori-&ai 

work of a- while removing the connoisseur fiom fira hand experience of the piece. 

The sole purpose of photographs, in Friedlander's min4 was to ''mengthen 

recollection of the original." Photographs should not, however. be used as a basis for 

judgment as  such opinions m u t  aiways be formed in the presence of the work 

itselfsj Constable maintains that before the use of photographs, intense study was 

forced upon the connoisseur who had only his memory to rely upon when seeking to 

recall certain works. However, the connoisseur who approaches a work of art with 

S2~ora. 8. éîs weii, Morefi comments on feames of Da Vici's characteristic nose and ears and 
indicates the writing instruments used during the various periods of his production such as pen or 
cMk 
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the knowledge that a photograph is accessible, will perhaps neglect to carefblly 

scrutinize the p i e ~ e . ~ ~  

In addition to the issue that the photograph may replace the original as an 

object of study, other concem regarding such reproductions must be acknowledged. 

Photographs skew our perceptions of the art works in a variety of ways. First, they do 

not accurately portray the scale of works. As welt, photographs fail to reproduce the 

precise texture and coior of the pieces which greatly affects one's understanding of 

the art works. Thus, the photograph can never sufficiently replace the original, as 

such a substitution is an injustice that fosters a distorted view of the piece. Constable 

is keenly aware of the extent to which works of art are misrepresented in 

photographs, stating that "a work known only in a photograph is scarcely known at 

a11. "87 

Despite the various faulu of photographie reproductions, if properly utilized 

by the comoisseur, they offer various benefits which aid in his cornparison of art 

works. More impo~antly, the photograph serves as a reminder of an image that 

previously was stored only in the memory of the connoisseur. However, the 

photograph should be viewed as a supplement to mther than a substitute for memory. 

Even while consulting such reproductions, the connoisseur continues to rely heavily 

on his memory. It is this tool which consistently guides the comoisseur throughout 

his attribution process. 

Memorv 

The connoisseur is often descnbed as "having a good eye? The training of 

the connaisseur's eye is closely Linked to the h c t i o n  of memory. Thus, the role of 

86Constab~e, 14. 
87~omab~e,  14. 
88David WWOW, Eve Sm A do-3-vounelf Guide to Oual* in (Toromo: Gday 
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memory for the connaisseur is one of utmoa importance, as he m u t  be able to make 

mental cornparisons between works that he confionts now with those he has 

experienced in the past. Morelli, Berenson and Friedlander's rnethodologies of 

C O M O ~ S S ~ U ~ S ~ ~ ~  al1 depend on concepts of memory. Berenson comments that years 

of experience and famiiiarity with an min's work help create a mental picture of the 

artist's ccha r~ te r .~~  As well, Friedlander believed that "concepts of vîsual 

imagination, gained in pleasurable contemplation and retained by a vigorous visual 

memory," were the expert's weapon90 An understanding of the various theories of 

vision is necessaxy in order to comprehend how memory works, and specifically, how 

this tool is utilized by the above connaisseurs. 1 wish to look at two sources, the first 

being Bishop Berkeley's New Theonr of Vision of 1790. Berkeley explains that Iight 

From an object enters the eye through the lem and projects an image ont0 the retina. 

This image is then passed to the brain which stores it as a memory image, which is 

understood to be a faded copy of the original experience. The subsequent recognition 

of forms is possible by simply recalling one's memory of the relevant images to 

compare to the new visual experience.91 

Berkeley's explanation of vision and merno- is one that was understood by 

Morelli and Berenson Thus, it becornes clear, in the case of Morelli, why he never 

considered the relationships between the formal aspects of a work and the details on 

which he focused his attention. ObserWig the preferred characteristics of a work 

such as the han& and ears, Moreili formed retinal images that he stored in his 

memory. Consequently, when assessing art works, Morelii simply sought to recall his 

memory of the specified grundformen and compared these images to the f m  in the 

newly encountered art works.9~ Morelli's recollecrion of the specinc forms had no 

?Brown, 39. 
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bearing on the overall composition of the piece. An understandmg of Berenson's 

capacity for remembering art works is best summarized by Thomas Hoving who 

explains that "in Berenson's monumental brain, no doubt, were stored, like some 

contemporary hard disk, hundreds of thousands of associations, observations, artistic 

subtleties, colors, hues ... which flooded into his mind the instant he looked at a 

picture. "95 

While the above application of memory appeared to work for the connoisseur 

as a means for recollection, Hayden Ma-s in his essay, "The Role of Perceptual 

Leanllng in Connoisseunhip," challenges these concepts of memory. According to 

Maginnis, "the eye is not a camera and the brain is not a photo album.'" As well, 

hkgimis introduces various studies which seemingly prove that when viewing an 

objecâ, the eye only focuses on a limited number of points, indicating that the eye 

does not form a complete, static image of the object.95 in light of this study, it would 

be impossible for the connoisseur to store any distinct images in his memory to be 

used for purposes of cornparison. How is one to view Maginnisl findings when the 

connoisseun themselves attea to the validity of the capacity for memory? WhiIe 

Maginnis may be suggesting that memory is a faulty tool, his argument is irrelevant h 

the context of this study as it focuses on the contemporary perspectives of the 19th 

and early 20th-century connaisseurs. A second source, David Kay's Mernom What it 

is and How to Im~rove it of 1889, would seem to validate the concepts of memory as 

undentood by Morelli, Berenson and Friedlander. 

Kay's explanation of the fiinction of memory is one which reflects the 

co~oisseuis  traditional use of this tool for recollection. Certain conditions must 

93~0vin3, 20. 
9QMa@mk. 107-109. 
95~aginnis, 108. Maginnis focuses on two sudies, one by Guy Busweîi and the other by Aifîed 
Yarbus, which photographidy record eye movements when examining objects. These studies suggest 
that the eye focuses on areas of the objea that are regarded as having "high U i f o d o n  content." As 
weü, it is believed that the process of vision is idluenceci by the extent of instruction offered to the 
abject regardhg how to view the object 1 10. 



exia in order for memory to operate effectively. For example, as Kay States, "the 

remembrance of anything depends upon the cleamess and vividness of the impression 

originally made by it in the mind, and this on the degree of attention with which it is 

regarded"96 Thus, one must observe well in order to remember welP7 '7t is fair to 

say that the job of the connoisseur is one which necessarily requires the act of 

attentive looking, which according to Kay produces a gwd memory. Berenson 

specifically states that when viewing an object, he sustained contact with it for long 

periods of tirne so that he would "retain a deep impression in his visual memory."98 

As well, the mind is undentood to inherently compare present images with 

past impressions that are similar in nature, something the connoisseur does on a 

regular basis when fomulating his expert opinions? Friedlander explains how 

without even having seen, for example, a Still Life by Fram Hals (c. 158 1/5- l666), he 

conjures up an idea which serves as a standard for either his acceptance or rejection 

of the piece.lm Furthemore, Kay explaîns that "the more there are of ideas of the 

same kind in the mind already, the more will there be of similar material for new 

ideas to be associated with, and the more easily wili they be rernembered."iol nius, 

after years of experienced looking, the connoisseur cornpiIes an extensive mental 

catalogue of images. The more encounters the connoisseur has with an artist's work, 

the more readily he remembers each visual impression. 

It is often believed that the co~oisseur who makes rapid decisions about 

questions of amibution and amhenticity, is baskg his judgments on intuition. 

However, these swift opinions may result nom the co~oisseur's development of an 

exceptionally keen memory which enhances his capacity for visual recall and mental 

%~avid Kay, M m o y  What It is and How to Im~rove It (New York D. Appleton and Company, 
1889) 226, 
97~ay, 224. 
g%~rown, 39- 
%y, 205. 
l(%riedlander, On Art and Co~oissewshp, 176. 
101~ay, 245. 



cornparison such that his responses seem 

Lastly, Kay states that "anything that excites 

only capable through intuitive acts. lo2 

the mind ... makes a lasting impression." 

The job of the connoisseur, though one of complexity is tnily exciting, as attested by 

Abraham Bredius who upon discovering the first of the now infamous Vermeer 

forgeries by Han van Meegeren remarked, "It is a wondemil moment in the life of a 

lover of art when he finds himself suddenly confionted with a hitherto unlaiown 

painting by a great master, untouchecl, on the original canvas, and without any 

restoration, just as it left the painter's nidio."l*~ 

Despite the attempts by Maginnis to undermine the significance and accuracy 

of rnemory as a tool for comoisseurship, Morelli, Berenson and Fnedlander al1 

acknowledge their reliance on this penonalized resource. Even in a more 

contemporaq conte3 one notes the continued reliance on memory by the 

researchers of the Rembrandt Research Project who explain that their work does not 

merely consist of 

the collecting of a stock of visual mernories, but also the 'reconsmiction' 
of an individual ... One's opinions on authenticity are based a great 
deai on this reconstnicted image of the artist, but every fresh 
confkontation with painting seen before causes fiction between 
one's image of the mia and the actuai work of his han& it is as if, 
thne and again, a distortion occun through one's own mental structure 
being projected on the imaginary mental structure of the artistlw 

Alîhough these connaisseurs have reco-ed the work of art as the most important 

tool of comoisseurship, it seems that without the aid of an acute memory the value of 

the work of art as an object of study would be diminished Unless the connoisseur 

has a developed capacity to process and retain information, he will be unable to 

render meaningfid and accurate analyses. Those who commit themselves to the 

~'"~aginnis, 115. 
L03~0ving 175. 
laiDavid Phillips, Uubitinn Authenticity (Manchester hkmchener University Press, 1997). 3 1. 



practices of co~oisseurship will automatically inherit an acute memory as the 

process by which the connoisseur studies art works is one which over time fosten 

such a development. The potential for memory is jus one of many factors that offers 

support to the expert's use of forgenes, the final tool of connoisseurship to be 

discussed. 

Fo rgeries 

According to Friedlander, "every forgery is a useless, hybrid and miserable 

thing."lOj It would appear that Friedlander failed to recognize the possible benefits 

that forgeries offer the connoisseur. An understanding of how forgeries can be 

applied to the practices of connoisseunhip is possible in light of what is known about 

the traditional methods and tools of the connoisseur. In recalling the connaisseur's 

reliance on the detail, reproductions, quality and merno- in his practices, it will be 

evident how forgeries can become a tool by which to understand authentic works. 

As witnessed in the methodologies of Morelli and Berenson, the connoisseur 

compares the details in works of art that are similar with respect to such things as 

artist, period and medium. Forgenes themselves are "works of art that are similar" 

and thus should be w d  as a bais for cornparison. Offering a specific visual parallel 

in which to detexmine authonhip and/or authenticity, forgeries may prove more 

reliable than documentation and tradition, Stylistïc nuances of details in forgeries 

help the connoisseur to better understand the definîtive qualities of authentic works. 

The comoisseur, having firmly established the characteristics of an artist's 

"personality" or style as demonstrated by Morelli and Berenson, will know exactly 

what to look for when faced with an unfamiliar work Aware of what details should 

be present in the piece, the connoisseur inherently will recognize those qualities of 

the art work that dont meet the standards of the accepted conventions of the artist's 



productions. It is through an exposure of forgeries that these inconsistencies can 

easily be recognized Perhaps the following analogy will m e r  clan@ the relevance 

of comparing forgeries to authentic work  Morelli may certainly have associated the 

demils in a work of art with the anatomy of the human body. 'Ihus, for the time 

being, one cm equate the comoisseufs midy of forgeries with the doctor's study of a 

cell. The close observation of a cancerous ce11 can inform the doctor's undentandhg 

of the components of a healthy cell. Certain signs or details exia in the cancerous 

ce11 which the doctor learns to recognize when analyzing other supposedly healthy 

cells. In knowing what features exist in the cancerous cell, the doctor is able to 

definitively assess the status of other cells as his bowledge of the cancerous ce11 

foms the basis of his understanding of the healthy cell. Thus, by analog, the 

cancerous cell parallels the forgery and the heaithy ce11 corresponds to an authentic 

work. 

In discovering the traits or details that reoccur in forgeries, the connoisseur 

can detemine if any parallels exist when comparing the forgery to a supposedly 

authentic work. For example, it  vas discovered that in many of the old master 

drawings by the forger Eric Hebborn, the ink lines appeared to have been shaven back 

by a razor blade in order to simuiate a g e Y  For the comoisseur, familiar with this 

characteristic of Hebborn's known forgeries, this knowledge becomes a tool by which 

he can easily recognize such forgeries, having been advised of the existence of 

suspicious works of this nature. Perhaps the for- can be understood as king 

utilized in a reverse process by which the forged work is used as a starting point of 

cornparison. The comoisseur may be able to prove that a work is authentic by first 

establishing that ît is not a forgery. 

The comoisseur clearly States that he m u t  consider al1 lmown works by the 

specific artist upon which his midies focus. As well, he should consider al1 kmwn 



forgenes of the artist. Though it may seem difficult to get access to reproductions of 

these forgeries, various archives exist with illustrations of al1 exkting authentic works 

by a particular artist, such as those at the Witt Library in London. Can there not be 

similar archives which contain reproductions of forged works for the connoisseur to 

consuit? The connoisseur's reliance upon photographs as a tool of connoisseurship 

has already been established. Thus, the accessibility of reproductions of forgeries 

will help facilitate their application as comparative tools of study. The reproduction 

of known forgeries serves not only as an aid to the connoisseur, but also as a waming 

to the potential collecter. In 1930, a catalogue entitled Les Faux Van Goeh was 

published in Paris for this exact purpose. This publication was motivated by the rise 

in Van Gogh forgeries which sought to meet the growing demands for his work. 

Specifically, in 1927 the art dealer Otto Wacker was responsible for the production of 

thuty-three Van Gogh forgenes which he offered for sale in Berlin. At the 

conclusion of criminal proceedings, Wacker was found guilty of several counts of 

fiaud. He was sentenced IO nineteen months incarceration in addition to having to 

pay a nurnber of fines.107 Wackets forgeries comprise the majority of the 

aforementioned catalogue. 'O8 

While photographic reproductions help to recall the connoisseur's encouuters 

with both authentic and forged works of art, even without these resources, the 

connoisseuis c a p a c i ~  to store visual images should allow him to recall his 

experiences of forgeries as accurately as he recalls images of authentic works. 

Despite this potential, Friedlander does not see the value in s t o ~ g  impressions of 

forgeries in his memory as he states, 

- 

~07~eilchdeldt, 292-294. 
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Since the ability of the connoisseur depends upon the intensity of his visual 
experiences, upon the clarity and distincîiveness of his mernories, the 
professional expert is in danger of crowding the limited capacity of his 
memory with hybrid images ... If he has erred and has not become aware 
of his error, the false image poisons his pictorial fancy. He then approaches 
later pieces with a warped suindard, so to speak. He will only remain a 
match for the forgen in the constant muggle with them if he time and again 
steak and refieshes his judgment by untirhg study of undoubtedly 
genuine masterpieces. !O9 

It is undentandable how Friedlander could view the observation of forgeries as a 

waste of time and energy as well as recognize the potential for them to "confuse taste 

and diaort standards."liO However, in light of what is known about the various 

benefits of forgeries, it seems only nanual that the connoisseur should wish to retain 

this visual knowledge as a resource. As well, the existence of forgerîes forces the 

connoisseur to develop a rigid memory as he m u t  at once be able to recognize the 

various sources of a pastiche. Forgeries put the connoisseur to the tea. Confronted 

with an image of, for example, a rare double portrait of the 15th century, wodd the 

connoisseur be able to identi- the works by Botticelli and Pollaiuolo from which this 

composite image was derived?lll As well, a pastiche may be comprised of various 

elements which al1 stem from the work of one padcular min Pomait of a Man, a 

forges of a Hans Holbein, is based on two authentic Holbein portraits1*' These 

sources should easily be recognized by the expert- The memory of these images and 

their subsequent recall is niggered by the exponire to this forge-. One surely hopes 

that as an expert, the connoisseur is knowledgeable of these previous works by 

Holbeis which just@ an immediate condemnation of the work As demonstrateb 

l%riedlanderT Genuine and Counteneir, 52- 
~~~FriecUander, Art and Comoisseurshi~, 174 
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forgenes help to reinforce the information that the connoisseur already has at his 

disposal. As well, the reality of forgeries forces the connoisseur to develop ngid 

systems of classification such as those devised by Morelli and Berenson, which 

provide a greater degree of accuracy in determining authorship andor authenticity. 

Lastly, forgeries a s s i ~  the comoisseur in distinguishing v q i n g  levels of 

quality in art works. J U S  as the connoisseur looks for various details in the work, so 

too he must offer qualitative judgments with respect to specific elements as well as 

the overall composition of the piece. A forgery is ofien viewed as being a work of 

minor quality. Thus, through an exposure to such forgenes, an understanding of what 

a picture of poor quality looks like, inherently helps the connoisseur to develop a 

standard by which to recognize a work of superior quality. Rosenberg offers two 

drawings, one an authentic work by Van Gogh and the other a forgery in his style, as 

a means by which to compare various notions of quality.lij As analyzed by 

Rosenberg, the level of quality as displayed in each of these works is so distinct, that 

the forgery should readily stand out as being the technically inferior drawing. The 

forgery lacks certainty in structure and space, while its lines appear messy and cnide. 

However, the authentic Van Gogh, with its perfeçtly expresse& coherent forms, 

displays a sense of balance and rhythmical order.lli Udess the comoisseur has some 

comparative basis for his judgments of quality, his opinions will appear 

unsubstantiated Thus, forgeries provide the essential material needed by the 

connoisseur in order to establish a thorough understanding of the various degrees of 

quality which rnay eltist in art works. 

"3These are iîiumated in: J&ob Rosenberg, On Oualitv in b: Criteria of Excelience, P a s  and 
Present (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1967), pg, 202, plate 153: Van Gogh Wheatfïeld with 
ReaDei, A r l ~  pg. 203, plate 154: A forged Van Gogh, Harvest at Artes. ' Ij~osenberg, 202-203. 



In recognizing how the connoisseur can utilize forgeries in his practice, as not 

to be confused with how the connoisseur detects forgenes, it is interesting to consider 

the relationship between the forger and the connoisseur. 

The Forger as Connoisseur 

Through an awareness of the methodologies of the co~oisseur, one is 

informed of the techniques of the forger which are regulated by the requirements of 

the connoisseur. in  essence, the forger himself becomes a connoisseur as he must be 

Lmowledgeable of how the work he intends to forge is produced both technically and 

stylistically, jwt Iike the connoisseur. Keenly aware of the various scientific tests 

available to examine works of art, the forger creates his works accordingly. As well, 

the forger must be able to offer a convincing provenance for his work, requiring the 

co~oisselds  farniliarity with various forms of documentation and tradition. 

In order to produce a forgesr thar wi11 achieve an authentic statu, the forger 

m u t  be able to accurately reproduce the various details or forms: in their respective 

rnediurns, that the connoisseur expects to find in the work of that particular artist 

We are familiar with the nature of these forms such as Morelli's hands and cars' 

which formulate an artistrs penonality. In addition, the forger must sliillfully execute 

these foms so as to create a sense of harmony within the work It is crucial that the 

connoisseur's fint impression of the work is one that recognhes the hi@ level of 

quality inherent in these characteristic features. In having to produce the work to 

meet both the techical and srylistic standards, the forger may be viewed as knowing 

the artist's work inside and out perhaps better than the connoisseur himself. whose 

understanding cornes only by means of observation rather than actuai creation 

Conservators and experts at the Cleveland Museum of Art undertook the project of 

copying the Grünewald forgery that they acquired in good fa& in becoming 



copyists themselves, the experts gained an understanding of the methods of the forger 

which subsequently infomed their concepts of Grünewald's process of creation. " 5  

The successful forger, in addition to accurately reproducing an artist's style, 

must know which physical elements should be present in a particular work. Aware of 

the scientific tests ùiat detemine the extent to which such elements exist, including 

various pigments, oils or vanllshes, the forger manipulates his work so as to satisQ 

the threshold scientific requirements. For example, an analysis of the hardness of the 

paint, which consists of mbbing alcohol onto the paint surface to see if the layers 

dissolve, is something the forger anticipates, allowing him to take the necessary 

precautions to assure that his work passes such a test. 

While the forger's main focus is on the actual production of the art work itself, 

the forger can offer validation of his piece through the fabrication of documents. 

Certificates of authentication can be falsified by the forger who has an intimate 

knowledge of their fonn, and has access to the required materials in which to produce 

such documents, such as the seal of a particular experP6 As well, forged works c m  

be descnbed and reproduced in phony publications, or listed in false inventories, two 

resources which help the connoisseur to ver@ the provenance of a work The forger 

must be aware of the type and extent of documentation and tradition that the 

connoisseur relies upon in order to be able to convincingly produce these essential 

forms of evidence to support the status of his piece. 

In comrnenting on a Miro forgery, one expert States, 

Everything is wrong wïth it ... the painting was made on a kind of board 
that Miro never used.. the documents to the painting give the work a title, 
but it was not written on the back of the painting as Miro aiways did with 
titled works ... the signature was diiigently executed, but the handwrïting 
was in a style that Miro used in the menties, while the q l e  of the painting 



was copied fiom one used by the artist in the seventies ... the work is plain, 
the colon flac the bnishstrokes unsteady and the composition feeble.. . l7 

While this analysis clearly points out the characteristic flaws of the forgery. it 

simultaneously infoms other forgers of Miro's tendencies so that in subsequent 

worlrs. the forger can be sure to emulate the comoisseur's expectations. 

In sum, the forger and the connoisseur similariy sbare an intimate knowledge 

of the creation and formation of art works, yet the forger, who can actually produce 

the works he studies, has an advantage over the comoisseur. It is fair to equate the 

forger with the comoisseur, aithough one must remember that very different results 

are achieved through the application of their similar knowledge. The comoisseur 

seeks to distinguish forgeries from authentic works, while the forger uses his 

resources to prevent the comoisseur fkom achieving this goal. Thr~ugh his published 

studies, one rnight say that the comoisseur informs the forger who then knows 

exactly how to deceive the comoisseur. Simuitaneously, it can be suggested that the 

forger informs the connoisseur who keeps track of the various recognizable 

techniques the forger uses, which now, known to the comoisseur, can be documented 

and traced 

Friedlander rernarks that "acadernicians enter the museum with ideas; art 

connaisseurs leave it with ideas. The academicians seek what they expect to fin& the 

an comoisseun fïnd something of which they knew nothing."l18 These reflections 

conveniently summrize the ongoing task of the comoisseur. The connaisse- 

through the various methodologies explored throughout this chapter, seeks to confirm 

authorship andior authenticity in art works. These stated objectives are obtained 

' ''wistow, 23. 
l g ~ a x  I. Friedlander. Reminisca~es and Reflectïons (Greenwich: New York Graptiic Society 
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through a heightened scientific awareness, the observation of significant elements 

and patterns in an art work, and a comparative analysis of the subject work in relation 

to previously viewed and studied pieces. The connoisseur utilizes various traditional 

tools in his processes. These tools, arnong others, include documentation and 

tradition, the work of art itself, photographie reproductions and concepts of memory. 

The characteristic qualities of these tools include their assistance in the task of 

confirming an artistic personality, distinguishing relevant differences and designating 

origins. 

This thesis suggests that forgeries may sirnilarly be added to the arsenal of the 

connoisseur. Specifically, the study of forgeries permits the comoisseur to develop a 

sophisticated understanding of an artist's oewre and his or her process of creation. If 

the connoisseur recopizes the various techniques of the forger, which include efforts 

to reproduce the style and personaiiry of the artist as well as documentation which 

nippon a provenance, then the connoisseur wïll have a better understanding of his 

own tasks. Similarly, a forged work itself may be properly used by the connoisseur as 

a means of enhancing the probative value of the other tools of his nade. Forgenes 

offer the co~oisseur an alternative view of artistic production. A forgeery is 

significant for what it has achieved, in addition to what it has faïled to accomplish. 

As well the forger may be viewed as a connoisseur himself in his 

demonstration of supenor knowledge regarchg the technical and stylistic qualities of 

an art work While this thesis would not propose that young, aspiring art experts 

should seek careen as forgen, much cm be gained fiom an awareness of the forger's 

adept skills and bis ability to enter into the creative mind of the artia he forges. 

Forgenes must not only be snidied as a means of detecting other hudulent art works. 

Rather, forged pieces can assist the comoisseur in his goal of answering questions 

relating to authonhip &or authenticity, an additional benefit derived from the study 

and application of forgeries. 



Chapter Three 

Forgeries and Scieutific Promess: The Process of Art Makinr and Fakinq 

The connoisseur, faced with the challenge of identifying and authenticating 

art works, has at his disposal various tools to assist in his practice, including forged 

works themselves. In this capacity, the forgeries are useful for their immediate 

aesthetic qualities which the comoisseur is able to compare with unknown works of 

art. Even through the application of the connoisseuis tools, as outlined in chapter 

two, the comoisseur is ofken unable to offer definitive opinions regarding certain art 

works and inevitably is forced to consuit other resources outside of his expertise. The 

ever-growing interdisciplinary field of archaeometry, in which chemists, physicists, 

archaeologists, geologists, restorers and art histonans collectively examine data 

obtained fiom subjecting art works to the most sophisticated scientific techniques of 

analysis, has provided convincing evidence as to the status of previously questionable 

pieces.' The pnmary aim of these scientific tests is to determine the authenticg of 

works of art Kowever, various subsidiary effects, which enhance the connaisseur's 

understanding of the art works, result nom this process of analysis. While trying to 

establish the levei of genuineness of these pieces, the co~oisseur becornes intimately 

informed of the process by which the art works were created. In understandin_p the 

process particular to each art&, the comoisseur accesses the rnind of the creator such 

that the work is perceived as having evolved by way of a meticdous, methodicd and 

laborious set of tasks, each revealed through a variew of scientific tests. 

The comoisseur's knowledge of the production of art works has been 

enhanced as a result of the prominent role science bas corne to play in the study of 

l~ohn Dornberg, Who Fake Have Met ïheir March in the Laboratory" Srnithsonian 16.7 
(1985): 61. ïhe Intemational Symposium on Archaeomq, which amcts over 250 scholars Eom 
around the world and meets wery two years, marks the growing interest in this field of study. The next 
conference will be held at the Hunpian Narional Museum in Budapest fiom Apd 27- May 1,1998. 
"International Symposium on Archaeometry." (1997) Online. Adable: 
http//~~~.rriuc.eddunit/ATAM;cco~ome.h (1 1 Juiy 1997). 



art. Thus, in l i a t  of the previous chapter, science may corne to be viewed as an 

additional tool of comoisseurship. Yet, the limited access and tremendous coa of 

such scientific tesMg ensures the continued practice of co~oisseunhip. It is 

important to distinguish a shift in the concept of the connoisseur from its association 

with the profession in the 19th and eariy 20th-century. The profession of co~oisseur 

no longer exists in a contemporary context What does persist, however, is the 

practice of connoisseunhip as developed by Morelli, Berenson and Friedlander. As 

connoisseurship is a way of looking at and interpreting art, various individuals such 

as dealers or specialists in auction houses commonly, or rather, inherently, 

encorporate methods of comoisseunhip in their everyday understanding of art. 

David Phillips cites the example of the Antique Road Show where "week afier week, 

millions of British viewen watch the specialists makuig judgments which 

demonstrate how much routine, successful attribution p e s  on, based only on 

judgment by simple inspection."' Thus, in refering to the contemporary "expert" as a 

connoisseur of sorts* I allude to an individual who practices the various 

methodologies of comoisseunhip, rather than an individual belonging to the 

particuiar profession. 

As well, in rethùiking the role of forgeries as a tool through which to 

understand the creative process of art making we may find that these works hold 

dues which offer additional insights into the working meth& of the artist As the 

success of a forgery depends on the forgefs ability to reproduce the exact conditions 

in which the aaia he wishes to forge origïninally worked, the techniques of the forger 

inherently commMicate the methods of the intended arti-st. As the goal of this thesis 

is to e m c t  the various benefits denved from the midy of forgenes, this chapter will 

focus on information denved nom their scientinc midy. As an initial foundation for 

this invedgatioq, the various processes of scientSc analysis wili be explored These 



tests have enhanced the connoisseur's laiowledge not only of the techniques of 

production as uti l~ed in authentic works, but have also revealed the methods of the 

forger. Such technical insights into the nature and structure of forgeries assin in 

dariQing the connoisseur's overall understanding of the physical make-up of 

authentic works. 

It m g  be çaid that it is due to the existence of forgeries that the connaisseur 

has a hei@tened knowledge of the various techniques of anistic production. The 

comoisseur is forced to accurately establish the conditions which should exist in 

authentic works in order to inform hisher cornparisons of these works with 

questionable pieces. Thus, in the practice of co~oisseurship, the quest for 

knowledge regarding the various techniques of artistic production is deeply rooted in 

the methods of the forger. This chapter d i  focus upon old master works, as such 

pieces moa Frequently undergo scientific testing. A case study of the Van Meegeren 

forgeries will conveniently offer a framework in which to explore the use and role of 

science in the practice of co~oisseunhip. Lastly, the problems and limitations of the 

application of science in the snidy of art will be addressed. 

Scientific Technisues of Analvsis as A ~ ~ l i e d  to the Studv of Paintings 

When the comoisseur has exhausted al1 of his tools and yet is d l  unable to 

definitively detemine the authenticity of an art woric, he tums to science. Science, as 

applied to the study of art, seeks to uncover information regarding how a piece was 

made and from what materials, as weU as its symptoms of mg, in an attempt to 

derive an absolute age for the workj A scientific approach to the midy of an 

involving technid equipmenf in contrast to MoreIli's "scientific" rnethod, fim 

developed around the 193û'~.~ However, various midies of paint samples were 

5~omberg, 63. 
"~ubert  Von Somenburg, Rmibrandt/Not Rembrandt in the Metro~olitan Museum of Art: Aspects of 
Connoisseursfti~. vol. 1 (New York: The Menopolitan Museum of Art. 1995) 1 1. 



conducted as early as 1896 by Conrad Wilhelm Roentgen. As well, in subsequent 

yean, x-radiographs of paintings were being utilized and various museums such as 

the Kunshistorisches Museum in Viema by 19 14 and the Fogg Museum at Harvard 

by 1925, were systematically conducting midies of an works using this new 

techno1ogy.j There was a growing concem among art communities that the 

application of such tests would cause darnage to the works of art. Howeve- in 1934, 

it was proven that no damage was caused by the use of x-rays and thus their 

application to the study of paintings became a standard practice.6 in the last fi@ 

years, scientists have continually developed new techniques in which to analyze 

works of art, while improving on past methods. In the following discussion. I wish to 

outline a variety of scientific techniques while offering an explmation as to their 

relevance in the study of authentic and forged works of art. 

Before discussing the scientific methods of examination utilized in the midy 

of art works, it is helpful to first consider the general structure of old master 

paintings, the focus of this chapter, so that one has a clearer understanding as to the 

nature of the various materials that become the focus of each of the scientific 

techniques of andysis to be discussed forthwith. This thesis does not permit me to 

detail al1 of the existing techniques, thus, one should be aware that 1 offer only a 

sampling of the many available methods of examination used to analyze the four 

main components of a painting These elements are the support, ground, paint layers 

and varnish Iayers? 

Wooden panels or canvases metched on wooden m e s  are moa commoniy 

used as supports for easel paintings. The age and type of the wooden panel can be 

j~omenberg, 12. The Fogg Museum became a leader in this 6eId of mdy. Their archive of x- 
radiographs Ïs one of the most important of its kind m the wodd. 
6~o~enberg,  12. 
'~ranz MaiMger and Manfieci Schreiner. "Anaiysis o f  Supports. Grounds and Pigments" .et Hiaorv 
and Laboratorv: Sciemific Euamination of Easel Paintines eds. Roger Van Schoute and HeIene 
Verougstraete-iMarcq (Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 1986) 172. These are iuumated on pg. 172, 
fig. 1 : Smcture of Paintings und Penetrmion Depth of Radiation 



distinguished as well as the fibres and weaving technique of the canvas. Such 

information about these materiais is useful in determining the authenticity of art 

works. 

In order to paint on the supports, they mut  first be treated with various 

materials that provide a smooth foundation on which to apply paint.8 Coating the 

support with this ground layer, as it is called, is necessary for many reasons. The 

fibers in an mtreated canvas soak up the oil from the paint and consequently become 

brinle? By applying the grounds to this support, the canvas becomes less porous, not 

allowing the paint to penetrate the surface. In addition to assuring the permanence of 

the painting, the ground layer also enhances the brilliance of the colors. l0 On wooden 

panels, the grounds similarly serve to prevent the paint fiom being absorbed into the 

grains of the wood, while conveniently filling in any holes or crevices which may 

exin. As wood swells when it gets damp, without these preparatory layers, the paint 

surface would undergo significant damage.ll Often, a thin piece of fabric is applied 

to the panel surface as an additional foundation.12 AIthough the composition of the 

gound layers varies with respect to the type of support and the preferences of the 

particula. artist, generally, these layen were cornposeci of chalk or plaster of Paris 

with a liquid binder such as rabbit-skin glue or gelatin13 Afier this surface has 

thoroughly dried, it is sanded down in order to yield a perfectly smooth surface, 

suitable for painting. 

The paint layer is comprised of pigments which are colouring 

usually ground into a powder that are mixed with various binding 

materiais, 

agents or 

%n Schoute and Verougmaete, 173. 
%fax Doemer, ïhe Materiais of the Artist and Theu Use in Paintinq (New York: Harcourt, Brace & 
Worid hc,, 1962) 8. 
%oemer, 8. ' l~oerner,  34. 
12~oerner, 3 9. 
13~alph Gyer, The Ankifs Handbook of Materials and Techniaues (London: Faber and Faber, 1962) 
336- 



mediums.lJ Pigments are divided according to their ongin, either an organic or 

mineral source.lj Within these categorizations, M e r  distinctions cm be made; 

mineral pigments may be divided into namal and artificial ones, while organic 

pigments may derive fkom animal, vegetable or a r t i f i d  sources. I6 Various medium 

are used to solidify the pi_gments and bind them to their supports. Oils such as linseed 

and poppy, were extensively utilized by the old masten, although the use of over 

thirty different types of oils has been recorded, and in some cases, detailed recipes 

have been documented, including Leonardo Da Vinci's formula for walnut oi1.17 As 

well, other agents such as resins, balsams and wax are also suitable medium for the 

preparation of pigrnents.18 

Lady, in order to protect the finished work against dust or any other 

pollutants that may damage the piece, the painting is coated with a layer of varnish, 

of which nurnerous oil and spirit based kinds are used.19 The four elements that 

comprise a painting, the support, ground, paint and vamish, hold many dues as to the 

statu of the art work It is the job of science to extract evidence fkom these features 

in the hope that such data will provide answers regarding the authenticip of the 

piece. 

In understanding the various physical components of a painting, one can begin 

to consider the van-ou processes, such as dendrochronology, by which these 

materials rnay be examined Dendrochronology is a method which anaiyzes wood 

l J ~ a i r e  Hiler, Nota on the Techniques of Paintino, (London: Faber and Faber Limiteci, 1934), 84 
lSHùer, 84. For a complete description of pigments aïd their properties, see Ralph Mayer's The Artin's 
Handbook of Materials and Techniaue~, pgs. 41-1 12. 
16~iler, 84. 
1 7 ~ e r 7  149. Leomrdo descnies his recipe for wainut oil as foiiows: "Select the h e n  walmns: take 
them fiom th& shek soak them in a glass vesse4 in clear water, tiii you can remove the rind. Then 
replace the substance ofthe m in clear water, chan& the latta as ofkn as it becomes nubid, six or 
ei@t times. Mer some t h e  the nuts, on being shed, separate, and become decompostxi of 
themsleves, forinhg a solution iike milL Expose this in plates to the open air. the oil wüi float on the 
surface." 
'*~oenier, 96. 
19A.P. Laurie. nie Painters Methads and Matcnals (Phüadelphia: JB. Lippinçon Company, 1926) 
169-170. 



and cornes into play when studying panel painting or the wooden supports of a 

stretcher. This technique is based on the examination of annual rings which Vary in 

thickness according to the species of the aee, as determined by climate and other 

conditions that influence growth. The various patterns are compared to standard 

chronologies of rings as a means of rendering an approximate date for when the tree 

was felled, a process known as cross-dating.20 As well, dendrochronology can 

deterrnine, based on the similarity of ring patterns, whether certain panels are derived 

fkom the same source. Matching patterns of rings, which act like a signature, also 

exist on trees of the same species gowing in the same region. Detailed chronologies 

have been enablished for the growth of various tree types such as the 7,000 year 

history of the oak in Ireland." 

In knowing the regional availability of various species of trees at certain 

penods in time, the comoisseur is able to determine the tendencies of specific d s t s  

in relation to their choice of materials." For exarnple, in northem Germany and 

HoIland oak panels of slight thickness were almost exclusively used in old master 

works in contrast to the use of pine, fir, larch, linden, beech and ash wood in southem 

Gemany.3 In France, panel p a i n ~ g s  were generally executed on oak or wood from 

nut-trees, while thick boards made of poplar were extensively used in Italy? 

hterestingly, poplar does not exhibit distinct rings: a necessary component in which 

to determine age.3 Thus, the forger's use of poplar solves his problem of having to 

acquire authentic wood from the period in which his work is supposedly to have been 

%onnenberg, 136. 
" ~ a r k  Jones, ed. Fake? The Art of Decemion (Berkeley: Univenity of Califomia Press, 1990) 286. 
%elme Vemugmaete-Marq and Roger van Schouto "Pamtuig Technique: Supports and Frarnes" 
Art Hiaorv and Laboratorv: Scientific Exmination of Easel Paintings eds. Roger Van Schoute and 
Helene Verougstraete-Marcq (Strasbourg: Coucil of Europe, 1986) 19. The authors explain tbat "As 
a de, the use of a particular wood is constant at a certain place in a certain epoch and Iargely depends 
on Iocal resources or on the possibiiin'es of supply from local trading centers." 
-3~oerneq 33. 
2J~rîedlander, ûn Art and Connoiswurshi~. 186. 
z"Fakes fiom Father Chrimus,'' The Econornin December 23 ( 1978): 83. 



produced. If analysis shows that the type of wood support used in a work does not 

correspond to the known practices of an artin, this may be cause for suspicion, 

although the possibility exists that the artin may have uncharactenstically changed 

materials. However, if tests prove that the date in which the tree felled was years 

after the death of the supposed artist or the documented period of his practice, then 

the connaisseur can surely conclude that the work is a forgev. As well, the sawing 

techniques utilized in removing the panel from its source may be used to determine 

an approximate age for the piece of wood-26 

Another technique that assists in the practice of connoisseurship is 

microscopy: the magnification of srnaIl samples of matenals under the lens of a 

rnicro~cope.'~ Hi@ ma-@fication is used in pigment and f i e r  analysis which can 

yield important information regarding the authenticity of an art work. In removing 

paint specimens, the examiner should be certain that the sample is taken fiom an 

authentic part of the original painting as opposed to an area wvhich may have 

undergone any restoration or overpaintinp In order to ensure the removal of an 

original sample, paint should be taken from the outer edges of the work, close to the 

frame? As wello the removal of the paint is hardly noticeable from this area. In 

examining the sample obtained fiom a hypodemic needle, the various layen of the 

painting including the grounds, pigments and v d s h ,  can be clearly disthguished? 

Under such magnification, the various optical properties of the cross section, 

as it is calleci, can be examined as a means of classifyuo the various pigments 

utilized by individual artists. For example, such analyses have established that 

2 6 ~ a n  Schoute and Vcrrouptraete-Marcq, 228. Panels are sawn perpendicular to the groowth Nigs of 
the wood, in either a radiai or a tangentid tut 
27~onnenburg, 136. An example k üiumted in: Madeline Hours. Cornat ion and Scientific Anaivsis 
of Paiming Wew York: Van Norstrand Reinhold Company, 1976). pg. 86, pIate 76: Micro sampIe of 
cross section. 
?A Marthus de WiM, fhe Scientific Euamination of Pictures (London: G. Bel & Sons. Ltd. 1929) 
5. 
2g~niart Fieming A ~ t h e ~ c i ~  in Art: The S c i d c  Detedon of Foreerv (London: The uisMute of 
Phyncs, 1975) 27. 



Rembrandt mixed giass particles containing arsenic and cobalt into his dark 

pig~nents.3~ Other properties such as the size and shape of the particles Vary 

according to the chemical make-up of the pigmenP As well, these characteristics 

also indicate whether the pigments were ground by hand or came frorn a modem 

tube? Hand-ground pigments display a diversity of shaped grains, while the 

particles of modem pigments, produced mechanically, exhibit a distinct uniformity in 

size and roundness in shape.j3 In characterizing the compounds of different 

pigments, the counoisseur can accurately date the painting based on when the 

pigments were first developed for use. For example, zinc white was not utilized 

before 1780, while titanium white was only developed in 1920.J4 As well, over time, 

cenain pigments fell completely ou1 of use, such as lead-tin oxide, a yellow pigment 

commonly found in works €rom the 15th to the 17th century. Recent publications 

regarding specific technical information on this pigment, has enabled forgers to 

reintroduce this color into their palette? In light of al1 that is known about the 

pigments utilized by the old masters, an inexcusable mistake of the forger is his use 

of anachronistic pigments or other materials that postaate the supposed time of 

production. 

Pigments can aiso be treated chemically in order to determine their exact 

composition The physical make-up of the pigments can be detected by observing 

specific chemical reactions. For example, some pigments are identifiable through 

their solubility in alkaline, acid or water. A blue pigment, for instance, that is soluble 

in hydrochloric acid and contains copper, is characteristic of anrrite.36 An indicaror 

%omenburg, 3 I. me giass was thou* to aid in the drying process of the pigments. 
;i~tuart J. Fleming, "Science Detects the Forgeries," New Scientkt December 4 (1975): 567. 
32"~ake~ From Father Christmas," 84. 
î%uart J, Hem@, "Detecting Art Forgeries" Ph~sics Today -4pril(1980): 37. 
3-, Marijnissen, Paimin~s: Genuine. Fraud Fake: Modem Methods of Examïinn Paintinas 
(BrusselsrElsevier Lbrico, 1985) 87. 
3 5 ~ j m  88. 
3 6 ~ a n  Schoute and Verougstraete, 178- 



of white 

acid: the 

lead, on the other han& is its particular reaction when treated with nitnc 

formation of lattice shaped c ~ s t a l s  of lead nitrate.j7 The Center on the 

Materials o f  the Amn and Conservator, a branch of the Carnegie Mellon Research 

Institute, has compiled a library of the chernical composition of the va.rious pigments 

used by different arrists, as well as those employed in padcular countries during 

specific time periods.38 

A systematic categorization of the propenies of pigments as such is t rdy  an 

asset. The findings of the Mellon lnstitute may serve as a basis for m e r  

investigations, while reducing the overall coa of such testing. The data recorded in 

the Mellon library eliminates the need to condua various preliminary tests on 

authentic works that forrn the bais  of M e r  assessments. As well, numerous 

scholars have spent years investigating the pigments and other materials utilized by 

the old mastea, such as A.P. Laune who, in 1914, published The Piments and 

Mediums of the Old Ma~ten?~  Lauie's motivation to conduct this study is clearly 

expressed in the preface of this work when he States, "It seemed to me that a more 

exact knowledge of the pigments and rnediums used at various dates in the history of 

art, dong with the methods of identification which could be canied out without 

injury to the painted surface, would prove of practicai value in fixing the dates of 

works of art and detecting forge rie^."^^ Since this publication, and othen of its knd, 

37~leming, Authenticity in Art, 28. Detailed resuits of the chemicai treatmnt of pigments can be found 
in: Franz ,Uairinger and Manfred Schreiner, "Analysis of  Supports Grounds and Pigments" ScientSc 
E-nation of Easel Paintina &.Roger Van Schoute and HeIene Verougstraete-Marq (Strasboure 
Council of Europe, t986), Chapter X, TaMe I: S'opsis of the Most Important Pigments a d  Dyes and 
Their Chernical Composition. Period of Appïication d Identificati~m~ 
;8"F&es and Frauds: Atoms for Detection" Tirme Apd 5 (2968): 87. The Center on the Materials of 
the Artîst and Con~ervator is currentiy hoivexi in reseafch which includes "the a@g of acryiic paim 
media which become yeliow, transiuscent and more insoluble as they grow oId; i d e  Iight 
sensitive paints that can k ruinecl ifdispiayed in ordinary @ery lightiog, and examining the fàctors tbat 
produce unstable p a h  film prone to cracking or flakkg" The Cerner on the .Materials of the Amst 
and Consemuor" (1 998) AvailabIe: httpY/wwwWWWcmueddcmn/spr.htmi (9 February 1998). 
5 9 ~ ~ -  Laurie, The Piments and Mediums of the OId Mastes (London M a d a n  and Company. 
1914) 
MLaurie-e. prefkce. 



like Hilaire Hilets Notes on the Techniques of Painting, of 1934, much information 

has become known about the various palettes of artists. For exarnple, Rubens palette 

consisted of fourteen coloun including lead white, yellow lake, vermilion, red ochre, 

malachite green, burnt sienna and ivory black, to name but a few? The relevance of 

such knowledge is obvious in the detection of forgeries. 

Though microscopy and microchemical analysis require an actual sample 

fkom the art work, other rnethods of anaiysis exist that are non-destructive. Infrared 

(IR) photography is one such technique of surface examinahon. This technique 

records the existence of contrasting materials: those that absorb infiareci, such as 

carbon-based pigments, and those that reflect it such as the white ground 1ayers.Q 

Most significant for its ability to -simultaneously reveal underdrawings and the 

overlying paint layers, infrared radiation also benefits the conservator as damaged 

areas of the painting are well recordedJ3 ïhe application of this technique has 

proven extremely useful in examining 15th-century Fiemish works, as the paint layers 

are quite thin, and thus the idkared wwelengths of light are able to penetrate the 

surface w e l P  Mared photography has helped establish the individual deployment 

of line and sketching style utilized by various artists. For example, Roger van der 

Weyden (1399/1400-64) used simple contours without any shading while Jan van 

Eyck (c. 1390-1441) favored the use of a coarse hatching style. As well, the various 

qualities of line have k e n  determineci through this technique. The change of 

pressure dong the lines produced by Hieronymus Bosch (c. 1450-1 5 16), a left-handed 

'"~iler, 137. Hîler also discusses the palettes of such arcins as T i  Van Eyck Andre Derah and 
~Maurice Utrillo. 
%onnenburg. 136. 
"I. R I. Van Asperen de Boer, "Examuiation by Infiareci Radiation" ScientSc Examination of Eawl 
Painting edr Roger Van Schoute and Keiene Verougstraete (Strasbourg: Counciî of Europe, 1986) 
109. An example of this is illustrateci irr Madefine Hom, Conservation and Scientific Anaivsis of 
Paintinq (New York Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1976), pg 56, plate 50 and 51: Suranna and 
the Elden> i 6th-cennrry Hm-sh school Ine ptelinrimy & m g  mefully exemed u d r  zhis 
painting is seen again undw +med rays ihar r e c o m c s  the artist's meticuims workmansh@. 
UFleming, "DetecMg Art Forgeries", 37. oflen the layers were so dM tbat pomons of the 
underdrawing can be observed with the naked eye. Van Asperen de Boer, 121. 



art&, is clearly disthguished in infrared ph~tographs.~~ While the revelation of 

underdrawings provides much insight into the working methods of the artist, often, 

they are only detectable when present beneath white, red and brown areas of 

pigments. Blue and green pigments, on the other hand, block the infrared waves fiom 

penetrating the surface, and thus these areas of the photograph appear black, offenng 

inconclusive evidence.* 

The limited nature of this technique led to the establishment of infrared 

reflectography, a method of analysis developed in the late 1 9 6 0 ' ~ . ~ ~  This meuiod uses 

a video system that incorporates an i&ed tube that is sensitive to a longer 

wavelength of radiation, and thus can penetrate deeper into the various layen of the 

art workS4* A significant improvement nom the use of photography, infiared 

reflectography is able to reved underdrawings beneath green and blue 

However, infiared reflectography can only detect the underdrawing if it is made on a 

white gound with a carbon-containhg pigment or drawing tooi.50 Red chalk, often 

used for underdrawngs, is invisible in reflectograms because it is transparent to the 

infiared waves.jl Overall, the possibilities with the use of i-ed reflectography far 

surpass the results attained merely through IR photography. 

Another h d e s s  method of d a c e  examination is one which employs ultra- 

violet light Depending on their age and composition, various nirface materials, 

including pigments, binding agents and glues, based on their chernical make-up, will 

autofluoresce, or glow, when ewmined under ultra-violet lightjz For example, 

45Fkmhg, "Detecting Art Forgeries", 37. 
"van Asp~ten de Boer, 1 12. 
"van Aspam de Boer. 1 14. 
J8Sonnenburg, 136. 
%in Asperen de Boer. 1 14. 
*an Aspspaen de Boer, 1 17. 
jlVan Aspam de Boa, 1 18. 
j2wendy M. Watson, Altered States: C o d o n  Analvsir and The ïntemetation of Works of Art 
(South Hadiey: Mount Hoiyoke Coiiege Art Mweum. 1994) 173. 



linseed oil fluoresces pale pink under W lightjj Lead white appean pure white, or, 

depending on the binding medium, fluoresces a light violet color, while zinc white 

appears bright yellow/green under the light.2 The different intensities and colon of 

fluorescence, as exhibited by the art work, offer insights into the condition of the 

work's surface. While old layen of paint manifest a considerable amount of 

fluorescence, newer layers, resulting from restoration or perhaps overpainting, appear 

quite dark under the W IighS and thus are easily differentiated? As well, UV light 

has been useful in detecting forged signatures. In one instance, a painting inscribed 

with the signature of Pissarro, proved to be a forgery. When exarnined under W 

light, it was discovered that the signature was painted over that of another artin as 

traces of paint from the original signature fluoresced under the light? 

Most of the materials that fluoresce contain organic compounds, while those 

of an inorganic nature rarely fluoresce. Pigments that exhibit fluorescence of 

considerable intensity include zinc white, cadmium yellows, oranges and reds.j7 Al1 

other pigments that fluoresce do so as a result of their particular oil medium. 

Generally, UV light is only absorbed in the outermoa paint layers. Thus, dirt on the 

siirface of the painting may obmuct the penetration of the W light.58 It is therefore 

n e c e s s q  that the painting undergoes a proper cleaning before applying this test. 

Vamish layers often exhibit mong fluorescent @tics which may make it dîfficult 

to disthgui-sh those levels of fluorescence as emitted fiom the pigments underneah 
- - 

53~lerning, " D a h g  Art Forgeries," 36. 
5 4 ~ e  Wdd. 105. 
S S ~ .  Reme de la Rie, "Ultxiviolet Radiation Fiuorescence of Paiat and Vamish Layen," Scientific 
Examination of EaseI Painting eds. Roger Van Schoute and Helene Verougmete (Strasbourg: 
Cound of Europe, 1986) 91. An example of this is illustrateci in: Madeline Hours, Conservation and 
Scientific Analvsis of Painth& (New Yok Van Nosttand Remhoid Company, 1976), pg. 46, figs. 34 
and 35: HoIv h i v  of the House of Caximan, Raphaei, BayerisChe Stn;itsgemaldesammlun~en, Alte 
Pinakothek Munich; A photopph zrrken by ultra-violet light cleariy shows the ab& h e s  or patches 
wkre Zight ~mching-up has been done. 
%George Savas+ Foreties Fakes and Remoductions: A Handbook for the Arr Dealer and Collecter 
(New York Frederick A Praeger, 1963) 268. 
fl De la Rie, 93. 
'8De ia Rie, 104. 



the vmish.jg As well, the existence of a varnish layer helps to date a painting. 

Cornpiete coverage of a painting with vamish is a pst-1650 phenomenon. 

Previously, vamish was used ody in the role of a glaze to highlight certain areas of a 

picnire.60 The presence of a varnish layer in a painting that supposedly pre-dates 

1650, will be an indicator of its spurious nature. Examination by ultra-violet light not 

only assists in the classification of pigments and medium, but also in determining 

the extent to which the paint iayers are in fact orignal, overpaints or restorations. 

X-radiography, a technique whic h utilizes x-rays, is the final scienti fic method 

of examination to be discussed Just as an x-ray cm see inside a human being, so too 

can x-rays uncover the interior or hidden features of a painting. The degree to which 

x-rays are absorbed depends on the chernical make-up of the various pigments, and 

the consistency of the other materials present, such as the supporP Dense pigments 

that contain elements of a high atomic number, such as lead and mercury, absorb x- 

rays much greater than those of a low atomic number. The lower the atomic number, 

the more permeable the pigment is to x-ray penetration.62 Essentially, x-rays record 

the amount of radiation that materials allow to p a s  through6j X-rays have revealed, 

among other things, penrimenti or artist's corrections, underpaintings, distinctive 

techniques of brushwork, as well as a chronology of the execution of an a .  work in 

regard to the placement of figures and the addition of detail.@ The comoisseur must 

keep in muid, however, that as an artist's technique changes over time and his style 

%e Wd4 105. 
60 Fieming, Authenticitv in 22. 
61~ucq 24. 
6 2 ~ e  WiId, 97- 
63Savag+ 170. 
@~oger Van Schoute and Helene Verougsaaete-Marcq, "Radiography" Art Hisorv and Laboratorv: 
The ~cientific Examination of Easel pain&nss (Strasbourg Couacil o f ~ u r o ~ e ,  1986) 148. An 
example of this is illustrateci in: -Madeline Hours, Consmation and Scientinc Analvsis of Paintinz 
(New York: Van Nostrand Reinhoid Company, 1976), pgs. 80-81, figs. 71 and 82: Portrait of a Younq 
MAn. Rembrandt, Louvre, Paris; X-myphotography shows the existence, under the painting we 
nonnaify see. of a skerch for anofher Rembr& pi~nrre: a wontan leaning over a m d e ,  



develops, the x-radiogaphs of his paintings will reveal confiicting evidence that at 

first may seem to suggest the workings of a foreign hand 

The revelation of such features of a painting plays a key role in deterrnining 

the authenticity of the piece. For example, the use of x-rays piayed a significant role 

in the trial of Ono Wacker who forged thirty-three paintings by Van Gogh. In 1932, 

Wacker was found guilty of fiaud and the falsification of documents-6j X-rays 

submitted as evidence in the ûial helped to distinguish that the paintings in question, 

indeed were not produced by Van Gogh. Enlarged details of x-ray photographs of an 

authentic Van Go-&, Wheatfield with Rea~r,  illustrate the master's distinctive 

technique which involved "a coherent build up of layen with a final modeling atop a 

thick impasto," in contrast to Wacker's method which consisted of "a series of micco 

iayers overlain by an mculpted paint fiLm."66 Wacker's "Van Goghs" were deemed 

forgeries with the help of this scientific data, among other evidence, including the 

lack of a secure provenance.67 

In addition to insights into the creative process of the anis& x-rays reveal 

various symptoms of aging, including the characteristic craquelure, or age cracks. 

Disthguis hing this feature becomes a s i w  ficant factor in detecting forgeries, as will 

be apparent in the case midy of the Van Meegeren forgeries. As well, the nature of 

the suppon to the extent îhat the x-rays cm penetrate the material, rnay be revealed 

by this method of analpis. For example, x-rays cm detect the nmber of wooden 

65~eilchenfeldt, 289. 
66~emvlg, "Detectins Art Forgeries". 36. Ironicaiiy, the authentic Van Gogh that was used as the 
control in thk examination was. in 1970, catalogued as a forgery- The distinct techniques of painting as 
conveyed in the x-rays prove merely that the canvases were executed by two clifTerem forges. 
FeiIchenfeid& 295. 
6 7 ~ e i l ~ ~ e I ~  298-99. ûther evidence against Wacker's 'Van Goer& was their lack of vibmcy in 
coior as weii as the existence of d canvas imprints that resuit fiom laying wet canvases on top of one 
another. Such marks do not aust in authentic works of Van Gogh- Addition@, other h o r s  piayed a 
role in the condemnab'on of the works. During and after his stay in Paris, Van Gogh typicaiiy paimed aii  
his works on French canvas; Wackeis pieces howwer, are not painteci on this type of support. .As welI, 
the forgeries display sIight cracks on the surface, yet Van Go@s authentic works are never afliécted by 
such craqtiehre. 



elements and the system of joints used in canvas metchers and wooden panels which 

correspond to a particular region and period in time.a The texture, quality and 

condition of the canvas can be established in an x-ray as well as the type of nails used 

to attach the canvas to the stretcher.69 Al1 of this information is relevant in Ûying to 

establish the authenticity of an art work. 

While al1 of these tests focus on the chernical composition of pigments or the 

nature of the other matenals used such as the supports, mediurns or gound layers, 

other qualities of a painting, including the hardness of the oil paint and network of 

craquelure, both relative indicaton of age, cm be evaluated by scientific means. 

Testing the extent of the hardening of the paint is one of the most common tests used 

to ascertain an approximate age of a painting, as it takes many yean for oil paint to 

dry completely. if when pricking the s d a c e  of the painting with a pin, the point 

sticks into the soft paint layers, then this is a sign that the paint is relative1 y new. Yef 

if the paint is mily old having had years of m g  time, the pin wiIl slip on the hard, 

giassy sudace of the painting. One must be aware, however, that many forgenes, 

now over a hundred yean 014 have acquired the characteristic hardness of the paint 

layen such that these works would resist the pin. Thus, one must use caution when 

applying this test as the resuits obtained may need M e r  substantiation through 

other means of investigation. Another way in which to test the solidity of the oil 

paints is to rub alcohol over the siirfàce of the painting Fresh paints easily dissolve 

in alcohol, while oId paints are resistam to this solvent Panicular care should be 

taken when executing this test because often, genuine works will exhibit various 

68Panels are generally made up of one or more planks of wood, dependhg on the size of the parcicular 
painting. The planks of wood are assembled m various ways inchiding the butt-joim, rabbet-joint and 
groove-and-longue. Over 900%~ of Flemmish panels fiom the 14th to the 19th century are assembled 
with a giued butt-joint In the Northern schools and in ûemany, the goove-and-longue joint is most 
cornmon. l'he rabbet-joint is used primarily in Southeni schools of painting, as seen especially in 14th 
and 15th century Spainish works wHe ocassionally b e h g  used in NethetIaridish works. Van Schoute 
and Verougstraete-Marcq, "Paintirtg Techique: Supports and Frames" 25. 
6van Schoute and Vaougstrae!e-Marcq, "Radiography," 148. 



degrees of paint removal due to the particular giazes or vamishes present on the 

surface. These resinous substances easily dissolve in alcohol, causing damage to the 

authentic worke70 Thus, a weak solution of alcohol should be employed Even a low 

concentration of alcohol will remove fiesh layes of paint that comprise any modern 

forgery. 

Craquelure is a common indicator of age and is ofien viewed as the uitimate 

sign of authenticity. These cracks c m  be magnified to various degrees, whether it be 

under a hand held lem or by photographie enlargements, enabling an accurate 

analysis of this feat~re.~l There are two distinct types of cracks that occur on the 

surface of a painting. One h d  of crack formation, known as early crackle, which 

occm during the drymg process, renilts fiom fauk in the artist's technique, either in 

the preparaîion of the support, the mi>cing of the pigments with inappropriate 

substances or the application of the a d  pint. For example, painting over a layer 

that has not yet dried to the touch, adding the varnish too soon or ushp too much 

binder or medium, may yield early cracks. The pattern of early crackle, often rather 

fine, is generally quite erratic and corresponds to the direction of the br~shstrokes.~~ 

The second type of crackle results from the effects of the aging process. ûver 

time, the painMg undergoes a loss of elasticity such that the ground and paint layen 

can no longer adjust to the movements of the support that occur due to changes of 

hufnidity?3 As a subsidiary effect, the paint may also lose its adhesion and separate 

nom the gound, causing areas of paint to flake off." Age crackle m s  through al1 of 

7%ur5 27. 
''~n example of this is illustrated in: R H  Marijniiosen, Paintines: Genuine Fraud Fake (Brus&, 
ElsevierT 1985), pg. 52: Albert Bouts, The Assumgion of daaii, Bnissels, Museum of Fie Am, 
The c r d e  is nonnul age crackie. 
72Manjn&n, 11 5-6. For a detailed List of the causes ofeariy crackie, please see pages 1 L5-6. 
%ebborq 142. 
74~ayerT 151. Paint may lose its &esion due to moimire which peneaates the ba& of the canvas or 
fiom FauIty canvases. Mayer dso explains how wrinkling or blisterhg of the paint may result. An 
example of* is ïiiu~tfated iril RK Maninisen, Paintins: Genuine. Fmd. Fake (Brussels, Eisevier, 
1985), pg 282: Detail on an 1 8 k e n m y  c m a s ,  photogrqkd in rokntg [ight- The pomt l q~er  is 
f l ~ w ? !  



the paint layers, including the ground. Thus, in an x-ray photograph, the extent to 

which the visible surface cracks achially penetrate deep into the layers of the painting 

c m  easily be discovered, and thus help to establish the statu of the art work. Paint 

on panels cracks parallel to the wood, whiie canvas cracks usually radiate fiom a 

central point." Thus, in analyzing the physical appearance of the network of crackle, 

important information regarding the genuiness of the overall aging effect can be 

obtained.76 

In understanding the basic techniques utilized in the aforementioned scientific 

methods of analysis and the goal of each process, one can begin to comprehend the 

obstacles the forger faces in his attempt to produce works that deceive the 

connaisseur. 

The Forger vs. Science: Techniques of Deceution 

The forger. aware of the availability and use of the various scientific 

techniques of analysis as discussed above, m u t  develop certain strategies in order 

that his works go undetected under such scrutïny. The forger must anticipate the 

possibility that his works may be subjected to one fonn or another of sciennfic 

anabsis, and therefore m u s  be prepared to face the consequences shouid his works 

fail to meet the connaisseur's requirements for authenticity. Cleverly, the forger has 

developed various techniques of production. Whie some of the forger's methods 

produce more effective results than othen, the gifted forger may succeed in creatuig 

an "authentic" work that even science cannot detect, 

7j~ucz, 29. 
"%e formation of cracks may differ accordhg to the "thickness ofthe application ofthe gound and 
the proportion of pigment to bmding mediwn" Thus, the works of diffèrent axtists display variations in 
crack formations. For example, unusuai paraIIet cracks can be found in the work of Lenbach which may 
have resulted fkom the use of a medium containinp p d i k  Doerner, 404 As weü, -Mac Friedlander 
explaias that circuiar cracks t?m look like spider's webs are characteristic of 18th c e n t q  works. As 
weii, some artïst's works display no cracks at ail- Friediander, On Art and Connoisseurshia, 1934. 



The first job of the forger is to acquire a support, either a canvas or a panel, 

that corresponds to the period in which the forged work was to have been produced. 

Remember, the age of the wood cm easily be deterrnined through the use of 

dendrochronology, while the uneven fibers of 014 hancimade canvases are easily 

disinguished from the more regular t e m e  of machine made canvases.7 With this 

in minci, a variety of options are available. The forger rnay h d  an authentic, but 

already used canvas or panel from the appropriate period and carefully remove the 

paint layers with various solvents and cleaning tools. Mer cleaning off the layen of 

paint, the forger will have a Nitable surface on which to create a work. If unable to 

locate such authentic materials, the forger may find a support that is relatively close 

in age that can be manipulated to appear as if the material is fiom the right period in 

time.78 

For example, a typical sign of aging in wood is the presence of wom holes. 

The forger Eric Hebborn explains in his recently published book The AR Forger's 

Handbook, how such holes may be simuiated. Firing a small-calibre shot gun into the 

wood or using a dnll to create the holes in the panel is an option, although rhese 

techniques become problematic as the holes produced by thwe methods nui at nght 

angles to the wood, while genuine worm holes run parallel to the panel in a series of 

tunnel for~nations?~ Hebbom also suggests beaàng the srirface of the panel with a 

coarse file until the wood appears to have been wormsaten.s0 While these suggested 

methods may superficially yield convincing resuits, upon M e r  examination, these 

sùnulated worrn-holes are cas* detectable as such. As the worm leaves 

TI~&bom, 135. 
78~rank Arnau, ïhree lhusand Years ofDgaition in An and Antiaues tram. 3. MaxwelI Brownjoim 
(London: Jonathan Cape, 1959) 5 2. 
"AII example o f  this is illustraid in: RH- Marij- Pahtims: Gaiuinr Fraud. Fake (Brussels, 
Elsevier, 1985), pg- 157, plate 1: Jan Van Eyck, The Mvstic Lamb, top register, St John the Baptist, 
Photograph qfa cut snip ofwormy sapvood The worms ma& a Crrcular mmment a r d  the hard 



physiologicd traces of his existence in the wood, a lack of such evidence raises doubt 

as to the authenticity of the wooden support.81 The forger also has the option of using 

old materials that originally were used for a different purpose. For exarnple, the door 

of an old cupboard or a bench may now function as a panel picture. Conveniently, 

these sources usually exhibit authentic worm-holes which resolve the forger's need to 

simulate these signs of aging that if lefk to his own hand would inevitably produce 

inadequate results. 

Once the forger has secured an appropnate canvas or panel that seemingly 

rneets the requirements of age, he m m  consider the other materials needed in order 

to execute the actual work For example, the forger mut  be howledgeable about the 

growds~ pigments, medium and vamishes used by the artist he wishes to forge. The 

biggest mistake ofa forger is his use of anachronisms in these materials as these are 

easily detectable through a variety of scientific tests. For example, Lauehing 

Cavalier, a painting once artributeci to Frans Hals, was discovered to be a forgery afier 

undergoing pigment analyses." The background of the painting was covered in 

cobalt blue, the Cavalier's coat contained synthetic ultra-marine and his collar showed 

traces of M C  white.83 The development of each of these pigments postdates Hal's 

death, a sure s i p  of the dubious nature of the work-a 

The forger can avoid the careless use of non-existent materials by consulting a 

number of sources includirîg A.P. Laurie's The Painter's Methods and Materiais. Max 

Doerner's The Materials of the and Theîr Use in Paintinq and Ralph Mayer's 

201. Ofien. dead worms are found imbeddd h o  the wood fibres. Thus. some forsers have 
med placing dead worms uito the artifiaai holes of th& panels. 
s'îhis work is believed to be one of Van Meegmn's earliest forgeria produced in 1923. Jones. 23 7. 
s3Fleming, Authentich m 3 1. 
%arijnisrm. 37-38. The purchaser ofthe Hais painting look the h t c h  expert, Hofnede de Groot, to 
court after the paintins that De Groot arrthentîcated was deemed a forgery by a restorer. This scientific 
evidence was preserned in court. De Groot ended up purchashg the painting back 5orn the owner for 
50,000 guilders, Further features of the work such as the existence of fàise cracke and the use of 
rnechanidy produced na&, supporteci the restorer's daim that the Lau@iq Cavalier was a fake. 
Mj- 37-38. The anachrouistic pigment$ artiiiciai ultra-marine and cobalt blue, were produced 
in the Iate 19thi:entury wbile zinc white was not developed d t 7 8 0 .  Hoving, 169 



The Artistts Handbook of Materials and Techniques. These sources detail, among 

other things, the various recipes for prepring grounds, grinding pigments by hand 

and mixing oil mediums as utilized by specifjc old masters. Not only does the forger 

become knowledgeable of the exact materials that he will need in order to produce a 

seemingly authentic work, but one source also conveniently infoms the forger of 

various suppliea fiom which to acquire such materials.85 As well, the various 

properties and particular effeds of each rnaterial is discussed to help facilitate the 

forger's process. For example, in knowing that linseed oil takes three to four days ro 

dry in cornparison to poppy oil which dries in five to eight days, the forger cm choose 

the more suitable medium to meet his exact needs86 

Once the forger has determined the paletre of colors and rnediurns that were 

utilized by the artin he wishes to forge, he must also be knowledgeable about the 

artist's techniques and tools of painting, such as the use of bmhes made of pigfs 

bristle.g7 X-ray midies of the master's creative process can be examineci by the 

forger. As x-rays of paintings have become an important tool of study, various 

publications exist which may assin the forger. For exampie, in 1967, the Central 

Museum of Uwcht documented x-rays of s i q  Netherlandish paintings.88 

One important feanire that the forger m m  be able to simulate is the 

characteristic network of craquelure. Interesthply, Friediander notes that while 

"there exkt many genuine pahtings which show no cracks; they are never absent in 

f~rgeries."~g Thus, many techniques have been developed by forgen in order to 

"Mayer, 5 10-5 1 8. These d a i s  ùiclude mlvexrts, adhesives, resins, MnUshes, oiis dyes and 
p i _ m e ~ ~ .  
86~oenier. 159. 
S7~ebbom. 11 7. Oid masers &y used roumi bnûhes. Sofi b w h a  w a e  used on panels while sriff 
brushes were more suitable for works on canvas. Other bnxshes made of red-sable and cow hair, for 
example, were used in order to achieve various effkas. The forgeis use of authentic brushes is 
important for another reasoa sis well- A bride may break offtom the brush and set mEIed imo the 
paint, ifthe bride is found and remova it can be testeci- Thus, the forger would not want to risk 
ushg a modem bnish and leaving traces of its brides in the paint surface. 
88~an  Schoute and Vero~gsmne-Marcq~ "RadiographyW? 144. 
89~avage, 209. 



produce these convincing effects of age. Hand painting the cracks with a fine b m h  

or scratching them into the paint surface are two methods, that althougb easily 

detectable with the naked eye or a magnifjmg glass, have been utilized by unskilled 

forgers.90 A technique that dates back to the 17th century is rolling up the canvas or 

nibbing the back of it against the edge of a table, which produces a network of cracks 

in the paint? Another method involves simply the use of the forger's fingeniail or 

the tip of a pointed instrument that is dragged dong the back of the canvas to 

facilitate fractures on the surface. A special vamish may also be applied that is 

speci fically designed to create surface cracks. Such varnishes are easily obtainable 

fiom a French company called Lefranc et Bourge~is.~? Two different solutions are 

applied to the surface, one of which ciries more quickly than the other which causes 

the formation of cracks? 

Other more complex rnethods exia that produce more effective results for the 

forger. Exposing forged works to varying conditions of humidity may bring about 

changes in the suppoa and fâcilitate cracks in the paint surface.% As rapid changes 

in temperature can induce cracks, forgers have ofien baked their paintings in an oven 

While cracks may result fiom such b&g, the forger has used this technique not as 

much for the purpose of creating craquelure, but rather to harden the paint As the 

solidity of the paint will be tested by the pin and/or alcohol test, the forger must 

insure that his surface not ody appean old, as aided by the cracks, but also physically 

seems aged. Another trick of the forger that ensures his painting \vil1 pass the alcohol 

te* is adding a layer of size before applying the final coat of vamishgj This layer of 

size or glue produces a siirface that is resistant to the alcohol. 



The forger must also consider the many years of dust and dirt that has affected 

the surface appeamnce of the painting. As such dust enhances the visibility of the 

craquelure, the forger will generally rub the surface of the painting with some sort of 

substance that gives the appearance of a build-up of dirt in the cracks. While this 

"din" may seem to have resulted fiom authentic conditions, under scientific 

examination, the composition of this dirt may prove otherwise. The dust in genuine 

cracks that has collected over the natural coune of tirne, exhibits a more varied 

composition than the modem "dust" of the forger." As well, various elements in the 

air correspond to specific periods in time. For example, diesel fumes only existed 

after the nim of the century.97 Thus, this element would not be present in the dust of 

old master works. Hebbomts formula for simulating dirt consists of using dust fiom 

the street or the contents of a vacuum cleaner combined with rectified petrol. As 

well, melted wax and candle smoke are added as  the final touches to this agmg 

effect.98 

Whether or not the composition of the dirt is examineci, may depend on the 

how authentic the craquelure appears. The characteristic features of false craquelure 

have been devised by the connaisseur in order to facilitate the detection of forgeries. 

Simulated cracks are commonly betrayed by their uniformity across the surface, as 

Frîedlander m e s ,  "natural craquelure throbs with rich variety, whilst monotony and 

pedantic repetition mark the arbitmy, intentionally irrepuiar one."99 As well, their 

lack of penetration into the ground layer and their flat rather than curled up edges, 

raises suspicion as to the genuineness of the cracks.1w In recogninng the features of 

%.4nia4 103. 
9 7 ~  203. 
98~ebbom 14 1. It wodd seem to me tbat the use of dïrt fiom the street would cMainly c o h  traces 
of non-exkmt elements in the air, which would raise suspicion as to the authenticity of the piece. 
However, the composition of thk d u t  would be quite heterogeneous, as desird by Hebborn 
Wedlander, On Art and Connoisseurshh, 193. 
i- 118. 



fake craquelure, the connoisseur is better infonned of the characteristics of genuine 

cracks which enables him to authenticate works more accurately. 

While this discussioo has only highlighted some of the techniques of 

production utilized by the forger, it is clear that the forger must know as much, if not 

more, than the connoisseur about the creative process of the artist he forges. While 

the forger bas gained much knowledge about the production of art works fiom the 

connoisseur and the various scholarly publications on the materials and techniques of 

the old mastea, as well as the many monographs on these artists, so too has the 

comoisseur leamed fiom the forger. 

in understanding the techniques of the forger, the connoisseur has been able to 

recreate the processes of the original artist. Furthemore- by studying the materials of 

the forger, the co~oisseur  becomes keenly aware of the physical components of 

genuine paintings. By recognizing what should not be present in an authentic work, 

as derived fiom the study of forgeries, the comoisseur can h l y  establish what 

should be exhibited in a genuine piece. As well, the connoisseur becomes well 

infomed of the effects of aging by comparing those signs displayed in forged works 

with those exhibited in genuine pieces. As new scientific techniques of analysis are 

developed and publicly documented, the forger will plan his works according to the 

capabilities of such tests. While the forger tries to outsmart the connoisseur, the 

connoisseur hopes that in the end, science will prevail. John Riederer, the head of the 

Rathgen Research Laboratory at BerWs State Museum of Pmsian Cultural Property, 

conveniently summarizes this wish by stating that, 

Cormterfeiten are becoming more clever and ingenious nom &y to &y. 
Fortunately, so are we. Our job is to keep a step ahead of them with 
modem science, to make detection so precise, comprehensive and 
reliable that the forgent input to outsmart us becomes so costly and 
tixne-conniming that their profit margin dwindles. Ifs a bit iike a race 



and, on the whole, we are winning it.lO1 

The Fo~eries  of Han van Meegeren: A Case Studv 

Henricus Antonius (Han) van Meegeren may well be considered the greatest 

forger of al1 time. The infamous creator of the Disci~les at Ernmausl02 canvas, 

supposedly a rare religious work by the master Jan Vermeer of Delft, Van Meegeren 

is responsible for five other forgeries, supposedly by Vermeer, two canvases by Pieter 

de Hooch (1629-after 1688) and a number of unfinished pieces in the style of 

Vermeer, Gerard ter Borch ( 16 1 7-1 68 1) and Frans Hals. 103 The Disciples at Emrnaus 

was first discovered in 1937 by Dr. Abraham Bredius, a reputable Dutch art historian. 

h the November issue of Burlington Magazine of tbat year, Bredius declared the 

work to be an authentic Vermeer.*OJ The painting was later purchased by the 

Boyrnans Museum with the assistance of the Rembrandt Society. A steady flow of 

"Vermeen," all religious in content, surfaced in the Dutch art market during the war 

yean. Each work was authenticated and subsequentiy soid to an array of 

distinguished collectors. One of the most emordinary purchases was of The 

Washing of Christ's Feet for 1,300,000 florins, made by the Dutch govemment on 

behalf of the Ri j  ksmuseum, in 1 943. IO5 

in 1945, after the German occupation of The Netherlands, Van Meegeren was 

arreaed for coilaborating with the enemy, having been involved in the sale of a 

'national masure,' Vermeer's Woman Taken in Adulterv, to Hermann Goering, a Nazi 

Lol~omberg, 62. 
I0'Please see chapter one, note 60 for a reference to this illustration 
Io3~r.  P- B- Coremans, Van Meaeren's Faked Vermeers and De Hoosh: A Sciemific Examination 
(London: Casseii and Company, 1949) S. 
'%onmans, 30. Bredius' article, "An Unpubüshed Vermeer," is in Budinaon Manan-ne, 61 Onober 
1937. 
Lo5~ones. 138. This is ülumated in: P.B. Coremans, Van Meeperents Faked Vermms and De Hm*: 
A Scientifïc Examination (London: Casseii and Co. Ltd, 19491, piate 15: Washina of the Feet, 
Venneer styfe. 



f ield-Mar~hall .~~~ After six weeks in prison, Van Meegeren could no longer tolerate 

the conditions and startled the world on July 12th by confessing that he was the 

author of the six, newly discovered Vermeer canvases, including the Woman Taken 

in Adulterv, as well as two previously accepted works by de Hooch. Although no one 

believed him at first, the charge of collaboration was changed to that of forgery upon 

wimessing Van Meegeren paint Jesus Amonest the Doctors in the same exact manner 

as the other "Vermeers."~07 While the similarities between Van Meegeren's work and 

the "Vermeers" in question were significant, these alone did not supply adequate 

proof that Van Meegeren was indeed responsible for the works. The Dutch Legal 

Authorities conducted an exhaustive investigation into the nature and authonhip of 

these curious pieces. IO8 

The experts consulted were both art histonans and natural scientists. The 

commission of experts was headed by Dr. P. B. Coremans, Duector of the Instintt 

Royale du Patrimoine Artistique in Belgium.lo9 Their goal, as defined by the 

authorities, was to determine if the paintings date fiom the 17th cenniry or are 

modem, and whether or not these works, if contemporary, cm be attrîbuted to Han 

van Meegeren.lLo The following discussion will detail the physical and chernical 

analyses of the suspea works as conducted by the various experts which yielded 

conclusive evidence that, in fact, the paintings were contemporary pieces and could 

be linked to Van Meegeren In the process of the investigation, the experts were 

able to reconstruct the working techniques of Van Meegeren in their laboratoriesJz 

IMRichard Wewnham, The Guinness Book of Fakes. F m d s  and Forewies (Middlesex, Guimess 
Publishing, 1991) 145. This is illumateci in: Coremans, piate 13: Wornan Taken in Adulteru, l'4nneer 
s@e. 
lo7~his ïs illustrateci in: Corcmaos, plate 38: Jesus Amonest the Donon, Vermeer sgie. poinred in 
1945 under the supe~~sion of the Dutch Au~horï~ies~ 
108Coremans, VII. 
Iogf ones, 240. 
'Woremans, VIL ' ICoremans. Vm- 
'l~Coremaas, VIL 



This case study serves as a reminder that where the connaisseur is lacking in 

definitive evidence, science conveniently fills in the gaps, providmg a firm bais for a 

more accurate assessrnent of art works. 

The Van Meegeren paintings were subjected to various scientific tests, 

including the use of x-rays, infraed radiation and ultra-violet light. As well, cross 

sections of paint samples from the works were analyzed both visually and chemically. 

in addition to examining the actual paintings, other materials were collected for 

testirtg such as the original metcher of the Discbles canvas found at the Boymans 

Museum as well as a piece of wood, pigments and various mixtures of resins and oils 

collected fiom Van Meegeren's studio in Nice, France. 1'3 

Van Meegeren used authentic 17th-century canvases, as verified through 

scientific anaiysis, and carefully removed the ori_ghai paint surfaces while making 

sure to keep the ground intact, as the genuine craquelure present in this layer would 

play an important role in facilirating the emergence of cracks in his overtying 

cornpo~ition.l[~ Thus, upon examining the fibers of the canvases, they proved to be 

authentic, as stated by Van Meegeren. As well, the Disciples canvas was shortened 

on the left side as Van Meegeren explains? 

I painted this on an old canvas rqresenting the Resurrection of Lazanis. 
As my composition did not require such a large surface, I cut off, fiom 
the lefi-hand side, a strip of canvas 30 to 50 cm wide. In consequence, 
1 had to shorten the old stretcher to the same extent And so I displaced 
to the nght the corner-braces on the lefi-hand side of the stretcher. 
In my Nice workshop you wilI find the strip of canvas and the two 
pieces of wood belonging to the lefi-band extremities of the two 
horizontal stretcher-members, You will h d  the old stretcher 
in the Boymans Museum.1~5 

13~oremans, 2-5. 
l lJ~oremans, 20. ' 1 5 ~ o r ~ ,  8. At the studio in hice. the piece of eaaas was no whae to be f o d  whüe ody one of 
the fragments of wood was recovered and taken back to Amsterdam for testing. 9. 



Tests confirmed that the threads on the lefi-hand side were straight fiom the cutting 

down of the canvas while the fiben on the right side were kregular and deformed, as 

they went untouched.I16 As welI, the piece of wood found at the Nice studio, upon 

matching the annual growth ring formations, proved to have comprised part of the 

original stretcher. On the basis of this evidence, the Discioles at Emrnaus could be 

linked to Van Meegeren as the producer. As well, other items in Van Meegeren's 

studio were confiscated, such as various props including a jug, a set of glasses, a map 

and two pewter plates, al1 of which had been represented in the questionable 

cornp~sitions.~~~ While it was certain that the Disci~les canvas was forged by Van 

Meegeren, the experts were lefi to anaiyze the specific working techniques of the 

Discides and the other paintings in order to determine whether al1 the suspect works 

were produced by the same hand. Ln the following discussioh I will hi-dight the 

various scientific observations made by the experts which serve as proof that the 

works in question are in fact forgenes. 

It is known that the supports were authentic 17th-cenw canvases. However, 

Van Meegeren had not anticipated that his works might undergo x-rays. Thus, he was 

not carefûl to remove al1 traces of the original paint layen of the canvases. Various 

underpaintings were revealed in certain works, while others displayed no signs at dl 

of their original subject matter. For example, the Bun of Christ/8 the Blessine of 

Jacob119 and the two InteriorsI=o in the mie of de Hooch, show no traces of 

underpaintings in theu x-rays. Yet, a head under the Di-sci~les canvas, a banle scene 

under the Woman Taken in Adulterv, a horse and rider under the Washin~ of the Feet 

16cotenians, 9. ' 17~oremans 5. These are iliustrated in: Coremans, plate 45: btki0tls acce&es xked Ïn F i  
hî'eegeren's S d o :  They c m  be recognked in dfferen~ forgeries. 
18~his is iliustrated in: Coremans, piate 6: Bust of Christ, Vemeer style. 

is iiiustrated in: Coremans, plate 1 1 : BIessïru of Jacob, C'nneer qde. 
1 2 0 ~ a e  are illumated in: Comans, plare 17: Intenor with Dnnken, De Xwgh Sole and plate 19: 
Enterior with Card~lavers, De Hoogh @e- 



and a hunting scene with dogs and garne under the Last Su~~er , l l i  were al1 

identifiable in each respective x-ray.lX Ln addition to the traces of these 

underpaintings, x-rays also reveded a senes of scratches and abrasions that seem to 

have been caused when removing the original paint layen with a brush 123 

Trained at the Institute of Technology in Delft, Van Meegeren acquired 

various skills that aided in his forging process.124 As well Van Meegeren had 

learned various techniques of the old masters from a resrorer named Theo Van 

Wijngaarden. l u  Furthemore, Van Meegeren's tint art teacher familiarized him with 

the eariy pigments and their preparation, as used by the old masters.Iz6 Thus, as may 

have been expected, the pigment analyses showed that Van Meegeren only used 

colours that were hown in the 17th-~enniry.12~ However, upon m e r  micro- 

chemical examination, the presence of a modem pigment, cobalt-blue, was 

discovered in two of the works, Woman Taken in Adulterv and Wornan Reading 

Music.128 Cobalt-blue did not exia until the £irst quarter of the L9thcenniry, proving - 
beyond a doubt that these works codd not date back M e r  than when this pigment 

was firn d i s c ~ v e r e d . ~ ~ ~  The use of this anachronistic p ipent  was a careless error on 

the part of Van Meegeren. 

In regard to the network of oaqzreime in the painthgs, various tests reveaied 

that these age cracks were anifiaally induceci. As previously discussed, authentic 

crackle has a sharp outhe, is relatively thin and often has raised edges.ljO More 

IIlThis is illuarateci in Coranaris, plate 7: Lasr Suriper, Vermeerq4e. 
1=coremaxE, 9- 
'Worwÿins, 22. 
i24Coremans, 24. 
'Z~oneS, 237. 
1 2 6 ~ e w d m q  143. 
~ ~ ~ C O ~ ~ X I E U I S ~  16. 
'%This is iiiustfated in: Corenmu, piate 21: Woman Reading Music, Vermeer style. 
' 2 9 ~ ~ ~ T  12, 
130Coremans, 10. The cracks in Van Mecgeren's works appeared ht, -out exhiiiting Dved edges, 
indicating that rnoisntre had not peneûated the pamt layen, as is typicaüy the case in authentic age 
crackle. 6. 



importantiy, these cracks are always visible in x-rays. Each age crackle seen on the 

surlace of a work should correspond exactly to those indicated in an x-ray of the 

piece. I f  the number of cracks that appear on the surface exceeds those revealed in 

the x-ray, than this indicaies that the cracks did not emerge from the ground layer, as 

a result of changes in the support, but rather, were derivative of some other means. 

While each of the canvases used by Van Meegeren contained genuine age crackle as 

preserved in the ground layes, he had to sirnulate these aging effects on the surface. 

Thus, while the genuine cracks appeared in the x-rays, they could nor be precisely 

supenmposed on an image of the surface cracks, as these cracks oumumbered rhose 

in the underlying ground, as revealed in the x-ray.iji It was Van Meegeren's hope 

that the existence of the cracks in the gound layer would help facilitate the formation 

of cracks in the surface when rolling up the canvas in various directions, the 

technique he used to create the artificîal craquelure.'3? While this process of rolling 

up the canvas produced convincing effecu, the simulated cracks couid not fool the x- 

rays. i;' 

Upon o b s e ~ h g  these cracks M e r ,  the experts paid special attention to the 

"dirt" that fitled in these crevices. Tests confirrned that the substance which covered 

the surface of ail the paintings, resembling "dirt," was a rather homogenous, blackish 

substance, rather different from the more  pica al heterogeneous ~ p e  of dirt found in 

genuinely old painting~.'~~ The substance was detemined to be liquid in nature, 

some son of ink.135 As well, traces of this ink were discovered between the upper 

paint Iayers and the vamish in the Disci~les at Emmaus, inside a layet of white lead 

in the Bust of Chria and between the fia and second pgint layers in the Last 

G koremans, 10-1 t - 
iîZ~oremns, 31. 
133This is iIlustrated in: Coraians. plate 63: Dischles at Emmaus, Fake oge crackie of r ~ o  merem 
w s .  The macrogroph (top) s h s  many more cracks than dws the radradrograph (bottom), &y 
cmmot therefore 6e eeal age crackle- 
1 ~ 4 C ~ r ~ e m a O S  7. 
13j~oremans, t 9. 



S u r .  in o b s e ~ n g  that the "dirt" had soaked into the various paint layers of 

many of the works, scientiçts concluded that the paint surface was clearly porous, due 

to a lack of Mcient drymg or hardening of the paint layers. Ij7 

In addition to creating a surface that appeared 014 through the simulation of 

cracks and the addition of dirt, Van Meegeren had to devise a way in which to harden 

the paint surfaces. Upon testing the solubility of the paint layea, al1 of the pichires 

resisted the alcohol in a manner characteristic to authentic 17th-cenw paintings. 

However, when tested with strong alkalis and acids, the paint layers behaved quite 

differently fiom what is normally expected of such works. While authentic 17th- 

century oil paintings are severely attacked by such solvents, these paintings resisted 

them completely. Furthemore, when these works were treated with a drop of 

ammonia, a yellow stain formed on the paint surfaces, yef no old painting has ever 

reacted in this rnanner. As well, while the overall hardness of the paint was typical, 

the surfaces displayed a "marked dullness and porosity that was quite foreign to an 

early painting." The experts began to suspect that these uncharacteristic observations 

may be the result of some h o w n  medium.D8 

Further tests were subsequently conducted in order to determine the mystery 

medium. A solution of 1% vanilh in a concentration of sulfirric acid was added to a 

sample of one of the works; the particles quickly absorbed the solution and turned 

blue. Frorn this observation, the scienti'sts could conclude that the paintings 

contained no fany medium. The medium was finaily classified as a .  artificial resin 

of the phenol-formaldehyde groupJg This resin was not discovered until the early 

136c0,-, 7- 
ln~oremaw, 2 1. This is üiusrrated in Coremans, plate73: Bun of Crin (forehead), Crackle contanring 
the resihe of a bluish-bliïck iipid In cenain piaces the liqtcd haiF s&d inro rhe pint un eiîher 
side of the crackle- 
Woremaz~~, 14. 
13%0r deta& on the nature and d t s  of the tests, please see Coremds Van Memeren's Faked 
Vermeers and De Hooehs, 14-1 S. 



19th-century.140 Thus, the works could only date as far back as the development of 

this substance. Accordhg to the details that Van Meegeren disclosed in his 

interrogation, as well as the recollections of his son, this synthetic medium was the 

key to producing a genuinely hard and resistant paint surfaceY As recreated in 

laboratory experiments, it appears that Van Meegeren dissolved the phenol- 

formaldehyde resin in benzene or tirrpentine.1J2 This mixture was then thickened 

with an essential oil such as Iavender or lilac oil. By adding the desired pigments to 

this substance, Van Meegeren produced a paint that was easily manipulated with a 

bnish.14j Lastly, in order to completely dry the paint layers, Van Meegeren baked his 

paintings in an oven at a temperature of 100 to 120 degrees C for approximately two 

hours, a figure that he determined a f k  much trial and enor.lU This technique was 

also reconmucted in the Brussels laboratory by the experts to confirm the results 

obtained by Van Meegeren.14j 

While this case study has primarily focused on the scientific evidence in 

support of the fiaudulent nature of these works, it is interesring to nim one's attention 

to the stylistic features of these paintings, which may aiso offer clues regarding the 

status of these pieces. AU of the "Vermeers" exhibit the same general characteristics, 

including heavy shadùig of the eye lids, noses and mouths. As well, the heads are out 

of proportion, being about five centimetres too large.;* The lips and noses appear 

overly fleshy, the fingen look rather squared and wooden and the wrists seem quite 

hgile. Furthemore, the figures lack an anatomically correct structure, even beneath 

140Coremanst 14. The fim patem for this r e s h  was regîstereci in 1907 by Baekeland. 
lS1~ones, 237. 
IJ2White spirit, toluene and xylene, may also have been mixed with the formaidehyde min 
W 0 r e m a n s ,  20, 
ljj~ewnham, 143. 
' J 5 ~ ~ ~  23. 
'"Coremans, 36- 



their baggy cIothes.lJ7 Such features are in no way characteristic of any hown, 

authentic Vermeer. 

Mark Roskill, in his book What is Art Historv. points out that the specific 

circumstances surrounding the discovery of the Van Meegeren forgeries, played a 

significant role in their acceptance. Surfacing during the Second Worid War, the 

forgeries had obvious stylistic differences that under different circumstances would 

have immediateiy raised doubt as to their authenticity. Wanting to keep their national 

treasures out of the han& of the Nazis during the Geman occupation of Holland, 

Dutch authorities hid Vermeer's paintings, making them inaccessable for comparative 

purposes. If these authentic Vermeers had been available to compare w'th the Van 

Meegeren canvases, no expert would have rightly authenticated the pieces. 

Furthemore, the conditions of the war prevented any travel which meant that no 

research could be conducted as a means of substantiating the supposed, foreign 

origins of the works. Ultimately, in accepting the possibilty that unlaiown Vermeers 

could tum up, experts created an environment that fostered the acceptance of the Van 

Meegeren forgeries. 

It is even more surprising that the pieces were deemed authentic Vermeen 

when comparing any of the images of Chnst as depicted in these works with Van 

Meegeren's drawing, Mother and Chiidren.149 There is no mistaking that this drawing 

served as the mode1 for Christ in these w o r k ~ , ' ~ ~  There is a marked deterioration in 

quality from the fint "Vermeerf', the Discides at Emmaus, which is by far of the 

highest quality, to the subsequent works that Van Meegeren created As the interea 

in such religïous "Vermeers" grew, Van Meegeren produced these pieces rather 

147~ones, 240. 
LJ8blark Rosw What is .kt Mstorv (London: ïhames and Hudson, 1976) 164. 
14%is is inustrated in: Coremans. plate 3 1: Diawing, Mother and Chiidm. 
I5%ese cornparisons are iïîustrated in: Coremans, plate 43: Comprison benveen the heacù- of Christ 
in the faRPdpaintings @om Iefi to *ht, andfiom above riowmvarls: Disciples at Emmaus, Woman 
Takm in Adultem. Washiq of the F e a  Bus of Christ and Last Sumer) and the head h the drawing 
,Motha and ChiIdren (plate 3 1). 



quickly. Despite their lack of quaiity, the works were still authenticated as original 

Vermeen, just as Van Meegeren had anticipated. 

While important observations were made regarding the style and quaiity of 

these works which, in and of themselves, rnay have raised concerns as to the 

authenticity of these works, in the enci, it was the evidence obtained through various 

foms of scientific analysis that proved beyond a doubt that these works were 

forgeries by Van Meegeren. While the role of science has been mon evident in this 

case study regarding the final assessrnent of the works in question, it is important to 

consider the limitations of science in order to have an informed understanding of the 

appropnateness of its application to the study of art works. 

The ProbIematics of Science 

As demonstrated in the case midy, science can reved valuable information 

that is otherwise unattainable by the connaisseur. While science has been able to 

firmly establish whether works of art, on the basis of the materials and techniques of 

production used are, in fact, forgeries, science cannot establish the genuineness of art 

works.Ij1 For example, many forged works, if produced with authentic materials and 

executed with the proper techniques, can pass dl of the scientific tests. This does 

no& however, prove that the piece is genuine. Thus, if the comoisseur relies merely 

on science, it is possible that certain wefully constructed forged works rnay go 

undetected In such cases where a work mets dl of the scientifk requirements, it 

must be left up to the conwisseur to rnake the final judgment as derived nom 

applying the more traditional tools of his trade. As some forgeries were created 

ditring the artist's own time, if one relies merely on scienctific evidence, these works, 

produced with authentic materials, would p a s  all of the scientific tests, and 



therefore, could easily be misataibuted. As well, one mut  also be wary of possible 

erron in the application of the tests or in the accuracy of the tools used. 

While the application of science plays an important role in assessing works 

over 200 yean 014 or presented as such, these tests prove to have a limited capacity 

when assessing works of the late 19th-cenniry to the present. This is because most of 

the materials w d  by artists of this time are still readily available to the forger. Thus, 

science is not as relevant in assessing works of this nature. The co~oisseur  is often 

lefi on his own to authenticate such modem pieces. Finally, scientific methodologies 

and techniques, in and of themselves are relatively neutral: they only acquire 

sigmficance and relevance when properly interpreted by the comoisseur. 

The comoisseur has certainly benefited fiom the application of science to the 

study of art. Without the aid of science, the connoisseur would not be as informed of 

the various materials and processes of artistic production Science should be 

regarded as a necessaq complement to, but not substinrte for, the traditional tools of 

the connoisseufs practice. The howledge deriveci fiom the scientific mdy of 

forgenes has m e r  added to the arsenal of the connoisseur in his process of 

authentica~g art works. By way of summary, the scientifîc study of art works has, 

by implication, provided an additional firamework fiom which to recognïze the 

valuable contribution of forgeries to the midy of art. 



Chaater Four 

Forperies and the Art Market: The Influence of S u ~ ~ l v  and Demand 

David Stein, a prolific forger of modern works, profited from the rising 

demand in the art market for works by Marc Chagall during the mid 1960's. At this 

time, Chagall had recently completed the stained-glas windows at the Hadassah 

Medical Center in Jerusalem. As well, he was finishing the ceiling of the Paris Opera 

and would soon hang his mural at the Metroplitan Opera in New York. Stein was 

keenly aware that Chagall's rising popularity would translate into a heightened 

demand for his works. Prepared to meet these changing conditions in the market, 

Stein accepted the challenge of forging Chagall's work. l 

Stein's motivation to forge the work of Chagall offers insights into the 

relationship between the production andlor sale of forgenes and developments in the 

art market. Thus far, I have examined the benefits of forgeries as derived fiom the 

application of the tools of connoisseunhip and of science. In this chapter, 1 wish to 

consider forgenes fiom a broader perspective, one that contexhÿilizes forgeries as 

having derived fiom particular circumstances which exîn in the an market. Rather 

than focusing prirnarily on the matenal aspects of forgeries as in chapter three, 

attention will now be given to the incidence and nature of these works. Specifcally, 1 

am interested in the occurrence of forgeries in relation to the curent status and 

market value of the artist that has been forged In tracing the patterns of particular 

forgeries over time, one c m  gain insights into the art market and its determination of 

value. Before conducting such a s w e y  of the proliferation of these works, one must 

have a clear understandlog of the mechanics of the art market and particularly of the 

role that auctions play in establishing the value of art works. 



A clear conception of the art market will provide a h e w o r k  from which to 

develop a case study on the incidence of forgeries, to the extent that they can be 

traced, of the Canadian artia Jean-Paul Riopelle (b. 1923). One of the greatest living 

Canadian artists, Riopelle has experienced tremendous success both in Canada and in 

Europe. 1 will attempt to offer an analysis of the cause and effect relationships of the 

existence of such forgeries on the basis of recent discoveries that have surfaced in the 

Toronto and Montreal areas. in tracing Riopelle's auction records over the last years, 

and tracking the specific occurrences of forgenes of his works, 1 hope to discover 

trends that will offer insights into the changing market value of his pieces. Forgeries 

of Riopelle's work hold particdar interest to me as one such work was given to me by 

the Metropditan Toronto Police for research and educational purposes. 

Furthemore, 1 will explore the circumstances which motivate the forger to 

target Riopelle. In discussing the known cases of Riopelle forgenes, the moa 

relevant facts will be addressed Lastly, 1 will offer an analysis of the Riopelle 

forgenes, which through the application of the various tools of comoisseurship, have 

been confirmed to be fiaudulent in nature. This case study of Riopelle will serve as a 

basis from which to derive general notions of what the existence of forgeries can 

reveal about the nature of the art market, 

The Nature of the Art Market 

It has been said that "a painting is worth whatever someone is williag to pay 

for it"? Though th-s statement may hold some degree of mbh, an informed concept 

of the art market begins wîth an understanding of value and the cornpethg will to 

possess? As discussed in chapter one, many factors affect the value of art works. 

These include, among otber things, the attribution condition+ provenance, quality, 

%ophy Bumham ïhe Art Crowd (New York: David Mckay Company. hc.. 1973) 56. 
;charles W. Smith. Auctions: The Socid Construction of Value (New York: ïhe Free Press. 1989) 
177. 



medium, size and rarity of the work. The goal of the art market is to match supply 

with dernand, as facilitated by dealers and a~ctioneen.~ As soon as two people wish 

to possess the sarne work of art, a market for that work and that anist exists.5 Most 

often, the supply of art works available to the public fails to adequately meet their 

demand. This scenario is icieal for the forger who, like Stein. aims to au-ment the 

supply of these desirable art works. 

The art market mirrors the ever-changing fashions of collecting and may be 

viewed as reflecting the "general consensus of opinion at any particular point in 

time." Furthemore, "the art market also provides a means of demonstrating the 

fundamental changes in fashion that take place over tirne."6 Fashions or trends in the 

art market may be influenced by a nurnber of factors including recent exhibitions, 

publications, or as addreued in chapter one, the specific acquisitions of museums and 

galleries as well as prominent private collectors. in order for a particular fashion of 

collecting to be established, enough attractive examples mut exist in the market for 

public consumption. Trends in the art market are moa clearly demonmated by their 

effects on the value of minor works.? Lesser works of a popular genre or by a 

desirable anin will sel1 for high prices, regardless of the quality or condition of the 

pieces. Yet, these same works, if for sale at a time when that type of art is not trendy, 

rnay fail to gain the atîention of any collectors at ail. 

It is important to consider, as well the extent to which the various trends in 

collecting are limited to a certain region. For example, the works of moa Canadian 

artists, which are prîmarily collected by Canadians, have not realized the same value 

as the top American or European artists, which have a world wide appeal. When 

interest in certain art works spreads to other regions, the demand for such pieces 

JGeraldine K q  Monw and Art: A Smdv Based on the Times-Sothebv Index York: G.P. 
Puaiam's Sons, 1971) 34. 
%ken, 17. 
'%en, 47, 
' ~ e e n  42. 



increases which subsequently elevates the potential value of the works in the newly 

expanded market. When the demand exceeds the a d  supply of works available, 

the pieces will sel1 for higher prices due to the competing wills to own the art works. 

Conversely, if the demand for such pieces is limited, such as to Canadian collectors, 

the pnces will not be as high, as the cornpetition to own Canadian works is not as 

great as the desire to purchase works by the Impressionists, for exampie. Though 

Riopelle is one artist who has achieved an international statu, the work of most 

Canadian artists has not gained similar international recognition 

An additional factor in determining the fashionability of certain art works is 

the period in which the pieces were created If an art work was produced during an 

artkts "good period," the work will be more desirable and consequently, more 

valuable. For exarnple, the most sought afier works by the Impressionists Claude 

Monet and Pierre-Auguste Renoir (1 841-1919), are fiom the late 1860's and 1870's, 

as these were the years in which the impressionist movement h t  began to flourish.8 

Thus, the art works from these periods seem to hold particula. historical value for the 

collector. 

While the various fashions of collecting that evolve over time dictate the 

demands of the art market, the greatest display of the desirability of art works is 

evident in the auction environment, where the "true" value of art works are realized, 

The Role of Auctions 

Though auctions are considered somewhat of a spectacle and perfomüince, 

according to Charles W. Smith, auctions "estabiish the value, identity, and ownership 

of items; they entertain; they shape social relationships; and they redocate vast sums 

of money." As well, auctions "match individual preferences of buyen and sellers," 



while the process provides an environment with open and cornpetitive bidding.9 

Museurns base their insurance evaluations on current auction records while dealers 

establish the value of the works they sell on similar criteriaIo Thus, it is important to 

look closely at the auction process in order to understand its exact role in determining 

value. 

Auction houses, such as the prestigious firms of Sotheby's and Christie's, seIl 

works on behalf of clients who in tum must pay the House a commission which is 

based on the hammer price of the sale. Those individuals who purchase a work at 

auction are obligated to pay the House a buyer's premiurn, which is usually 10% of 

the hammer price, although this figure may Vary. Before a work of art is sol4 

specialists in the appropriate department determine a pre-auction estimate, which is a 

redistic projection as to what the works will fetch at auction. As well, the experts 

advise the client on a reserve price. This reserve price is the lowest price that the 

client will allow the auction house to sel1 the piece for, and offers the client a degree 

of protection, as this figure insures that the work will not sel1 below its fair market, or 

anticipated value. if the piece does not reach its reserve price during the sale, the lot 

will be "bought in": the term assigned to an item that does not sell. If the reserve bid 

is too hi& the piece may fail to be purchased Thus, the reseme, which, according to 

the policy of Sothebyk, cannot exceed the low estimate, is often quite conservative, 

though this bid may Vary significantly, depending on the client, the an work or the 

locale of the sale. The reserve figure necessarily remains codidential to the auction 

public. A low estimate stimulates interea in the piece and brings in more bidders 

which then potentidly may increase the value of the work as head-to-head 

cornpetition between potential buyen drives up the price.ll If a buyer has a vested 

interest in a piece, he or she may be so determined that the question of how much to 



bid becomes secondary to the question of "Do 1 want it?"I2 For exarnple, in 1987, 

cornpetition between two bidders &ove the price of a Philadelphia Chippendale 

"hairy-paw" chair to S2,750,000. Auction prices for such specialized items are 

determined by a small pool of interested collecton whose motivation to buy is very 

personal; in this case the buyer owned a matching table. 

If an art work does not sel1 at auction, the collecting public often views this 

piece as undesirable and the market value of the work may be damageci. If the piece 

cornes up for saie again, the general consensus will be that "nobody wanted it last 

tirne" and thus the piece will either not sel1 again or be purchased at a substantial ioss 

to the previous owner. It rnay take years before such damage to a work's value wean 

off and it once again becornes a player in the market. Thus, it is advisable not to re- 

enter the unsold work back into the market too soon after its failed attempt at auction. 

An artist or particular genre of work that fiequently p e s  up for sale at auction 

serves as a guide in establishing the potential value of sirnilar works. On the bais of 

these past prices, projections rnay be made for upcoming sales. However, it is 

difficult to estimate the value of a work that rarely goes to auction, as there is no 

b a i s  from which to assess an accurate value for the piece. Taerefore, the market 

only sets values for works that fiequently are seen in the saie room.lJ Old maser 

painting seldom go to auction because they are already owned by museums, galleries 

or private coliectors who usually retain these works in their collections indefinitely. 

However, Impressionist and Modem works of art most regularly are available for 

purchase. At Sotheby's, such sales take place twice a year in both New York and 

London, 

It m u t  also be noted that cermin works are more suitabIe for some collections 

than othen and this fact iduences the nahue of the market for such pieces. For 



exarnple, it is difiïcult to sel1 large scale works to private collectors. The magnitude 

of many of these pieces is suitable only for display on museum and gallery walls; 

such accommodating spaces are often lacking in private collections.l5 Thus, the . 

market for these substantial pieces is mainly limited to institutional spaces. 

in considering the various factors which influence value in the art market, it is 

evident that the state of the market dictates the forger's activities. The forger must be 

keenly aware of the fashions which drive the demands of collectors. In the following 

sections, I will explore the circumstances surroundmg the discovery of the Riopelle 

forgeries which form the basis of this study, in an attempt to offer observations of the 

relationship between forgeries and the art market 

Jean-Paul Rio~eile: Background 

"More than any other Canadian, living or dead, he (Riopelle) has irnpressed 

his axtistic personality on the world outside of Canada"16 The works of this native 

Montnaler are handed by some of the worlds biggea galleries such as the Pierre 

Matisse Gallery in New York and the Galerie Maeght Lelong in Paris and Zurich. As 

well Riopelle's art works have been acquired by such prestigious institutions as the 

Metroplitan Museum of Art in New York and the Smithsonian Institution in 

Washington D.C. Part of a Quebec group of artist's howu as the Automatistes, 

Riopelle's rise to stardom came in the 1950's when his pieces were shown in New 

York alongside the works of such as Jean Dubuffet (1901-1985), Yves Tanguy 

(1 900-1 955) and Albert0 Giacometti (1 90 1-1966 j. 

J. Russel Harper d e s c n i  this early phase in Riopelle's career 

l*~een, 39. 
I6~isa Rochon, T h e  Lion in Aunmui: The Past HK[ Clouded PteKm of Jean-Paul RiopeiIen 
Canadian Art 4.2 (1987): 48. 



Riopelle flattened out with his palette knife some of the rebellious 
blobs of paint squeezed fiom the tube. His use of the knife 
increased steadily. Soon the whole surface becarne a modelled 
mosaic of flat colour areas, skillfully aced together to give an 
exhilarating sensation both of romantic colour harmonies 
and light viiration ... '7 

in Paris, Riopelle's art works caught the attention of Salvador Dali (1904-1989) and 

~ndre/Breton (1896-1966).18 Riopelle's link to the Surrealists was not with his 

fantastic imagerv, of which his works contain none, but rather with his automatic or 

gestural painting process: "a rapid and spontaneous movement that Ried to unite the 

artist's feeIings."Ig lnfluenced by his mentor Paul-Emile Borduas (1905-1960), 

Riopelle is considered one of the most innovative artists to emerge at his tirne? 

Although much of Riopelle's work was created in France where he lived most of his 

Me, "his early paintings are an important bridge between North Amencan and 

European artistic development in the rnid-century. 

It is estimated that beween 194 1- 198 1, Riopelle created approximately 

10.000 watercolours, drawings, gouaches, prints, sculptures and paintings, which 

includes an average production of one hundred paintings per year." Thus, as his 

o e w e  is so extensive, his daughter, Yseult Riopelle, is currently working on a 

catalogue raisomc which among other benefits will serve to expose and elimioate 

Riopelle forgeries." 

- - - - -- - 

17~ochon, 55. An arample of Riopelle's early technique is iliumated in: Montreai, Museum of Fine 
Arts, Jean-Pd Riopelle 1992, p g  92, phte 46: Untitled. 1954. oil on ma, I i X 5  x 195.5. courtes), 
of rhe DrabiBsky A n  Gaiiety. Torrno. 
i8~ochon, 4849. 
L%o~hok 54- 
?%fontrd Museum of Fuie Arts. lean-Paul Riopelle 1992,26. 

~ y c m  Mitchdl "Seeing Red Over Riopde" The Fimanciai Pon 22 Nov. 1997: 30. 
"~awmce Sabbatb, "Jean-Paul Riopeiie: T d y  a Giaat on Canadian Art Scene," The Gazette 24 Juiy 
1982: C15. 
U~itcheIl, 30. Yseuit Riopelle also bar plans to put the various forseries of her father's work that she 
has been cataioguing on the intemet as a public resource for coiiecton, dealers, students and scholan. 
Y d t  Riopelle, Personal fntewiew, 29 ,Mar& 1998. 



The Value of Riowlle 

Jean-Paul Riopelle holds the record for the highest amount paid at auction for 

a Canadian work. The Untitled work sold on May 3, 1989 at Sotheby's New York in 

the Contemporary Art sale, was an oil on canvas measuring 78 x 138 inches and 

painted circa 1955. Estimated at 9250,000-$350,000, the work sold for S 1,540,000 

U.S. (this amount includes the buyer's premium).24 This sale not only rnarked the 

height of the Riopelle market, but ais0 of the market worldwide as it experienced a 

boom in the 1980's. Furthemore, this price is indicative of abstract expressionism 

being in vogue among collecton. In addition to this distinction Riopelle holds seven 

of the top ten record sales at auction for Canadian art works. Moa of the records 

which range fiom between $400,000 to â800,OOO cdn., were set in 1988 and 1989.3 

Riopelle's most valued pieces date fiom the L950s: the yean in which his technique 

of gestural painting was perfected.26 

During Riopelle's peak in the market, his works were so desirable that pnces 

realized for his pieces at auction were substantially higher than the pre-auction 

estimates. For example, just two weeks after setting the record price for one of his 

pieces in the New York sale, Sotheby's Toronto sold an Abstract Cornwsition, signed 

and dated '50 on the reverse and measurïng 15 x 18 inches, for 5 1 15,500. The pre- 

auction estimate valued the piece as being worth approximately S30,000-S40,000.27 

While one might expect that Riopelle's larger scale works, which often fetch 

"one week atter this record pnce was paid for his work, a Riopetle was aolm fiom a private Mary in 
Momreal. The 1959 work which measures 73 x 100 cehetres, is estimateci to be vaiued between 
5 100,000 and S500.000 cdn, The piece was on dispIay at the Galerie Claude Mne, as part of a month 
long exhibition of Riopeiie's work fiom the 195û's. The Sotheby's sale gave much publie to Riopeiie 
and to this particular exhibition of his works. The timing of this th& is indicative of the popularity of 
Riopeiie's worb and their subsequent value as demonstrateci in the Sotheby's auction. The spokesman 
for the Galerie &ci, "1 think the fact that Riopeiie sold for more than any other Canadian artkt ever 
woke up a lot of people." Stephen GodErey, "Riopde StoIen in Morneal" The GIobe and M d  13 
May 13, 1989: 
3Amhony R Westbridge, Canadian Art Sais Index: Paintins  Prims. Sdpture Books (Vancouver: 
Westbridge Publications Ltd., 1997) 142. 
26~ochoa 48. 
27~his is illustrateci in: Sotheby's Catalogue, h m ~ t  Canadian A& May 17, 1989. lot 55. 



substantial prices, would sel1 better in Canada, the potential value of these pieces is 

greater in the New York or London auctions. These des, unlike those in Canada or 

rather Toronto, attract a larger pool of buyers who have more fun& available for 

expenditure on art acquisitions. 

From 1987 until 1992, approximately 23 paintings sold for over $100,000 

cdn., yet fiorn 1992 until the 1997 auction year, oniy three works exceeded this 

amount28 This figure does not mean that fewer works ranging in this value were up 

for sale, rather, people are unwilling to pay these prices when the market is in a 

recession. While this recession rnay have naturally af5ected the value of Riopelle's 

work, it is worthwhile to consider the possibility that the existence of Riopelle 

forgeries in the market may have similarly affected his value. Before investigating 

the specific effects of such forgeries, it is important to explore the feanires of 

Riopelle's work that attmct the forger. 

Rio~eHe: The Fomerts Target 

The forger who fabrcates the work of Riopelle is iikely motivated by the 

prices realized at auction for his pieces. As Riopelle is an artist that has proven to be 

a valuable and fshionable commodity, it is not surprishg that over the last decade, 

forgeries of his works have been discovered In addition to considering the 

rnarketability of the works he intends to create, the forger must also evaluate the 

necessary technical skills and materials required in order to produce convincing 

works. 

Ln addition to his art king highly vaiued, as it is the work ofa  Canadian artist, 

Riopelle's technique is one which can easily be forged As his works are abstract, the 

forger is merely required to perfect Riopeiiels method of gestural painting and 

%iopefle's works are also sold through dealers and private gaiieries. Such transactions are not made 
avaiIable to the public, and thus action records alone serve as a basis fiom which to judge dative 
changes in values of partidar art works over tirne, 



understand the theories behind his choice of colour combinations, rather than having 

to be proficient in more technical matters such as depicting figura1 images which 

require a thorough understanding of various concepts such as the use of perspective. 

1 do not rnean to suggest that Riopelle's technique is not complex in nature. Rather, it 

encompasses the process and application of paint which does not necessarily require 

the same levei of d ~ c  training as producing more subject-oriented pieces. As Van 

Meegeren was trained as an d s t ,  his skills enabled him to undertake the difficuit 

ta& of forging such artists as De Hooch and Vermeer, whose technicd mastep may 

be viewed as unsurpasseci. Thus, it is clear that the forger creates works that befit his 

own talents. For example, Eric Hebborn, a trained draughtsman, had a successful 

career as a forger of old master drawi6nçs. While abstract works appeal to the forger 

due to the ease of production, such pieces are often more thoroughly catalogueci, 

which poses a difficulty for the forger. The creation of older works, however, are not 

as well documented or even documented at dl. Thus, while it rnay be easier to create 

works by such artists as Riopelle, the forger has a greater chance of marketing old 

master works, over modem or conternporary pieces, without raising suspicion. 

While Riopelle's technique seems to entice the forger who may not be as 

technicaily skillecl, other factors make Riopelle, or any modern or conternporary arti-st 

attractive to the forger. As such pieces have not yet undergone the effects of aging as 

experienced by old master works, the forger need not concem hunself with 

simdating such incikators of age in the same way that Van Meegeren did wben 

forging his pieces. in recailîng Van Meegeren's eiaborate methods of production, 

which range fiom gathering authentic 17thcentq canvases and rare pi*gnents to 

laboring with complex techniques of aging and cracking the painting, as detailed in 

chapter three, one notes the attention to detail involved in the execution of such 

forgeries. In contrast, Riopelie's materials are d l  readily available to the forger and 

therefore do not pose the kinds of difficulaes faced by Van Meegeren At the m o n  



the forger of Riopelle's pieces need ody simulate some dut and minor damages 

which require far less effort and attention as compared to tasks associated with 

forging older works. 

Faux Rio~elle: Canadian Forneries of a Canadian Artist 

Forgeries of Riopelle painting reported in the Montreal and Toronto areas 

provide evidence for a contemporary case study. in the following a c c o u . ,  1 will 

focus on issues conceming the relationship between forged works and the art market. 

This study is based on reports in newspapen, i n t e ~ e w s  with police detectives, 

documentation at the Toronto Police Museum and frst-hand correspondence with 

Yseul t Riopelle and Sotheby's experts. 

The first instance of a Canadian forger convicted and imprisoned for such art 

crimes occurred in 1995 in Montreal? Riopelle was among the many artists forged 

by Pierre Luisi, who was found guilty of ekven counts of fiaud and imprisoned for 

nine months. Like most forgers, Pierre Luisi was an aspiring artist, who, unable to 

se11 his own works, began to forge various sought-after Quebec artists such as 

Riopelle.~o As Luisi explains, "1 tried selling my own paînthgs, which I signed D a  

Luisi,' but people preferred to invest in big-name artists, so 1 decided I'd give them 

names."" Luisi placed classified ads in various Monneal newspapen, offering some 

Riopelles for as Iittie as a few thousand dollars. Since they were well below their 

market value, these prices should have rai-sed suspicion among coilecton and dealen 

Zg~laude Arpin, "How Art Police Trapped The L'id' :  Forger Chumed out Fake Riopelles ui LaSalle 
Kitchen" The Gazette 3 1 ~May, 1995: Al, A1 1. The difficulty in convicting art forgers is in having to 
prove that the individuai under suspicion actuaiiy created the fbrgeries. which would require one to 
wimess the suspect creathg the works with his own hanci, which is rare. In the case of Lui si, however. 
this is a r a d y  what happeneci. When police raided his residence, they caught Luisi red-handed hard at 
woric, producing forgeries in his kitchen. Arpia, A l  1. 
5!Mïtche& 30. 
%Qh, A l  1. 



regarding the authenticity of these works. However, Luisi managed to entice several 

buyen who believed they were acquiring a genuine work, despite its bargain price. 

The Luisi forgenes came to the attention of the police when a prominent 

businessman who in 1994 had purchased a "Riopelle" for $16,000, arranged to have 

himself and the painting photographed with the artist. Upon seeing the work, 

Riopelle declared the piece to be a fake and inscribed "This is not my work" on the 

back of the painting32 Riopelle contacted the Montreal poiice who in tum conducted 

an investigation which led to Luisi's arrest. 

It is helpful to trace the path of the forged painting fiom Luisi's han& to its 

recognition as a forgery by Riopelle himself. The businessman had purchased the 

Riopelle £Yom an individual who had responded to an advertisement in Le Journal de 

Montreal. This individual paid $3,000 for the painting, and brought the work to a 

reputable Monneal art gallery where the dealer accepted it as an authentic Riopelle 

and affixed the gallery label on the back for a cost of $53. No charges were brought 

against the art dealer or the first purchaser of the painting as they were believed to 

have acted in good f a i t h . 3 5  

Over time, other collecton d a c e d  with similar Riopeile forgeries. in order 

to apprehend the forger, Riopeile approved police suggestions to publicize the matter 

stating thaf "this nonsense bas got to sîop."3J Based on these accounts, the police 

were able to identifj the source as Luisi. The raid on Luisi's home in October of 1994 

found the artist hard at work and forty-seven painting on site, including eleven 

"Riopelles". Among other materials discovered were various practice sheets of 

signatures, ïncluding one with numerous examples of Riopelle's with the more 

32~itcheII, 30. 
j3~rpin., Al 1 - 
"~rpin, Al 1. Riopelle was willing to cooperate with the police in their investrestrgaîion As a 
prevemuïve measure, deteaives convinceci Riopde to be fhgerprinted, Riopeile had "mentioned that 
he always touched a finger to his wet carrvas." lüerefore, it seerned ad~antagaus to have Riopelle's 
prints on fde as a d M v e  means of detennining the auttiorship of any otber questionabie pieces of his 
work 



convincing examples circled by Luisi. Luisi did not copy works directiy, rather, he 

produced pasriches of the artist's work.35 

The seized painting were ordered destroyed as part of the court case, but on 

the recommendation of the detective in charge, the S 16,000 "Riopelle" that set off the 

investigation was retained for the Montreal Police Museum. Although the work 

remains in the custody of the police, it is significant that the National Gallery in 

Ottawa wanted access to this Riopelle forgery for comparative purposes. 

While unsuspecting collectors in Montreal were fdling victim to Luisis' 

forgeries' Toronto's art communie was also mgding against the infiltration of fakes 

into the market. The majority of reported incidents of Riopelle forgeries in Toronto 

can be linked to one phcular individual, Henry Louis K u n ~ 3 6  Originally fiom 

Fmnce, Kuntz moved to Toronto and became a self-proclaimed art dealer. While at 

firn orchestrating various an thefts, Kuna later became involved in marketing 

forgeries in the Toronto are% which subsequently Ied to his arrest in 1986. Kun?z 

was sentenced to five y e m  incarceration for his involvement in various art crimes? 

Spending time behind bars did no& however, deter Kmtz fiom continuing his 

illegal activities in the art community after he was released In the autumn of 1990. 

an individual approached Simon Dresdnere, a Toronto art gailery owner, with several 

Picasso etchuigs; Dresdnere. an authority on modem art, immediately recognized the 

pieces as fakes. He was familiar with one of the etchings and noticed that its image 

was inverteci? In question@ îhe individual regarding the origins of the pieces, 

" ~ r p i q  Al 1. 
j6~ohnson, B3- Intorrnation on Henry Kuntz was gathered tiom publically adable sources. The 
d d s  presented in this thesis are an amalgamanon of &cts and do not rdect the authois personal 
Mews or inferences. The author believes these accounts as pubkhed in newspapers to be nue and 
relïable. 
37The entire investigation of Kuntz involved 3,000 houn of surveillance tapa by f ie  police forcg 
including the F.B.L Thomas Clarîdge, "Paintings Were Fake: Toronto Art Dealer failed for Fwe 
Years" The Globe and Mail Aug 6 1986: A13- 
18~etective Neil Stokes, Penooal interview, M y  1997. Deteetive Stokes c o h  the varanty of the 
informatl*on he has W g e d  to the author and has authorized reproduction of the investigation details 
for publication in tbis thesis. 



Dresdnere discovered that his recently purchased $65,000 Riopelle originated fiom 

the same s0urce.3~ Rather than overlooking the probability that his Riopelle too was 

a forgery, and wishing to protect his own reputation, Dresdnere contacted the police. 

The Riopelle that Dresdnere purchased was offered to him by a legitima~e 

dealer, who in good faith had relied on a secure provenance. The painting had been 

authenticated by the autobiographer of Riopelle, although it was later determined that 

although this individual wrote a book on Riopelle, he was not actually an authority on 

the artist. As a self-proclaimed expert, this person provided authentications of 

Riopelle's works at a cost of $500 per picture.M When the police contacted the dealer 

who sold Dresdnere the Riopelle, she disclosed the original source of the painting, 

who in tum confessed to working on behaif of K u t z  In July of 199 1, police raided 

Kuntzts home and seized more than 100 works of art, both stolen and forged. Among 

these works were 15 Riopelle forgeries." 

The Riopelles that Kuntz was dealing in were high quality fakes produced by 

world-class forgers. The works, not only convincing in theû technique, were painted 

on canvases purchased fkom Lucien Lefebvre Foinet, Riopelle's Parisian art supplier. 

As well, affixed to the backs of the forgeries were phory labels fiom French galleries 

which added an additional air of authenticity. Although Kuntz never divulged the 

exact source of his forgeries, it is assumed, based on this evidence, that he imported 

them fiom France?Z 

%fitcbelI, 30. 
SoStO kes, Personal Interview. 
SIMitchell. 30. 
%GtchelI, 30. A Monneai gdery owner, -Michel Bigue. has reason to belive the forgeries onginate in 
France. Bigue, who was offered a fàke Riopelle in 1991 that "looked pretty good," explains, "1 went 
into a gdery in Pan's the year after f saw pain@ atactly like Riopeiie's, 1 asked peopIe in the gaiiexy 
about thern, They said the artist was in his &ies and be knew Riopele. L figtued this has got to be the 
man, This guy in Paris gets nothing for his paintings. Maybe Kumz met him and said Zisten, let's make 
some money.'" Yseuit Riopelle, on the otherfiand, believes that the forgeries are produced in Canada 
Whüe it is m e  that many of the forgeries are made with fansian rnateds, Ysedt has confirmeci with 
the Paris suppliers that they have had various requests for their materials to be sem to Canada, which is 
atypical. Thus, Y d t  is convinced that such requests have been made by Candian forgers- Y s d t  
Riopde, Persona1 ImeMew, 29 March 1998. 



Unclear as to the =tus of the Riopelles at the time of their seinire, detectives 

in charge of the case consulted Marie-Claude Corbeil, the senior conservation 

scientist at the Canadian Conservation Institute in Ottawa In addition to the works 

being compared to various authentic Riopelles, scientific tests were conducted on the 

art works. The most significant findings came corn the pigment analyses. According 

to Corbeil's report, the paintings, which were executed in Riopelle's svle fiom the 

1950s, contained an orange paint that was not available at the supposed time of 

production. As well, some of the paintings had been signed in red which Riopelle 

does not generally use for his signatures. In addition to this evidence, it was noted 

that the supplier's stamp on the back of the canvases postdated 1988 and differed 

from the stamp used in the 1950~.~3 The uistinite contacted the canvas manufacturer 

in Paris in order to confirm this information.* While it is assumed that the forgeries 

were created afier 1988, Kuntt claimed that although the painting may not have 

been painted in the 1950s, they were d l  authentic works by Ri~pelle.~s 

Despite the overwhelming evidence aggnst the authenticity of these 

*opelles, it was decided that the most definitiveanswer regarding their mnis would 

come from Riopelle himself. Detectives brought a nurnber of paintings to Riopelle 

who confirmed their fraudulznt nature." Ln 1994, Kuntz was once again convicted 

and sentenced to two yean incarceration in addition to other sanctions which prevent 

him fiom M e r  involvement in the art business,J7 

43Mitchel~30. 
%terestin@Y, the owner of the mandamring Company was asked to come to Canada to testify as  to 
the nature of the stamps on the canvases, but refiised to do so. She was willing to tesi@ if the court 
came to her, Detedve Stokes expIained that the cost of such a triai would have been astrouornical as 
they would have to set up a special court, sendhg the judge, the crown artoniey, the defense, the 
accuseci and several of the detectives to France. A new crown had been --gned to the casq who afier 
much consideration, decided to opt for a pIea barsain, rather than proceeding with such a costly mal, 
Stokes, Personai interview 
"stokes, Personai Interview. 
* Michaet W o n ,  "'Fanrastic Fakest Lead to Jaü T m :  Henry Kuntz gets Two Years in Massive Art 
Forgery" The Toronto Star January 5, 1994: A6. 

is &dent that Kumz despite these sanctions. comiliua to be involveci in iU@ activities involving 
art, Most receatiy, Kuntz's residence was on Febnmy 4, 1997. Attempting to reaeive %den 



Crimes Aeainst RiopeIle: The Effect of Forgeries on bis Market 

I have already discussed some of the factors that make Riopelle a desirable 

target for forgers. I will now offer an analysis of the aforementioned cases involvinç 

Riopelle forgeries in an attempt to establish the nature of their effects on Riopelle's 

market. It wi11 become apparent, however, that various limitations prevent any 

conclusive findings. 

As Riopelle's works were most popular in the mid to late 1980's, it would 

make sense that forgea would seize the opportunity to produce Riopelle's works at 

such a time when the collecting public is most willing to expend enorrnous sums for 

his pieces. Thus, one would expect to find a heightened incidence of Riopelle 

forgenes in these years. It is important, however, to distinguish that there are two 

variables at play. One concerns the historical moment at which the forgeries were 

produced and the other that at which they were sold The difficulty in üying to trace 

any patterns regarding the sale and production of forgeries, is that while the sale of 

such works is often recorded, it is almoa impossible to know when the forgeries were 

created unless one has fim-hand knowledge fiom the forger himself, which it moa 

rare. Furthexmore, some forgeries have been discovered prior to their saie, such as 

those seized from KW's residence. Such pieces provide narisical information 

about the existence of Riopelle forgeries, but offer no real evidence of flucniaaons in 

Riopelle's value, as they have not entered the market 

As forgeries can have a long histoxy of exchange, perhaps more insights may 

be -&ed about the art market through a study of when the forgeries were purchased, 

rather than created, as these transactions, Uce the sale of any legitimate art works, 

reflect a particular state of value in the market. Thus, while 1 would like to be able to 

formulate suggestions regarding the relationship between the art market and the 

works that they believed to be in Kunds possession, police discovered a number of forgeries in the raid 
which they subsequently seized. This raid on Kuntz's residence produced the author's Riopde forgery. 



production of RiopelIe forgeries, 1 will have to focus on the sale of these works. In 

this capacity, 1 will attempt to establish conclusions as to why the forgeries were 

successNly sold when they were. 

Based on the information that has been presented regarding the variow 

accounts of Riopelle forgeries, one notes that the yean in which these pieces were 

sol4 the Luisi forgenes being purchased in 1994 and those comected to Kuntz in 

1990 and thereafier, do not coincide with my hpthesis  which suggests that the 

production andior sale of Riopelle forgeries should correspo~d to Riopelle's pe& 

years in the market, the mid to late 1980s. Thus, certain conditions must have existeci 

in the market dun'ng the years in which these forgeries were sold in order to have 

fonered their acceptance. 

In the early 1990s, the Canadian economy experienced a recession which 

subsequentl y effected the art market. As the market for Riopelle declined, so too did 

the value of his pieces. Rather than selling works at a time when the market is 

strong, perhaps the forger strategically offers his Riopelles for sale when the market 

is down so that his typicdly low prices will not raise doubt regarding the authenticity 

of the pieces. î h e  collecton who ofien fall prey to the forger, il1 informeci, bargain- 

seekers, may genuinely be Ied to believe that the market for Riopelle has experienced 

such a decline that the price quoted to the collector by the forger, rather than seeming 

suspiciously Iow, appears to reflect the overall recession in the market 

Though the above suggestion offen an explanation as to why forgen have 

successfully sold their pieces when the market is experiencing a recession an 

altemative view can be taken which proposes that such conditions in the market 

would prevent the forger's success. By way of exphnation, let me fim discuss why 

the sale of forgeries is more likely to occur when the market is doing well. At the 

peak of Riopelle's market, or any &a for that matter, his work was in nich demand 

that many collecton rnay have cared only about getting their han& on one of 



Riopelle's pieces in order to anain the statu associated with such an acquisition. 

Perhaps such circumstances would prevent the potential buyer fkom scrutinizing the 

work closely, leading to a compulsive purchase due to the highly cornpetitive 

environment. Furthemore, as so many works change hands at such a fkuitful time, it 

is dificult to keep track of a11 the pieces, such that the forgeries become hard to 

distinguish fkom the genuine works. By contrasf when the market is d o m  with less 

cornpetition and fewer works for sale, the potential b-er may rnake more of an effort 

to substantiate the authenticity of the piece before going ahead with the purchase. 

Thus, there is a greater potential that forgeries will be discovered and eliminated 

under such scrutiny. 

The various analyses suggesting which circumstances are most ripe for the 

sale of Riopelle forgeries are merely speculative in nature and the author does not 

wish to mislead the reader. The data available to me, which includes limited 

documentation on the incidence of forgeries in Canada only, naturally, does not 

pennit a complete analysis of the eff- of these works on Riopelle's market. It is 

likely that various cases of Riopelle forgeries exia around the world, particularly in 

Europe, which encompass a wide variety of mediums including works in oil which 

has been the focus of this stud. One m u t  a h  consider that many victims of 

forgeries do not corne forward and press charges for fear of embarrasment for having 

been deceived by these works. Currently, there does not seem to be a comprehensive 

way of calculating the incidence of forgenes regardhg their sale and production over 

t h e .  Thus, in regard to the eEects of the Riopelle forgenes, while the public 

declaration of the existence of forgeries in the market, such as in the November 1997 

Financial Post article, "Seeing Red Cher Riopelle: Art Deden and Collecton are 

Genuig Bmed by Forgeries of his Works," has surely alened dealers and colleaoa 

to be wary of the* Riopelle purchases, it is dif16cult to acknowledge the extent to 

which they have changed their coLlecting patterns because of the infiltration of 



forgeries in the market. Ysedt  Riopelle States that, "It is well known that the art 

market has dipped, so it's no surprise that the prices for Riopelle's works have also 

fallen. But I believe that a good piece will aiways hold its own." In my opinion, it is 

a combination of the recession in the market as well as the various incidences of 

forgeries that currently continues to dampen Riopelle's market value. Ironically, now 

would be a wise time to purchase Riopelle's work With a rejwenated economy and 

the fact that Riopelle's health ha been declining, the value of his pieces is likely to 

rise ~ i ~ f i c a n t l y  in the upcoming yean." That is, of course, assuming that one does 

not buy a Riopelle forge. Potential buyers of Riopelle's work will want to take 

particular note of the characteristic features of these forgeries as indicated by the 

expert. 

The RiopeHe Foweries: An Exmir Oninion 

In an attempt to acquire an expert view of my Riopelle forge- (plate l), 

which is assumed to paralle1 the other Riopelle forgenes associated with Kuntz, I sent 

photogaphs of the work in addition to photos of two small canvases fiom the police 

mweurn to the Resident of Sotheby's who specializes in Canadian art, for an 

assesmient of the pieces. 1 would B e  to briefiy share some of her insights regarding 

the problematic nature of these works. 

In discussing the forgeries, Christina Orobetz, President of Sotheby's (Canada) 

hc. in Toronto, conveyed that the subject works were quite convincing in regard to a 

nurnber of factors. According to Orobetz, the cailigraphy of the s iC~tures  on the 

forgenes is close to Riopellets hand (plate 2). As weil, the canvases seem sufnciently 

aged when viewed fiom the back, wMe the gallery labels appear characteristicatly 

faded (plate 3). However, she indiates that the overall impression of the work is 

unsettling. As Orobetz notes, the works lacks a certain "technical fluidity." The paint 



application, though reminiscent of Riopelle's style, does not demonstrate the subtlety 

of motion which would otherwise be associated with Riopelle's works. Furthermore, 

the various Iayen of paint in the forgeries are too easily distinguishable as the lines 

do not delicately flow into one another (plates 4 and 5). The forgenes, lacking this 

quality, fail to depict an ambiguity of space, an essential component of Riopelle's 

work. 

Jacques Dupin describes the artist's process: "Riopelle ... works in a series of 

crises, outbursts, in a son of fus and hypnotic explosion that leaves no room for 

pauses, corrections or second thoughts.'"g Orobetz, in agreement with Dupin, 

generally characterizes the forgeries as having a particular mechanical quality. This 

feanire of the paintings contributes to an overall lack of spontaneity in regard to the 

creation of the pieces. Moreover, the paintings appear too structured. In addition to 

rnarked inconsistencies in the -le of the pieces, the coloun utilized pose difficulties 

for Orobetz As she explains, there is a certain sharpness to the colours which diffen 

from authentic works by Riopelle and she particularly notes that the use of white in 

the forgenes is almost sculptural. Furthermore, the overall tones appear too bright, as 

they seem to lack any natural effects of aging While ûrobetz admits to the high 

quality of these pieces, she is easily able to distinguish their flaws.W 

Interestin&, Orobetz commented that the task presented to her was rather 

unusuai, as she does not nomally approach a work knowîng in advance that it is a 

forge-. Thus, Orobetz was required to work in a reverse process. Forced to 

articulate the problematic featwes of the forgeries, Orobetz necessarily formed a 

more precise understanding of the characteristics of authentic Riopelles. 

'glacques Dupin, "Im I r m e e  dii Tabteau," Demëre Ie Miroir 160 (1966): np. 
50~hnstina Orobetz Personal Interview. March 20, 1998, 



Forgeries do not arise in a vacuum. These works are uispired by external 

forces in the market which include individual tastes and fashions as well as auction 

sales and the current statu of am'sts. As descriid in this chapter, forgeries, like 

other art works, respond to the impulses of changing q p l y  and demand in the art 

market. The Riopelle case midy has served to demonstrate this point. While the 

hypotheses posited in this chapter are not supported in their entirety as a result of 

limited resources including natimcal data, certain assumptions remain me. 

Studying forgenes and their origins necessarily Uiforms one of the competing forces 

at play in the art market. By tracing when in time forgeries are produced and sol4 

one gains insights into the notion of value as formulated in the market 

This thesis has developed the notion that forgeries offer insights that extend 

beyond their traditional art historical use. Simply stated, forgeries are a usefui tool of 

midy in the practice of connoisseurship, for the scientist and finally for the art dealer 

and collecter. A forgery, when detected as such, provides a window into the complex 

underground world of art that may otherwise remah cloaked in mystery and 

uncertainty. 



Cha~ter Five 

Conciusion: The Future of For~eries 

I am not the first individual to advocate the study of art forgeries. These 

works have been the focus of endless books and scholarly articles, while dso being 

the subject of a number of e.xhibits at various museums and gaileries around the 

world. As early as 1908, the Whitechapel Art Gallery in London held an exhibition 

of copies of pictures; a rnuseurn class at Harvard organized a show at the Fogg Art 

Museum in 1940 cdIed Art: Genuine or Counterfeit, and in 1984, the Whitworth 

Gallexy in Manchester, England presented Seeine is Deceivine: Foreen- and Imitation 

in Pictures, to name but a few.1 Most Recently, in 1997, the Nelson-Atkm Museum 

of Art in Kansas City, Mo. held an exhibition enfitled Discoverv and Deceit and 

explored topics such as "Mistakes by the Art Historiant' and "Faisely Condemned 

Antiques."' So what is it that sets this thesis midy apart from dl other inquiries into 

the topic of art forgeries. making it wonhy of attention? In exarnining the way 

forgeries are typically approached by the scholar, and how their midies may shape a 

somewhat narrow understanding of these works, the unique nature of my thesis will 

become apparent 

Various te- devoted to the study of forgeries, svch as Otto Kurz's Fakes: A 

Handbook for Collectors and Students, George Savage's Forgeries. Fakes and 

Reoroductions: A Hancibook for the Art Dealer and Collecter, and more recently, 

Thomas Hoving's Fdse Imrnessions: 'The Hlmt for Big Time Art Fakes, seem to focus 

on one partïcular area- how to detect forgeries. Hoving provides anecdotes r e l a t a  to 

his various encounten with forged works while offerhg the reader a detailed 

explanation as to how the pieces were discovered and subsequently proven to be 

l~ames Koobatian, Faking It- An International Bbliom~hy of Art and Lit- For~eries, 1949-1 986 
(Washingtoa D.C., Special Liraries .4ssouation, 1987) 21 5 - 2 3 .  
%ul GoIdberger* "1s it Real? Or is it a Forgesy?: .An Exhibit Takes a Look at Faites" The New York 
fimes 19 Xov. 1996: Cl 3. 



forgenes. Perhaps Hovings's readers will become "fakebusters" themselves.3 Kurz 

and Savage similarly have one concem: how the collector c m  protect him or henelf 

from being deceived by forgeries. The question that seems to be addressed in these 

works is: is the worlc authentic or not and what proof can be offered in suppon of this 

conclusion? As the goal of these texts is to be able to determine the authenticiq of 

art works, once this task has been completed, through the application of the various 

tools of co~oisseurship, including scientific technologies, this information about the 

statu of the work remains nothing more than just thak a matter of fact. For these 

scholars, this fact alone provides closure to their exhaustive research Yet this is the 

point where my study begins. With the knowledge thar a work is a forgery, 1 have 

devised a system which allows me study these works after their discovery, in order to 

extract knowledge from them that extends beyond their mere identification as 

forgeries. 

Traditionally, the tools of comoisseurship have been u e d  to identify the 

authorship andior authenticity of art works. In this study, I have dernonstrated how a 

recognized forgery can assis in and enhance the contemporary practice of 

connoisseurship. In assignîng the forgery a new role, one that is active rather than 

passive, the forgery becomes valued for what it is, rather than what it is not 

Sirnilarly, science has commonly sought to idemi@ the physical origins of art works 

in order to a m e r  questions, once again, regarding authenticity. In this study, I have 

illustrated how the scientific data that confirms the status of a work as a forgery, 

rather than being a means to an end, can inform other areas of study including an 

understanding of the creative process of the art&. Forgeries that have attained an 

authentic statu in the art market are riphtfùlly considered dangerous to the honen 

dealer and collector. In acceptïng the fact tbat individuals and institutions have often 

; ~ h e  temr 'fikebu~ers' coma from chapta one: Fakebusters, Fakers and How to Tell a Fake in 
Hovin& Faix I m ~ r ~ o n s .  



been deceived by such forgeries, rather than trying to cover up these mistakes, this 

study bas publicized the circumstances of the production and/or sale of these works in 

order to offer insights regarding the various conditions that influence the art market. 

Forgeries do not cease to provide meaningful information after they have been 

labeled as such. This thesis has maintallied that forgeries are a valuable tool of study. 

While I have discussed why this research is different fiom previous 

considerations of art forgeries, I uill briefly address the relevance of ths study fiom 

an art historical perspective. Even after being assigned a marginal status, as they 

often are, forgeries cm be appreciated and valued not in ternis of their attribution or 

monetary worth, but as works of a that, Like authentic ones, convey information 

regarding the social, cultural and economic circumstances of their creation. 

Furthemore, forgeries provide the art historian with resources £tom which to extract 

knowledge that cm assin in the process of designating origins IO authentic art works. 

Translating the information contained in forgeries into the vocabulary of the art 

historian helps meet the task of presenting a more accurate account of art history. 

Forgeries have b e n  validated as a legitimate area of academic inquj.. Yec 

the difficulty in studying these works m u t  be addressed While students have direct 

access tu authentic art works that are publicly displayed on museum and gailery 

walls, they do not have the same opportunity to examine Eorged works. Although 

forgeries have been exhibited in a nunber of short-tenn displays, very few 

inmtutions permanently offer the forgeries in their coilections for view.4 In facc 

many institutions are not even willing to admit that they possess such works, for fear 

of damagmg their reputations. Therefore, an exposure to most forgeries cornes only 

through photographs, which unfortunately do not nifnciently represent the art works. 

Thus, if forgeries are to be utilized in the manner suggested in this thesis, the art 

historian, connaisseur, scientist, collecter and student mut have direct access to 

JThe Royai Ontario Museum has a permanent display of for& medievai reliq~an~es. 



these works. ûnly when forgeries, as compared to authentic works, are equally 

viewed as relevant sources of study, will they be similarly offered for public 

consumption. 

Another problem inherent in the study of forgenes is that only those works 

that are brought to one's attention can be analyzed and documented. Thus one's 

understanding of forgeries, and art history, is constantly shifting as new works are 

being discovered. Yet, most forgea do not generally corne fonvard on their own to 

claim authoahip of already accepte4 "authentic" works. As well, private collectors 

and institutions are not easily persuaded to publicly admit to their poor judgment in 

acquiring forged art works. As so many forgenes exist in collections around the 

world that have not yet been exposed, and perhaps never will be, I propose that those 

institutions and collecton who possess forgeries should corne forward and offer their 

pieces for shidy purposes. 

Notwithstanding the limited statistical data on the incidence of art forgery, the 

opportunity exists to explore the benefits that may be denved from the midy of these 

known works. The application of the tools of art historical midy, have, over time, 

been expanded to meet changing circurnstances. The early art historian would not 

likely have appreciated the role of technology in the interpretation and study of art 

works. Similarly, many art historians, schooled in the traditional methods and 

nomenclature of their field, may not bave recognized the value of studying forgenes 

alongside other authentic works. However, any meaningfbi analysis of art m u t  

include al1 relevant resources. Therefore, forgenes must be incorporated into the 

realrn of art historical study, so that a more comprehensive understanding of art will 

result In the study of ari history, as in life, we often scom that which we do not 

understand, Perhaps as we ieam more about the role of forgeries for the art historias 

these works may be removed fkom museum cellan and placed with pnde in 

institutional spaces, in plain view, for al1 to appreciate. 
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